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BAWKSr, June 207—The 5Gth annual meetGeneral Conference of Congregational churches of Maine opened in Bangor this
forenoon In Central church, and will continue
through Wednesday and Thursday. There
has been a large arrival of delegates, and the
attendance promises to be large.
The opening session was devoted to organization and the conference sermon, preached
by Rev. George S. Dickerman of Lewiston.
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for temporary recuperation.

The organization of the conference was perfected by the choice of the following officers:
Moderator—Rev. F. E. Clark, Portland.
Corresponding Secretary—H. S. Huntington,
Gorham.
Recording Secretary—E. F. Dnren, Bangor.
Treasurei—S. S. Wheelwright, Bangor.
Telegrams of fraternal greetings were sent
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Massachusetts.
The officers elected to the conference will
serve three years. The committee on credentials reported that in addition to delegates from
to

ity, ovenvork, rheumatism,
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liver complaints, kidney
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The barometer is highest in the lower lake
region and lowest in the northwest. Fair
weather continues in the districts east of the
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EXAMISATIOSi OF TEACHEKS.
Bub-committee on examination of candidates
for teaching in the public schools of Portland,
will meet for the examination of teachers at the
High School Building on Thursday, thy <5ch day or
July, next, at 10 a. m. Applicants must pass a
satisfactory examination In the following branches,
viz:
Arithmetic. Elementary Geometry. Physical and
Descriptive Geography, English Grammar, including Composition, United States History, Physiology,
Elements of Music, (Mason’s) Elementary FreeHand Drawing, and Theory and Practice ot Teach-

THE

r

ing-

applicants must he present on the morning
specified, and the examination will continue
through two days unless sooner finished.
No further examinations will take place prior to
the opening of the schools.
THOMAS TASH, Superintendent of Schools.
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SLACK M'D COLORED

RHADAMES.
Wc have again received a fresh
invoice of some elegant patterns in
Black Brocade Satins for Overdresses, and a heantifnl line of
Black and Colored Bhadames.
These goods we shall sell at
prices "which will be satisfactory to
our Customers.
Please call and examine.
*
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BOSTON SCHOOL OF ORATORY.
yeaes; shorter course, oue year.
Tho Ilelsarte Eysten, of gesture and a complete
course of light gymnastics. Term oegins Oct. G. Application at 1 Somerset St. Boston, Mass,, after Oct.
let to 5th from 10 tn 12 A. M. For catalogues apIily to K. It, I1AYM0KD, Prln._jiinlCeodlm
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In order to reduce our Stock to make
Goods of our own manufacture.

room far

Wo offer at COST for tlie NEXT THIRTY BAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
This is

a

rare oppor-

tunity^ our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from flne hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods itefore buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.,

FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DISPLAYSDesigns.
July goods,
Pistol*,
Caps,
including Flag*, Balloon*,
Too-pedoe*. and IOO new style* of Japan-

Novelties, Specialties and New
Also a full line of all other Fourth of

Lanterns
Our IIox Collection* of Fire Works contain the greatest variety for private use and
are sold on the basis of the lowest wholesale price*. 8eod for price list. HASTEN
ISHawley
A WELLS, Manufacturers,
Street, near Milk Street, Boston.
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GENTLEMEN’S

STRAW HATS

Straw Hats of every description refinished to compare favorably with new
goods. We make a specialty of this
work and keep a large variety of black
and fancy colored bands; Also, Gentlemen’s Straw Hats made to order.
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Line of Spring

O. D. Hillman &
STRAW

end Summer

Co.,

FACTORY,

98 and 100 Cross Street.
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Ladies’ Cloth

Top

Button, only §2.00.

Glove Kid
§2.00.
es. Straw and Oxford Tie.
Bala, and Button Boots.
Congress Boots in all prices.
Children’s Lawn Tennis in NEW*nd NOBBY Styles, &e. <£c.f &c., at

Men’s JkOW Sh'

IML\(i TACKLE!
In all its

221

F. W. DEARBORS’S
381 Congress Street.

ap2C82m
Stockholders’ Meeting,

A

SPECIAL meeting of tbc stockholders of the
“Maine Box

evening._

Company”

will bo held at the

Preble House, Portland, on tVEDNES HAY, June
28tli 1882, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, for the
following purposes:—To see if the Company will
mavote to sell any or all of the patents or the
chinery owned by said company, and to what parties and at what price.
Dated ht Portland this J6th day of dune A. IL
E. L. ROBINSON,
XH&'j.
Assistant Secretary.
jul<5&21

Lewiston, June 20.—The French

conven-

tion organized permanentiy as follows:
President—P. C. Keegan of Caribou.
Vice Presidents—Alphonse Pare of Biddeford, Joseph Sanson of Saccarappa.
Secretary—F. X. Belleau of Lewiston.
Treasurer—S. Marcous, Lewiston.
The thanks of the convention were extended to the retiring officers. The following committees were appointed:
Executive Committee—Dr. L. J. Martel,
Lewiston; Rev. A. D. Decelles, Saccarappa;
Eli Cayouette, Lyndon; P. V. Liborte, Biddeford.
On Rules—The President, Edmund Boorbeau, Lewiston; A. Theirege, Biddeford; J.
Mathieu, Waterville; H. A. Heon Salmon
Falls, N. H.
On Resolutions—The clergy; J. D. Mortinarquet, Lewiston; A. Pare, Biddeford; L.
Painchard, H. I. Sorel, Biddeford; Vital Pardis, Grand Isle; Vincent Pardis, Oldtowu;
Tbade Herbert, Madawaska.
Tho convention is well attended.

THE EPISCOPALIANS.

Sixty-Third Annual Convention at Augusta.

Bg’tnc “Hyaline.
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The 54tU annual meeting of the Maine Congregational Charitable Society was held this
evening, Rev. D. Tenney in the chair. Rev.
F. V. Norcross of Union, Secretary, and Rev.
J. E. Adams of Bangor, Treasurer, read their
reports. Seventeen families of ministers who
have deceased have been aided during tho year
to the amount of $745.
The conference resumed its session and Rev.
W. H. Fenn of Portland delivered an address
on Tbe Best Method of Dealing with Prevalent

Second Day of thelConvention at Lewis-

to those in want of

Vis

are fifteen local conferences.
During the afternoon there were addresses as
follows: Present Special Dangers to the Spirituality of the Church, by Rev. C. A. Dickinson
of Portland.
Dormant Power of the Church, by Rev. G.
W. Huntington of Ellsworth, and
Christian Nurture of tho Young by the
Church—Special Methods, by Rev. F. E.
Clark of Portland.

OUR FRENCH CITIZENS.

INTERESTING

iKD

Aroostook, Cumberland, Franklin, Oxford,
Piscataquis, Union and York have gained.
Baptismsof adults 343; infants 121; number in
Sabbath Schools, 20,445; families in congregations 13,613; gifts to foreign missions $10,212; a
gain over laBt year of $198; to the American
College and Educational Society $634; to the
Congregational Union church building $945 ;an
icrease of $398; to home missions $10,363;
Association
Amercan Missionary
the
to
$3338; to the Congregational Sabbath School
other
to
objects,
and Publishing Society, $79;
$10,725; total benevolent objects, $38,043; a
gain this year of $700. A review of the year
shows that in spiritual blessings it has been
comewhat better than its predecessor. There

S.

PPOPOSES

Bool s and Shoes.

isters without a charge, which is 11 less. The
total number of ministers is 191. Our churches
number 244, one new church having been
formed during the year; of these 67 (same as
last year) have installed pastors, 101 against
103 of them have acting pastors and 17 are supplied with licentiates. The total membership
of the churches is 21,318; non-membership,
4,688. Additions to the churches have been
by profession of faith 496; by letter 299; total
787. Removals by letter 440; transferred to
other churches 298; by discipline 33; total 781.
Cumberland North Conference, Hancock,
Kennebec, Lincoln. Sagadahoc, Penobscot,
Somerset, Waldo, and Washington report loss;

The address of Prof. Campbell, on account
of the lateness of the hour, was postponed till

1HROOP
to form a claes iu English Literature
for young la-ties who may wish to continue
this study beyond the school course. Two lessons a
week will be given, RECUSING OCT. 3rd,
and continuing through the Winter and Spring.
Circulars will be found after June 16th r the Book
store of Messrs. Loring, Short & Harmon
EVERETT

In the afternoon Rev. H. S. Huntington of
Gorham, Me., read the annual report of the
A summary shows
state of the churches.
there are 60 pastors, 3 more than last year,
85 acting pastors, which is 3 more, and 40 min-

EVENING SESSION.

Instruction in Engiigii and Classical Studies.
<.
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Examinations

Examinations

_dtf
for High School
for admission to Portland

High school will commence at the High school
building on Monday, June 20, at 2 o’cloca p. m,
and continue under the direction ot the comm ittee.
All candidates for that school for the next year,
whether from private schools or elsewhere, must
present themselves at this examination, as private
examination will not be granted.
THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent of Schools.
June
20,1881.
ju20dlw
Portland,

Augusta. June 20.—The sixty-third annual
convention of the Episcopal Diocese of Maine
held in this city today, Rt. Rov. Bishop
Neely of Portland presiding. Most of tho parishes in the State were represented by clergy
The convention sermon
and lay delegates.
wa3 preached by the Rt. Rev. Coadjutor Bishop of Fredericton, N. B.
In tho afternoon Bishop Neely delivered an
address which showed a year of goneral prosperity of the church throughout tl.e diocese
was

Intheaddres3 tho
and many confirmations.
Bishop dwelt strongly upon the prevalent lax
notions on marriage and divorce and advocated a movement among Christians to maintain
the sanctity of marriage relations.
Interesting services were held in the evening with a large audience present. The subject was mission work. It was reported thatthe church is making gains in certain sections
of the ijtato, noticeably in Aroostook county.
The trustees of the academy at Presque Isle
have offered to turn over the property valueu
at $5000 to the Episcopalians if a church school
shall he located there.

Bishop Neely spoke earnestly in favor of accepting the generous offer and raising the necessary funds in the Maino diocese.
Terrible Accident.

Biddeford, June 20.—Freedom Foss of Saco
was thrown from a loaded team, Saturday, one
wheel passing over his head, breaking the
lower jaw in two places, fracturing the upper
jaw and badly lacerating his face. His condition is critical.

Pennsylvania Republican Convention.
Harrisburg, June 19.—Up to one this afterternoon not over fifteen delegates had arrived
to the Republican Stato Convention to-morrow
and several of these are substitutes, probably.
The action of the convention is causing some
talk at tho hotels and divers views are expressed. The opinion prevails that the convention
will adjourn withont making a nomination for
Congressman at large and tliat a new convention under the now rulos will be held to fill the
*
vacancy.

THE

INVESTIGATION

the

CONCLUDED-

Washington, June 20.—The House committee of foreign affairs resumed the examination of Mr. Trescott this morning.
Mr. Belmont asked the witness to resume his
statement which was interrupted at the adjournment of the last session.
The witness did not remember at what
point the evidence was interrupted, and Mr.
Belmont suggested that he simply wished to
know if the Credit Industriel was the company
that was meant in the instructions of June
15th, although not mentioned by name.
The witness replied, “I would think so unquestionably, to this extent: It was well understood that the Credit Industriel had submitted two or three plans, and so far as I know
it was the only company that had done so.”
The witness doubted the propriety of his undertaking to swear to the meaning of a dispatch
which was before the committee. It should
be judged by its context. He was willing to
state, however, what he would have understood by the instructions bad he been the
minister to whom they were given. He would
feel justified in giving friendly countenance to
the Credit Industriel if they seemed to be able
to furnish a war indemnity to Chili and save
Peru from loss of territory; but if tho plans of
the company involved any guarantee oil the
part of this government or a protectorate he
would then have referred the whole matter to
the State department.
Do you object to
Mr. Belmont askod,
answering whether you drafted tlie dispatches
Of Jiie» H..hi1
A.—Yes. I submit to the committee that it
would be manifestly improper for me to answer
that question.
Mr. Belmont—I understand that you had
soveral conversations with representatives of
the Credit Industriel here?
A.—I knew what they wonted.
The Chairman—The question seems to me
both immaterial and improper. The dispatch
It is
must be construed from its language.
the Secretary’s dispatch and it makes no difference who wrote it. Unless there is a manifest ambiguity in it I don’t think the witness
should be asked to construe it.
Mr. Belmont—I want to know if the Credit
Industriel was meant in that dispatch?
A.—I should say so unquestionably.
Mr. Belmont—I am perfectly satisfied.
Mr. Trescott—I had heard before leaving the
United States that the Credit Industriel had
made propositions, but I formed my opinion in
regard to the character and standing of the
company after I reached Chili and Peru. I
understood their proposition was to be considered by any minister that might be sent ont by
this government and that I should receive
whatever sympathy and encouragement it was
proper to bestow; that our miuister should be
kept informed of the possibilities and abilities
to accomplish its
on the part of the company
proposed object and if any guarantee or protectorate on the part of the United States was proposed that the matter should be at once submitted to the State Department.
The Chairman—Suppose such a proposition
had been submitted what could you have
done?
cnairman,

mar was a mauer ui

big politics for the Cabinet. It never reached
such a point in the negotiation and I coaid not
undortake to say what action this government
would have taken under the suppositions cirI don’t suppose our government
cumstances.
would have entertained such proposition. Indeed, Mr. Blaine distinctly pronounced against
it in advance.
Belmont—Did it not seem so clear to you
that the Credit Industriel was contemplated
that you did not deem it necessary to mention the company in that
dispatch of June
15th?
The witness demurred to the question and
Mr. Belmont followed it up with the question,
“Did you write the dispatch?”
This led to a discussion in tho committee
and an allusion having been made to Frelinghuysen’s letter to witness relative to his (witness) appearance before the committee, Mr.
Belmont called for the reading of the letter.
After the letter had been read the discussion
was resumed to determine whether the question should bo insisted on.
The committee went into secret session, and
fi fteen minutes later the doors were opened and
witness, reporters and spectators resumed their
places.

Mr. Belmont was about to ask a question
when the chair remarked: It is understood that
Mr. Belmont withdrawn the question.
(Mr. Belmont. I have no farther qnestiou
to

ask.)

Mr. Belmont thought there must be a misunderstanding among the committee, and asked
that the doors be again closed; and tho committee again went into secret session, ai.d after
further deliberation of twenty minutes the
door3 were again opened.
Mr. Belmont said: Mr. Trescott, I have concluded to waive the question as to the authorship of the dispatch, and as you have answered
so fully in regard to the dispatch I believe I
ha^e no more questions to ask.
Mr. Blount asked—Did yon understand the
policy of the State Department and of Mr.
Blaine to be ouo of encouragement to the
Credit Indastriel ?
Mr. Trescott in reply stated what he under*
stood to be the views of Mr. Blaine and the
Department that it would be a source of gratification if the Credit Industriel could he of service to Peru and save her from dismemberment of'territory, but
that this government
could give no further support than its friendly
attitude and that it could not in any event assume any responsibility or guarantee
Chairman—Have you any further knowledge
of tho Credit Industriel than what yon have
stated.
Ans—I have none.
Ques—Did you meet any of its agents or representatives in South America.
Witness replied that he met Senor Larabue
in Lima and Senor Lacretelle at Santiago, both
of whom were eminently respectable gentlemen
and that they communicated to him the purposes of their company and that they proposed
to satisfy the claims against Peru if they could
be allowed to administer upon the guano and
nitrate of Tarapaca. Witness informed them
that he coni I do nothing more than keep them
advised of the progress of events. Witness had
the agents of the
no conferences with auy of
company in this country other than general
conversations.
This closed the examination of Mr. Trescott
and the Chairman announced that the investigation under the resolution of the House was
probably concluded.
The committee will snoot in regular session
Friday, to which day they adjourned. 'Cue
preparation of their report will involve a vast
deal of labor and the examination of voluminous testimony.
Two 'reports will probably be
submitted but it is extremely doubtful if thev
can be prepared befsre tho adjournment of the
present Eession.

THE STRIKES.
General Strike Among Buffalo Printers.
Buffalo, June 20.—The compositors connected with tho newspaper departments of the
daily papers generally qnil work to-day, demanding an increase in composition from 30
A

and 33 cents per 1000 ems to 33 and 33 cents for
day and night work. A communication was
sent to two daily papers claiming the request
to have been made in accordance with the action taken by the printers’ assembly of Knights
of Labor. Time to consider tho aition of the
strikers was requested by ono of the dailies for
a few days to confer with other papers
but it
was refused. Toe other dailies refused to hold
a conference with the appointed committeo of
the Knights of Labor, but there was no deSnite
refusal to pay the increase.
A few of the oldest hands remain at their
cases and the publication will be brought out
The compositors from other departon time.
ments of the papers will be put at the cases
and the places of tho strikors filled as fast as it
is possible to obtain men.
There is but little
doubt had the compositors assumed anything
but the peremptory manner of advancing satisfactory arrangements would have been made
between employers and employes.

SPORTING.
Boss and Kennedy to How on June 28.
Winnipeg, Man., Jane 20. It has been ar
ranged to have a regatta here on June 28, when
Ross and Kennedy will row an exhibition race
for 81000. There are no other attractive features for outsiders. Oarsmen will leave at the
conclusion of the regatta to attend tho American

iwi> linn nii'iit "fi |-|i

regatta.

Base Ball.
At Cleveland—Clevelands 5; Bestons 3.
At Chicago—Chicagos 13; Worcesters 3.
At Buffalo—Troys 10; Buffalos 1.

NEW YORK.
Michael Davitt’s Departure for Boston.
New York, June, 20.—Michael Davitt. the
Irish agitator, left this city this morning for
Boston, where he takes part in the demonstration to-night. He went on the 8 o’clock train
from the Grand Central depot, and was accompanied by liis sister, Miss Ford, and a iarge
number of friends, among them Miss Maria
Dougherty, President of the Ladies’ Laud
League, of Worcester, Mass., and Hon. John
B. Skeerin Jof Boston.
His Secretary, Mr,
Kedmond, did not accompany him.
Gultcau’s Divorced Wife Won’t Ask for
His Pardon.
Denver, Col., June 20.—Mrs. Dnnmire,
Guiteau’s divorced wile, writes to the Leadville Evening Chronicle in reply to an article
based on a letter alleged to havo been written
to her by C. H. lleed, counsel for the assassin,
authorizing the use oi her namo in a petition
for his pardon. She repudiates the letter and
adds: “With reference to my seeking a pardon
for Guiteau, I have never entertained the
thought, as I am still in possession of an average degreo of common sense and ordinary intelligence. I could not reasonably and honorably entertain such an idea,’’

■.
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Upon the

DETAILS

OF

THE

FINDING

OF

THE

PARTY.

London, Jaue 20.— Mr. W. H. Gilder, the
Herald correspondent with the Rodgers, sends
the following dispatch, dated Lena Delta,
April 12, 1882:
■‘Melville found the bodies of De Long’s
party on March 23. They wore in two "places,
500 and 1,000 yards from the wreck of the
scow. Melville’s search party first started from
the supply depot (here two words are unintelligible) to follow Ninderman’s route from Usterja to Matvey, and alterward from Matvey
hack toward Usterday.
(Tho following sentence is again unintelligible.) They stopped at
the place which Ninderman and Noros passed
the first day after they left De Long, feeling
sure that the others had not gone much further.
There they found the wreck, and, following along the bank, they came upon a rifle barrel nung upon four sticks (here six words are
unintelligible.)
“They set the natives digging on each side of
the sticks, and they soon came upon two bod'es

under 8 feet of snow. While these men were
digging toward tho oast, Melville went on
along the bank, 20 feet above the river, to find
a place to tako bearings.
He then saw a camp
kettle and tho remains of a firo about a thousand yards from the tout, and, approaching,
nej^iy stumbled upon De Long's hands sticking out of the snow about thirty feet from the
edge of the bank. Here, under about a foot
of snow, they found the bodies of De Long
and Ambler about threo feet apart, and Ah
Sam lying at their feat, all partially covered
by pieces of tent and a few piecos of blanket.
All the others except Alexia they found at the
Lee and
place where the tent was pitched.
Knack were close by in a cleft in the hank toward the west.
Two boxes of records, with
the medioine chest and a flag on a staff, were
beside the tent.
Their feet
“None of the dead had hoots.
were covered with rags, tied on. In the pockets of all were pieces of burnt skin and of the
clothing wiiich they had been eating. The
hands of all were more or less burned, and it
looked as if when dying they had crawled into
the fire, Beyd lying over the fire and his clothing being burned through to tire skin, whicli
Collin’s face was covered
was not burned.
with a cloth.
“All the bodies were carried to tho top of a
hill 300 feet high, about 40 versts to the southwest from where they were found, and there
interred in a mausoleum constructed of wood
from the scow, built in the form of a pyramid
22 feet loug and 7 high, surmounted by a cross
22 feet high and a foot square, hewn out of
drif(wood and conspicuous'at a distance of 20
The mausoleum was covered with
versts.
The
stones and is to bo sodded in the spring.
cross is inscribed with the record anil names
of the dead, out in by the search party.
“After completing the tomb the party separated to search the delta for traces of Chipp’s
people. Melville went to the north-west part
of the delta and west as far as the Olenek River; Ninderman took the centre, and Bartlett
Nindermann and Bartlett
the north-east.
f mud nothing. Melville has not yet returned.
The search is to be extended to Cape Borohaya
and tho bay of that name. They expect to finish in time to reach Irkutsk or Vorhojausk before the rivers break up. If they do not finish
before that time they will have to retreat to the
foot of the hills and mountains with the natives
until the water falls, as the whole of the delta
is covered with water in the Spring to a height
of four feet, aud in some places to twenty feet
above the level of the river. Otherwise they
would have buried the dead where they found
them.”
THE DEAD.

There were 14 occupants of the first cutter
under Lieut. DeLong. Of these, Nindermann
and Noros left their comrades to obtain assistance and were cared for by the natives. Hans
EricksoD, seaman, died on Oct. 7, as appears
from DeLong’s records, subsequently discovered. The following are the 11 meu remaining,
whose bodies were discovered by Engineer Melville as related by Mr. Gilder: Lieut. George
W. De Long Dr. James M. Ambler, Jerome
J. Collins, Henry Knack. Adolf Dressier, Carl
Gortz, Walter Ce»,Neils Ivorsen,George Boyd,
Alexia, Ah Sam.
The following were the occupants of tho
second cutter, search for which is being continued: Lieut. Cnarles W. Chipp, Capt. William Dunbar. Alfred Sweetmau, Henry WarEdward Star, Albert
reu, Peter Johnson,
Kaihne.

THE TORNADOES.
Extent of the Iowa Gale—Aid for the Sufferers.
De3 Moines, lows, June 20.—The track of
the recent tornado in Iowa began at Jefferson,
90 miles west of Grinnell, went eastward a few
miles, then south and kept that course to Marshal county, where it turned southeast and
thence straight to Grinnell, thence to Iron
Ridge, 14 miles southeast of Brooklyn. jThen it
took a southerly turn to Henry county and
thence to Mouot Pleasant, where it stopped a
The velocity of the
distance of 200 miles.
storm was about sixty miles an hoar.
An impromptu mass meeting of the citizens
of Des Moines was held at the Opera House
last night, and more than 32400 is reported as
having been raised for the relief of Grinnell
and oilier stortn-stricken vicinities in Iowa.
Aecadia, June 20.—A severe hail storm vis
ited this place on Saturday evening, destroying
everything in its path. Hailstones as large as
chickens’ eggs fell and did great damage to
property, fruit and crops. A church was moved from its foundation by the wind.
Premonitions of the Tempest.
Gbinnell, la., Jane 19. The most terrific
disaster iu the history of Iowa is the one of
which our now desolate town of Grinnell has
been the victim. The poculiar aspect of the
sky was a matter of common remark on the
streets on Saturday afternoon an hour or more
before sunset. The northern sky was hung
with conical downward pointing clouds, the
like of which none of us hail ever seen.
After sunset, and even after darkness was
gathering tho western sky, half way to the
zenith, was lurid and brilliant, au unearthly
and ominous sight which fascinated while it
filled one with ill-defined dread. Almost before the brilliant apparition in the west bad
disappeared the storm broke. It was accompanied with a roaring like thunder, or, perhaps more like the rumbling of a dozen heavy
freight trains. Chimneys, trees, houses, barns
began to fly like leaves. People took to their
cellars. The rain came iu floods, as if a water
spout had burst, which, in fact, was probably
The wind and rain and blinding
the case.
lightning continued so furious for near a halfhour that it wa3 scarcely safe for those whose
roofs stayed over them to open their doors, but
the damage was probably done in a very few
minutes, probably not moro than.five. The
northwest quarter of Grinnell was laid flat,
and the storm sped on to Malcolm. It left
Farm-houses
traces from Walcott westward.
and barns were destroyed and the country
floor sd, iand slides covered tho track in places,
bat tli« worst of all was the calamity at Grinned. Twenty-seven bodies have been recovered, and many people are still missing. The
Iowa College is almost completely destroyed,
and there is no reserve fund on hand for rebuilding. The President of the college, however, is confident that they w'H be able to re1 in i M

POLITICAL.
The Virginia Readjusters.
Richmond, June 20.—The joint Readjuster
and Republican conventions remained in session nearly all night.
They completed the
work of fixing date for the district conventions
for
Capt.
nomina^us of Congressmen.
John S. Wi^Pwas unanimously recommended
the
committee
for
joint
congressman at
by
large, and his name will be submitted to the
district conventions.
Tho Republican Victory in Oregon.
Portland, Jane 20.—Owing to the prostration of the wires to Eastern Oregon, it is impossible to obtain the official vote on the Slate
election. George for Congress will have over
3000 majority; Moody, for Governor, 2000, and
the remainder of the Republican ticket fr-'m
1300 to 2500. The Legislature stands: Lower
House, Republicans, 37; Democrats, 22. Senate

Republicans, 1(3; Democrats, 14; majority on
joint ballot, 17. This does not include a tie
for
on tha representative in Yarn Hill county,

which a new electiou will be ordered. Should
he be Republican, the majority will be 18; if
Democratic, majority 1G.
The Greenback Labor Party in Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia, June 20.—J. M. Munyon,
editor of the Labor World in this city positively declines to issue a call for an independent
State labor convention ho having been so solicited by tho elements dissatisfied with the
greenback labor ticket. His refusal is on the
ground that the labor element is too much divided on political questions now agitating the
State.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The State Medical Society.
Concord, Juue 20. -The annual meeting of
the New Hampshire medical society opened
here this afternoon. An invitation to tho society to visit the State prison was accepted. A
committee waf appointed to examine patients.
Seventeen new members were elected. The
auuual address of the president Dr. H. Fowler
of Bristol was than listened to with interest.
Dr. C. F. Leslie of Sunapee read a paper on
practice of medicine, types of fever being
chiefly considered.

Emancipation Celebration in Texas.
Austin, Tex., June 20.—Five thousand colored people assembled here yesterday to celebrate Emancipation day. The colored speakers
complained bitterly of neglect on the part of
the Federal Government, and warmly eulogized and heartily endorsed the policies of
Governor Roberts, through whose iutluence the
Prairie Normal School for colored teachers was
Whenevor the name of Roberts
was mentioned it was greeted with burst# of

established.

applause.
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Lena Delta.

TWO REPORTS TO BE MADE.

Answer—mr.
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MARINE NEWS.

Congress-lsfc Session.
SENATE.

Washington, June 20.
Mr. Morrill reported favorably from the
finance committee tbe bill to provide a better system for tbe trial of customs revenue
cases. This is tho bill agreed to by the Board
of Commerce of New York.
It provides for a
transfer to and adjudication by the coart of
claims of such cases. Calendar,
Mr. Hawley from the military committee

made a unanimous report in favor of the
House joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of War to erect at Washington’s headquarters in Newburgh a memorial column and
to aid in defraying expenses of the centennial
celebration in that city In 1883. Passed.
Tho following bills reported favorably from
the military committee were passed in the
morning hour: House bill permitting laying
of a street railway on Mill street (title to which
is in the government) in Springfield, Mass.,
appropriating $15,000 to construct a road and
approaches from Mound City, Ills., to tho
national military cemetery, and for other purposed was amended by reducing the amount
from $25,000 to $15,000; the Senate bill appropriating $12,000 to construct a road from New
Albany, Iud., to tbe national cemetery near
that city.
Mr. Sevvall called up the Senate bill prescribing regulations for the Soldiers’ Home in
Passed
Washington and for other purposes.
with au amendment requiring the treasurer to
give bond in $20,000 for faithful performance
of-his duty.
The committee in charge of the river and
harbor bill obtained loave to sit during tho
sessions.
The Senate bill for tbe extension of the executive mansion was
passed.
The credentials of Henry B. AnthoDy as
Senator from Ithode Isla id were read and
filed.
Several private bills wore passed and consideration of tbe House bank charter bill was
resumed. The pending section was section 12
which provides for deposit of gold coin with
the treasurer or assistant treasurers of the
United States and issue of certificates therefor.
Pending tbe amendment offered by Mr.
Coke which directs the issue of silver as well
as gold
certificates, Mr. Allison moved an
amendment which Mr. Coke accepted as a
substitute for his own providing that silver certificates as well as gold certificates may be
counted as a part of the lawful reserve of a
bank and be accepted in the settlement of
clearing house balauces. Debate followed but
without action on tbe bill the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
Tbe Speaker laid a communication before
the House from the Secretary of the Treasury,
transmitting a letter from the Lighthouse
Board, asking for an appropriation of $100,000
for lighted buoys. Referred.
In accordance with an understanding yesterday, the House immediately proceeded to vote
on ihe Senate bill authorizing the Secretary of
tbe Treasury to examine and to report to Congress the arrival of all claims of Texas, Colorado, Oregon, Nebraska, California, Kansas
and Nebraska, and the Territories of Washington and Idaho, on account of money expended
and indebtedness incurred iu repelling invasion andjsuppressiDg Indian hostilities. Passed;
yeas 154. nays 30.
On motion of Mr. Watson of Pennsylvania,
the Senate bill was passed, appropriating $100,000 for the erection of a public building at
Erie, Pa.
Mr. Dingley of Maine, from the Committee
on Banking, reported a bill to provide for the
issue of gold certificates. Placed on the calendar.
Mr. Candler of Massachusetts, from the same
committee, reported a joint resolution authorizing the. Secretary of War to prevent any interference with navigation by the erectien of
budges across navigable rivers. Placed on the
caleadar.
Mr. Updegraff, chairman of the committee
on the law respecting tho election of President
and Vice President, reported a bill “To fix a
day for the meeting of the electors for President and Vice President and to regulate counting the votes and to decide questions arising
thereon,” as a substitute for tho Senate bill on
the same subject. He said the bill provided
that the candidate declared not elected might
proceed against his competitor by an action in
the nature of a quo warranto, bat could not
proceed against him >y an injunction.
An amendment offered by Mr. Browne was
adopted, and the question recurring on tbe
adoption of the substitnte as amended it was
rejected—yeas 13, nays 100.
The question then recurred on the Senate
bill, but its third reading was refused and the
bill was recommitted.
The bill providing for th9 erection of the
Congressional Library building was taken up,
but without action the House adjourned.

THE INDIANS.
Adventures of a Body of Bangers.
Tucson, Arizona, Jane 20.—Capf.. W. J.
Boss, with a command of fifty rangers which

The
left here two month ago, has returned.
rangers trailed a remnant of renegade Apaches
200 miles from the Arizona liueJJown into Chihuahua, Mexice. They countod near 300 dead
Indians, many of whom were found near
the mountain trail. They had evidently h^en
wounded in a fight with the Mexican troops
under Geu. Garcia and tied for safety,| The body of Chief Loco was identified by one of the
party. On the first day they fell in with the
Mexican troops commanded by Gen. Reyes
and wore arrested, disarmed, and after four
days ordered to get out of Mexican territory.
Gen. Reyes informed Ross that inasmuch as he
had authority as a deputy sheriff from Arizona,
the lives of himself and men would bo spared,
Ross demandbut he must go back unarmed.
ed a voucher for the arms of his rangers which
but afterwards granted.
was at first refused
General Reyes stated he had sent Colonel Forformal
warning that any body of armed
sythe
men found on Mexican soil would be shot, bat
he should make au exception in this case. The
rangers were compelled to return through an
Indian country two hundred and fifty miles,
without a single weapon of seif defence. Gen.
Reyes admitted that he was aware that the
rangers meant no harm or wrong to Mexicans,
bat were after hostile Indians, hut declared
that it was a violation of international law
which he would not tolerate
Another Mexican Fight U ith the Savages
Advices from Chihuahua City §tate that the
Mexican troops had another fight witli Indians
at Eneiuillos, in which fifteen Indians were
killed and twenty prisoners taken; also, that
five Mexicans were killed. The reported killing of Chief Sancbo and son of Juh’s tribe
has been confirmed.

The Garfield Memorial Church.
Washington Juue 20.—The corner stontf of
the Garfield Memorial Church will be laid with
public eeremouies on the 2d of July, one year
from the day President Garfield was shot.
President Hinsdale of Hiram College, Ohio,
Hon. A. S. Willis of Kentucky and Hon. A.
H. Pettibone of Tennessee have accepted invitations to deliver addresses on the occasion. A
general invitation is extended to promimont
members of the church throughout the country to bo present.
The Republican Caucus.
Washington, June 20.—About seventy-five
members attended the Republican caucus this
evening. It was decided to support the Kelley
bill to reduce internal revenae taxation with
the provisions relating to whiskey, tobacco and
bank capital strickefcout. The bil.' will probably be called np foraction in the House on

Thursday.

Miscellaneous.
The Ssnato iu executive session confirmed
all the President’s nominations for members of
the tariff commission.

THE BO YE IN BLUfi.
The Grand Army Reunion at Baltimore.
Baltimoee, June 20. Delegates from the
State Commanderies of the Grand Army of the
Republic have begun to arrive, and those from
Missouri, Kansas and Iowa are hare. The
other State representatives are expected by incoming trains. The only post arrived to-day
is Meagher Post, from the Soldiers’ Home at
Hampton, Va. Post 2 of Philadelphia, No. 2
of Boston, and Lincoln Post No. 11 of Newark
are expected this evening and all others tomorrow morning.
Many of the delegations
and posts will reach Baltimore jnst in time to
join the procession, which will form on Broadway early in the forenoon.
Delegates to the encampment are arriving
from all directions and representatives from
Maine, and most of the other States are here.
Throughout the afternoon escorts itave been
passing through the streets accompanying delegations to their quarters and up to 11 to-night
the sounds of martial music are heard in all
The President and cabinet and
directions.
Gen. Sliermau and other officers of tho army
will arrive to-morrow morning and view the

parade._
Plil Bata Kappa.
Puovidence, It. I.. Juno 20. The annual
meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa of Brown University was held to-day. Several new members were elected and the following officers
chosen: President, Prof. John H. Appleton;
Vice President, Dr. Merrick Lyon; Treasurer,
Chas. B. Goff; Secrtary, Prof. \V. C. Poland.
At 11 o’clock the alumni association formed on
tho campus and marched to the First Baptist
Church, where an oration on The Leadership
of Educated Men was delivered by George W.
Curtis of New York, followed by a poem by
Prof. J. W. Bancroft of Brown University.
Utah’s Desire to Become a State.
New Yoke, Jane 20.—The Telegram says
that Bishop John Sharp of Utah, accompanied
by City Recorder John T. Cairnoof Salt Lake,
D. H. Perry of Ogden and Col. F. S. Richards,
arrived hero to-day, eu route to Washington,
aB a delegation from Utah, te present to Congress a memorial praying for the admission of
Utah as a State.
They have a copy of the proposed State Con titurion, which was adopted
by the people oi Utah at their election last

spring.

CBkxs.

Schr Willie Martin, Portlau 1 to New York, lum$2.00.
Schr Grace Davis, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice

ber
An Ellsworth Schooner Damaged.
Rockland, Jane 20.—Schooner Samuel
Lewis, 88 tons, lumber laden, from Ellsworth
to Boston, went ashore on Sheep Island, S aturday night.* She was towed here yesterday
with a hole stove In her bottom and will repair
here and proceed.

The Loss of the Steamer Escambia.
San Francisco, Jnne 20.—The pilot who
took out the steamer Escambia says the water
ballast tanks had all been pumped out to render the Btaip lighter for carriage of cargo, and
#oal was stowed on deck as high as the bridge.
While going down the harbor the machinery
was stopped'for a few moments, and the ship
falling off into the trough of the sea rolled
scuppers under. The pilot expressed the opinion that she was unsafe, and believes the catastrophe might have Deeu expected in open
water. The disaster was seen from the signal
station, bat it is impossible to say whether
The ship’s complement
anyone was saved.
She was
consisted of about 25 men all told.
loaded by Dresbach & Co., and it is believed
Tbe Escambia was
the cargo is tally insured.
about 2000 tons, and came here from Hong
via
Chinese
Victoria
with
Kong
passengers.

FOREIGN.
Civil War In Zululnnd.

London, Jane 20.—The civil war has commenced in Zululand.
A large army under
Dabuko, brother of Cetevayo, has defeated
It is expected
Chiefs Uzibeper and Okam.

that Dabuko will attack John Dunn.
Rumors About th9 Conference of the
Powers.
Constantinople, June 20.—In view of the
compromise between the Khedive, Arabi
Pasha and Derrisch Pasha, and the Porte’s
refusal to accept the conference, it is believed
that the .conference will not meet on the 22d
inst.
Berlin, June 20.—In diplomatic circles here
the non-participation of Turkey iu the conference is regarded as a mere matter of form, as
the ambassadors will communicate regularly
the results of their deliberations to the Porte,
and negotiate with it upon the basis thus obtained.
London, Juno 20.—In the House of Commons this afternoon, Sir Charles Dilke stated
that a conference of the six great Powers will
meet at Constantinople on Thursday, without
the consent of Turkey.

London, Juno 20.—Ragheb Pasha, Ahmed
Raschid Pasha and Arabi Pasha have arrived
visited the Kbedive.
at
Alexandria
and
Dervisch Pasha has announced the formation
of a ministry. At tho British consulate it is
stated that only 300 British subjects remain iu
Alexandria.
Tbe New Egyptian Ministry.
Alexandria, Jane 20.—The new ministry is
composed as follows: Bagheb Pasha, President
of tbe Conncil and Minister of Foreign Affairs;
Arabi Pasha, Minister of War; Ali Pasha
Ibrahim, Minister of Justice; Falaki Pasha,
Minister of Public Works; Suleiman Pasha,
Minister of Public Instruction; Ahmed Raschid
Pasha, Minister of the Interior.
Crime in Ireland.
The Times says Lord Spencer, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,aud his subordinates, after careful investigation, are convinced that crime in
Ireland is not sporadic, bat that its machinery
is deliberately set in motion through orgauizsd
resources and
agencies, commanding large
obeying impulses of foreign origin.
A farmer named Levy has been found dead
near Birr, having been shot.
Foreign Notes.
A dispatch from Berlin states that Meilling
of the German navy, who was arrested for
having accepted a bribe to reveal to the Russian government the plans for defence on the
German coast, supplied the Russians with the
most complete copies cf the plans concerning
torpepoes and submarine mines.
The British steamer Barrowdaie, from Marseilles, May 31st, for Odessa, has stranded in
the Dardanelles. Her engines are covered with
water.

THE

DOMINION.

The McDonald Ministry Sustained.
Toronto, June 20.—Elections were held
throughout the Dominion to-day. The indication are that Sir John A. McDonald’s govern
ment has been sustained by a larger majority
than prevailed in the last Parliament.
MINOR TELEORAMS.
Fire in the Diamond mine at Wilkesbarre,
Pa., is under control, and no explosions have
occurred since Monday night.
The New York Board ot Aldermen yesterday passed resolutions urging railroad,
steamship and other corporations employing
laborers, to increase their wages to $2 per day.
Special despatches generally report a fine
outlook for the corn crop in the corn sections
of Illinois. Early plauaed corn stands 8 or 10
inches high and has been cultivated two or
three times.
The recent timber fires in Wisconsin although now extinguished by rains, did more
damage than the fires of 1871.
Three hundred ’longshoremen at the Hamburg steamship docks, Hoboken, struck yesterday. No trouble is anticipated.
Frank Tatro, well-known in Dover, N. H.,
is now under arrest in New York for bigamy.
Four of his wives are living undivorced. Number 4 belongs in Dover.
A letter from Havana to the Now York Telegram states that Senor Cnudo, a citizen of the
United States, who recently died in Havana,
left 8400,000 to fund a college in New Y jrk
city for children of poor Cuba parents there.
Commencement exercises

were

held at Phil-

lips (Andover) Academy, yesterday.
A lengthy appeal for aid which details the
disasters by the late tornadoes in Iowa, has
been issued and it is meeting with generous
responses.
Michael Davitt addressed a large audience in
Boston last night. He leaves to-day for Albany, where he will speak this evening.
The Prohibitory Plank.

[Zion’s Advocate.]

prohibitory “plank” in
the platform adopted by the State Republican
Tho foilpwiiig is the

Convention on Tuesday last. It is alike a testimony as to tho past efficacy of tho prohibito'
ry law in this State, and a pledge for its con
tinned support:
to the
we refer with confidence and
record of the Republican party in support
in
intoxicathe
traffic
of
of the policy
inhibiting
ing liquors; tho wisdom and efficiency of which
legislation in promoting the moral and material interests of Maine have been demonstrated through
the practical annihilation of that traffic in a large
portion of tho State, and we favor such legislation
and such enforcement of law as will secure to every
front that traffic.
portion of our territory freedomsubmission
to tho
We further recommend the
people of a constitutional prohibitory amendment.

pride

9—That

general

WASHINGTON.
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COMMERCIAL

FINANCIAL

Daily Wholesale Market.
Portlas D.{June 20.
The market for Grain is very quiet without material change iu quotations. The Western markets
for Grain closed higher to-day. The Sugar market
is steady at 9%c for granulated and 9%o for Extra
0. Potatoes are weak, unsettled and about lOo
lower, selling at 1 30 for Rose and 1 20 for White
Brooks and Jacksons: new Virginia potatoes quoted
at 5 00 t> bbl. At Chicago to-day were generally
weak; exports 7 75^3 40; gooddo choice shipping
at 7 O0@7 00; common to fair at 5 75®0 90; TexJPortlnnd

ans

20@25c

lower.

following are vo-Jay’s quotations of Pioor,
Grain, Provisions, fie.
The

B-lBUr.

mrniB,

Superfine.4 7535
Ectra Spring..6 7630
X C Spring.. .7 00&7

50; H. M. old Corn,
car lots
25
60 New Corn,

@88

a87
Go
50 Oats,
SsckodBran
00@28
bigan W«n30 00
Midi..
:or best.7 0037 25
Cot! on So<*l,carlot 30 CH)
Common
lots
00
32
00
bag
Michigan....6 75@7
02
lots..
Ccrn,b£g
St. Louis WinVi
87
7 2537 501 Moal,
lair..
ter
*'
65
Winter good. 7 50^7 75 Cats,
30 00
Winter best.. .7 75@8 00 Bran, "
32(H)
t*rodnce«
Mids,
1
Sweet potatoes5 2635 501 Rye.
ProriitioKia.
)
Turkeys. 18320
Me&e Boef. .15 00@15 50
Chickens.
3
i Ex MTPSS..16 0O,d/16 50
Fowl. 18f20
Eggs....20 (ail j Plate.17 00^17 60
Bcrm’dOnions.l 9032 001 Ex Plato..l8 00@l8 50
Pork—
Cmborries. |> bbl
Backs., s.26 5<XSi26 00
Maine 9 0C310 00
Clear.. ..24 50 a 25 00
Cod.12
001
00315
Cape
Mess.2l00@2l 50
Sugar*
Granulated. 9%! Hams.14 @16
»*md Koga....
@
Extra C. 9%
Cov’ed 11 ai n s 15 V-. @16Vs
Lard.
Frail
Muac’tl Kaiains2 8033 50 rub,^tt>....12Va@12^
Loudon Lay or? 31033 15 j fierce?, lb |3U23a@l 2Mi
12
Valencia
@ 13Va Pail. 13 &13Vfc
3cnB».
Turkish Prunes. 7 va@8c'
French Prunes.12%@141 Pea.3 76@4 00
1
odiums.3
76(a;3 86
Oranges.
Paiormos {i>bx 6 5037 00 Yellow Eyes. .3 25@3 40
Parent

car

Spring

W’jr*at».B 75&9

M

lots,
4t

<

..

..

..

..

M33^ina,|)'box.(5

5037

001

Batter.

p.so
§ 13@ 14 Creamery.23@25
V+levcia
GBt EdgeV 6i'n> out 2 3@2 6
8
Extra large
Choice
Lemons.
20@22
;i V0
4
50
flood...18
Measles....... 503:5
j
Palermo#.4 0035 00- Store.,.16@17
ChffNf,
Malaga....
New.
Nuts.
Vermont.... 11 @13
Peanuts—
Y Factory. 11
@13
Wilmington.1 75@2 25
8
Virginia....2 2532 50 5? kirns.

Applet.
93IO0 Per bbl........6 00@6 00
12%3l6c Cooking.0 00@0 00
12%314c Evaporated.14@16
13
Western....6@(»M»
315c Dried
Hn F'uturn
I!

Tennessee.. .1 80 a 2 00

Castena.pib.
Walnuts
Filberts
Pecan

"

B REIGHi -j—There is a good demand for vessels
to load lumber for South America, but this business
is restricted owing to the short supply of tonnage;
or the West Indies several vessels ciuld be accom-

Coastwise, ice freights aro firmer and
lumber freights arc flat; rates remain about the same. The follow ing charter wore
made for the week ending June 20th:
Sohr Kato Wentworth, Portland to Philadelphia,
ice 60c.
modated.
more

Xu

active,

but

76c.

Brig Woodland,Portland to Matanzas or Cardenas,
lamp sum $1*500.
Schr S. P. Hitchcock, Philadelphia to Portland,
coal

$1.25.
Frcuh Beer Uirkrt.

£*£

.*«

.'unreeled for the Press daily by Whcolfer, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Dro sed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 9
Hinds..
..10% @15%
(q 13
Fores.8
(V.ll
Rattle*. 8
q. 9%

Backs.10%@lii% Rounds.10% @12
Rumps.10 @16, Loins.12 @23
Ruiui' Loins.10 @18%
iiVh in Tinrket.

Po»STUL2tD, June 20.
Tho following quotations Of Grain were received
by teie.v hl-d from Chicago today by S. H. Larminle
& Co., J.67 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago--Wheat-.
'lime. July
Aug.
9.36..
10.00.133
»

-Com-.-Oats—
Juno. July. July. Aug.
71% 45% 30%

71V3 45%
71% 46%
71% 46 %
71% 45%
71 Vs 45%
72
Call ...133% 111%
45%
Juue Wheat 132%; June Oats 50%.
112%

>0 31..133
11.30.133
12.30. 133
1.08.. 133

112
112
112

70*4
70%
70%
70%
70%

80%
38
88

38%,
86% |
36»/4

S^orrign Import*.
ST PIERRE, MART. Brig Samuel Coiple—291
hbda, H 6 bbla sugar, 60 kegs tamarinds to Geo S
Hunt & Co.

CLARK’S HARBOR,NS. Sqhr Jr.me-2215 fcxs
canned lobsters to Portland Packing Company.
:>»T JOHN.NB. Schr Julia S—101 feet boards to
Mark P Emery.
Bnilrond

Recf-ipt*.
PourLAj»»(Juno 19
Received by Maine Central Railroad t
34 cars muwicrUaneoui»iii«rflhH7.. <e; 10* connecting
reads 71 cars miaoallaneo v
Hl*ck Plurfici.
Toe following quotation* of stock* are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury ft Moulton (mem
ber* of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner cl Middle and Exchange sir.*Opening. Ciosma.
Boston Land. ....’7%
7%
Water Power.
4%
4%
23
Flint ft Pere Marquette common
62
Hartford & Erie Vs....
51%
A.T. &S. F.
86%
88%
Boston & Maine..* .147
146%
96
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 97%
48%
L. R. ft Ft. Smith..
48%
65
6b%
Marquette, Houghton & Ont
12
Summit Branch. 11
Denver A Rio Grande..— 66%
56%
Mexican Central 7s.
85%
85%
80
Northern .Pacific preferred. 79%
«

..

...

*•
Common. 41%
41%
(Sales at the Boston Brokers’ Board, June 20
Maine Central Railroad. 70

.20c
Milton
Deer Isle Mining Company.22c ]
Railroad.
Eastern
43%

Sullivan Mining Co ..1%
Money market.

«ev York MiocU and

(By Telegraph.)
New York,
between Saji;

June 20—Evening. Money loaned
closed at 2@3; prime mercantile paper 4%(g6%. Exchange is steady at 486% tor
Governments higher for
long and 489 for short.
S'ate bonds inac4s reg and Ye lower for ext 6s.
tive. Railroad bonds irregular but generally lower.
htook
at
the
The transaction*
Exchange aggregated 345.000 share*.
The following are to day*! closing quotations of
Government tsecuritiea:

.100
101%

United (States 6g,
United States 5’a ext.
United States new, 4% s, reg.114%
United States new, 4%’i coup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.119%
United States new, 4’s, conp.1204'g
129
Pacific 0’s of 95.
The following are the closing quotations oi stocks:
....131%
Chicago* Alton.
ex.

...

ft Alton preferred
..
131
Erie.
35%
Erie preferred.
Illinois Central.134
Labe Shore.
llO%

(Jhlbago

...

C. B. Qaincy.

..

90%
Michigan Central.
76%
NewjJersey Central
Northwestern.130%
Northwestern preferred.
143%
New York Central.130%
Rock Island
130%
Milwaukee ft St. Paul. .111
....»

St. Paul preferred...125
Union Pacific stock. 111%

Western Union Tel. Go*.. 33%
•Exdiv.
Watertown Cattle Market*

Watertown, June 20.—Beef Cattle—receipts 1 ,015 head; market stiff on al! grades; very flee loti
firmer Northern supply light;
sales choice at
11 25@11 50; extra at 10 005)10 76; tim quality
at 9 00(59 50; second quality at 6 00@8 50; third

qualtiy

at 5 25@5 75.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen
pair at $1O0@$275;
Milch Cows and Calves at $20(5$48; Farrow Cows
$l5^g$35; Fancy Cows $o05$75; Yearlings $105)
$15; two years old $16J|$28;tlxree years $30@$60*
Swine—Receipts 9,125; Western fat Swine, live,
7%@81/&; Northern dressed hogs 9% (510.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 1214 head; supply
largely Western; ten Northern sold at full rates;
sales of Sheep in lots, sheared at 2 60 54 00 each;
extra at 0 (>0:<£6 60 or
t> lb; Spring Lambs
at 7@10c p lb; Yeal Calves at 3Vfe@0%.
DamMine flarkct*.

<B? Telegraph.)
York, July 20—Evening.—Floor market
still in buyers favor, and in instances some further
slight concessions have been made;exporters holding
off ana little better jobbing t'ade inquiry.
Receipts Flour 21,439 bDls; exports 2,9051 bbls;
sales 16,700 bbls; No 2 at 2
40; Superfine
Western and State 3 35®4 40; common to good'ext
Western and State 4 50®6 60; good to choice Western extra at 5 60®9 00; common to choice White
Wheat Western extra 7 25®8 25; faimy do at 8 30
,4t9 25; common to good extra Ohio at 4 05 <r6 00;
common to choice extra St. Lotus at 4 70'^9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 25 ®8 60; choice to
double extra 8 6(>a9 60, Including 4000 Ctt7 Mill
extra at 6 25®6 60 for W I:|1200 bbls No 2 at 2 65
@3 40; 900 Superfine at 3 35®4 40; 700 bbls low
extra at 4 5b p5 15; 3800 bbls Winter Woeat extra
at 4 65®9 60;~4600 bblo Minn, extra at 4 65 £9 50;
Southern flour steady; good to choice at 6 30®t> 00;
common to fair at 0 4^6 25.
%VI«e«t—receipts
192,500 busii; exports lu4,550 bush; opened %®1
higher and Arm, afterwards lost advance and declined %®1, closing firm with
of decline
recovered; export inquiry limited and a moderate
sales
speculative trade;
1,635,000 bush, tnoluding
229.Ouo.bmdi on soot No 2 Spring at 1 29; ungraded Red at 1 17®1 43; No 4 do 1 26; No 3 do 1 88:
No 2 Red at 1 39% ;/1 41 delivered: 1 43® 1 43%
cert; No 1 Pid at 1 43%; Mixed Winter l 38; unWhite 1 26® 1 31; No 1 White nominal at
33® 1 33%. Rye’deciding at 81 %c. Malt steady.
Corn *%®%c higher and firm, afterwards weaker
and lost most of advance, closing with rather more

fraded

strength;trade only moderate;receipts 64,i00 bush;
exirorts 37,059 bush; sales 973,(X-O bush, including
J 09,000 on spot; uiigraded 78®79o; No 2 at 78%
@79c delivered; 77% c instore. No 2 for dune at
77%®77%c, closing 78c; July 78%®78%c. closing at 78%c; August 79% o,80c, closing at 79%c;
September 79% (j|80s/8C, closing a 80%c; year at
73% c. Oatw %@l%c higher and active, closing
weak; receipts 65,6uO ousb. exports-bush;sales
64i,000 bush; No 3 at GOc.do White at 61%@t'2c:
No 2 at 60%@61c; do White 63®63%c; No 1 at
61c, do White at 68c; Mixed Western at 60®63c;
White do 62 a68c; Mixed State 61®63%o; White do
held very steady; fair to good
at b3%@68c.
refining 7%®7%; refined firm; White Ex C at 8%
A
at
9 9%c; Confec. at A 9%o;
standard
@8%;
powdered at 10ya®Tl)%; granulated at 9%@9P»
16; crushed at 10% ; Cubes at 10%c.

floiu^rM

unchanged. PeOtlraoi is quiot; united at 525*.
lullov. drooping; prime city at 7% ®H: sales 80.
OOu part at 8. Fork offered lb®20lowor, closing
weak; sales 350 mess on the spot, new 21 00; old
quoted 19 75®20 00; August 20 80®20 90. I,«tr4
less active ami unsettled, opening 2% better, afterwards weak and fell off 6; closed stronger again;
sales 750 tea prime steam on spot 11 82% all «6;
25 city steam at 11 60; refined for Continent 11 95,
Ratter unsettled; State at 19^26%: creamery at
25ya. fhecse firm for choice.

Freights

to

Liverpool steady; Wheat l>ste&m 3d.

UUiVAUU.tiuiia av.

iuiu uuu,

ucav >3

s jbuj

No 2 Chicago Spring 1 31 Vs for cash; 1 32
for June ami July; 1 12 for August; 1 00% fcr all
year: No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 02$ l 06; rejected
74«*77; regular or No 2 W heat 1 14% $1 14% for
July; 1 07% foi Aug st; 1 00% all year. Com is
higher at 70%$70%c for cash; 70%o June; 71%
for Ju:y; 72Vac August; 72%c for September, cats
shade higher at 51%o cash; 51%© Juue; 45%c for
Kye is
July; 38%c for August; 34%c September.
shade higher at 80. Barley nominal. Pork easier at
20 76$20 80 cash; 10 76 June and July; 20 87%
@80 00 August; 21 02% @21 06 September. J.ard
.ower at li 45 for cash and June; 11 45^11 47%
for July;l 1 G0$ll 82% August; 11 72% for Sept.
Bulk Meats in fair demand, shoulder* 0 25: i^ort
rib* 12 L6; short clear at 12 80.
At the afternoon cull of t-hq. Board, Wheat closed
irregular at 1 33%$1 33% for July; 1 ki V* for
August; 1 03% Sept; regular or No 2 Wheat higher
1 07% August; 1 03%
at 1 I5@l 15% for
September. Corn is higher at 70% c tor Juue; 72o
Oats
for July; 72%c for August and September.
higher at 51%@61%o June; 4o%c July; 36% for
Aug; 35c Sept. Pork firmer 20 76 July; 20 87%
for August; 21 06 Sept. Lard is firm at 11 46 for
June; II 4d$ll 60 for July; 11 GO^ll 82% for
August; 11 72% Sep.
luNMtpua— 8,000 ubls flour, 11,000 bush whoa',
101.000 bush corn, 89,000 bs*h o ta. 2,100 pose
rye, 8,000 bu 'b imrloy.
Shipments 4 500 bt 9 flour, 6,000 bush wh*fcb,
171.000 bush com, 83,000 bush oat*, 020 bush
rye, 616 bush barley

higher;

July;

ST. Lscis, June 20 —Flour firm and unchanged
fo top grades. Wheat higher;No 2 Red Fall at 1 27
for cash; 1 24% for .June; l 08% July; 1 02% for
August; 1 02% Sept; No 3 at 1 17$1 13; No 4 at
1 05 0*1 08. Corn higher 72@72%c cash; 72% for
June; 72c for July and August 71c for September.
Pork dull; jobbing at 20 lo.. Lard lower and nominally 11 40.
Keceipts—3000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat,
37.000 bush eont.0.000 bnsh ca‘^,w,C0.i boah r/e,
0,000 bush barley.
3h:pincnts-l,GOO bids tf -nr, 48,000 buali wheat,
3 2,000 bosh corn, 00,000 bash uat*, 00.000 tu»h

Barley, 0,000 bosh rye.
Detroit. Juue 20.—Wheat is quiet; No 1 White
spot 1 28%: July at 1 23%; August at 1 07%:
September l 07; No 2 Whito 1*22.
Receipts 7,000; shipments 0,000 bush.
Cot-toe is steady; MidNe w Orleans. June 20
dlb g upland* 12 Vac.
Mobile, June 20.—Oofitov is firm; Middling upon

—

lards 12c.

Savannah,June 20.—Cottc \ steady; Middling uplands at ll3i©.
Memphis, June 20.—Oort m firm; Middling up1 *uda at 12c.
Havana ITlnrkcf.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana.June 20.—Tho Sugar market is finn and
business done.
Spanish go'd 1«68%@1.6844.
Exchange firm;on United States 80 days at 7%@
7% prem; short 8©8% prem.

but little

&ur«»|iea* iTSarbfto.
By Telegraph.)
London, June 20 —Consols 3 00 1-16.
Liverp- *oL,June 20-12.::-' p. at.—Cotton ma:k«*t
active and firmer; Uplands G id; Crleous 6 3 5-1* d;
sales 14005 bales speculation and export 3000; futures firm.

•

and the decision
ered all-important there;
course of Can^tren will (shape the political

“I t 05 p^ess.
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anonymous letters and communOitions. The name and address of the writ are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for illlcation but as a guaranty of good faith.
We do not read

Wo cannot undertake to rotnrn

munications that
Evert

regular

are

not

or

preserve com-

used.

attach^ of the Press Is furnished

certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat- and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credential*
with

a

Card

Of every person

claiming to represent

our

Journal.

Bloomfield, Illinois, is the scene of an
ecclesiastical controversy which promises to
result in the organization of a brand new
religious sect. The trouble has arisen from
the manner in which worship is conducted
in one of the Protestant Episcopal churches
of that city. It seems that the clergyman
in possession entertains rather advanced
is a
ideas upon the question of ritual. He
obceremonial
of
in
the
importance
believer
of a more orservances, and is an admirer
nate manner of worship than is consistent
j with the practice of Low Church Episcopalians. The usual consequences have ensued.
That portion of the congregation which belongs to the Evangelical school of theology
have appealed to the bishop of the diocese,
and upon his deciding against them, have
taken into consideration the expediency of

seceding from the establishment and of
starting a littlej church of their oi*i, a
Will be adopted
course which it is said
This is another instance of that tendency to
disintegration which is the peculiar peril
and characteristic of Protestantism.

furthering the good
coming political campaign, the

in
Publishthe
Press proi>ose to issue their Weekly
ers of the
and Daily Editions at the fallowing extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material and
For the purpose of

cause

postage.

THE Him STATE PRESS
Weekly, will be furnished, beginning with

the numorder in each

ber issued next after the receipt of the
case, and closing with the issue of Sept.
taining a report of the Maine Election.

Single

C

opies,

con-

25 cents.

...

PRESS !

DAILY

THE

14th,

Will be famished, beginning with the number is1

next alter receipt of order in each case, and
closing with the issue of Sep. lGth, with full returns
from Maine Election;
sue

Hingle Copicn, by lnvil,
Postage will in

all

§1.(0

be prepaid by the Pub-

cases

lishers.
The Press will contain complete political news
and information besides the customary genera

news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican C unurttees and others desirous of
the iriuniph of the right, can do no more useful
service thau to aid in the dissemination of good
reading matter. Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

CO.,

PORTLAND, ME.
The Dominion Election.
The election held in the Dominion jester
day was one of the most hotly contested iu
the brief existence of the young federation.
It is the fifth genera) election since the Do*
minion came into existence, and has been
fought with all the zeal and acrimony attending a fight for the Presidency in “the
States.” It will be remembered that the first
government after confederation, in 1807,was
acualition one. The Conservatives were victorious in

1S72,

but were driven from office

by the Pacific railway scandal, and
Liberals, successful then at the polls,
were defeated in 1S78 by the platform of
“protection to home industries,” particularThe imposily against the United States.
tion of high protective duties, as is well
known, followed, and just at that time Canada began to recover from the depression,
and good times have, since been with it.
Loud complaint of this policy was made by
the opposition, and the Canadian premier,
Sir John MacDonald, confident of his
strength at the polls, dissolved parliament
and appealed to the people. Hence yesterday’s election.
A Toronto correspondent of the Boston
Herald, who seems to be a shrewd observer,
and is certainly a plausible writer, gives an
interesting account of politics over the
border. The protective policy, which has
worked so well, is opposed by the so-called
Liberals, but the success of it has compelled*
them to abandon their fight against the
general policy, and so to speak, itemize their
bill of objections. All they openly ask now,
is, according to the Herald correspondent,
the abolition of the duty of 50 cents a ton
on hard coal, of the duty of §2 a ton*on pig
in 1874
the

iron, and of the duties on breadstuffs, cottons, and woollens. That is, of the protective duties on the latter, because they must

always have a
the Liberals

revenue

on

tariff. The position of

the trade

policy is, therefore,

The necessities of the country

this:

re-

come, a large anquiring
nual revenue, which must be raised chiefly
by custom duties, there will be a sufficient
for some time to

of protection to the manufacturer
any way, but the tariff must be readjusted
so as to equalize the burdens, which they
claim now rest heaviest upon the purchasers.
The tariff has been in operation three years.
measure

The

government
main, and,

seeks

to

make

it

the
fact,
only
issue. It is the only plank in its platform. But, although the protective policy
is popular with the majority, there are oth“Provincial
er and more important issues.
rights” is one. Each Legislature of the sev
confederation
en provinces forming the
possesses, by the constitution, exclusive
control of local affairs. The Ontario Legislature, with 88 members, passed an act permitting lumbermen to float timber down all
floatable streams, notwithstanding any improvements made by another, providing^
however, for compensation to the owner of
such improvements by way of tolls for their
This act, although admittedly within
use.
the competence of the Legislature, was vet'
oed by the federal government because, it
said, it interfered with private rights in
property. The Ontario Legislature angrily
the

in

resented this interference with its powers,
and, at its last session, again passed a similar act, which will, of cgurse, be again disallowed. Mr. Blake, leader of the opposition disapproved of the veto. The power of
veto was vested in the federal government
for the purpose of guarding against the legislatures dealing with matters outside of
their

jurisdiction.

lion.

vA«v.«

uuuuuaij

1 lie

There are

100,000 square

miles of ter-

ritory lying between Ontario and Manitoba
which Ontario claimed always by right belonged to her. An arbitration decided in
favor of Ontario’s contention and against
the opposite view held by the Dominion gov'
ernment, but the Dominion government has
been Conservative since the award in 1878,
and consequently the banner Liberal province has not got the territory. An act of
Parliament ratifying the award is necessary.
This act has been withheld, and Sir John
now says distinctly that he will not give OntaricPthe land. ^The Liberals claim that he
is under the dictation of Conservative Quebec, which is jealous of Ontario’s growing
if repower in this matter. Mr. Blake says,
turned to power, he will respect the award,
which, by the way, was a unanimous one.
The territory is, in extent, as large as old
Ontario, an liason it timber estimated to
$150,000,000.
Yet another question

be worth

is the

right of Cana-

da to make her own commercial treaties independently of England. When Mr. Blake
asserted this right in a resolution moved in
the last House of Commons, he won to his
side for the nonce six of his opponents, all
French Canadians, who, in supporting the
resolution, declared for the political indc
Mac
pendence of Canada as well. Sir John
Donald spoke of the resolution as “veiled
treason.” He said it was a long step toward
his
independence, and he has before declared
than inde
rather
annexation
for
preference
pendence. Still another source of discord
rose in this wise: At the closing hour of the
last session, the government- passed a bill
for the redistribution of seats, which is asserted to be n gerrymander of the worst de-

scription.
where the

The bill applied only to Ontario,

government,

it is

claimed, sought

their overpowering
them
together and so
strength by “hiving”
them in the majority ©f the rid-

to rob the Liberals of

weakening
ings as to assure a Conservative victory, prodid in
vided always the people voted as they

187$.
These were the questions put to the votMost of
ers of the Dominion yesterday.
considthem, held unimportant by us, are

The weekly welcome visits of the laaies of
the Visiting and Advisory Board cheer the inmates with words of sympathy.
A looker-on can but be impressed with the
anxious, haggard looking visages of patients
coming as if they had entered State|prison,
gradually changed under kindness, and when
ca'mly and safely carried through severe surgical operations, and brought up to promise of
life and health, it is not strange that a grateful cheer should be stamped upon the countenance before leaving.
The opportunity afforded for judging, more
than corroborated all reports of the wonderful
(access of surgery in Maine General Hospital
Indeed if some remarkable cases had not been
personally known the mere report would have

transcended credulity.
For an explanation of this success one only
needs to know that, crowning the above named
sanitary conditions, the names of such physicians as Drs. Greene, Weeks, Gordon and Gerrish are upon the surgical staff, and Drs. Small,
Thayer, Dana and Pendleton upon the medical. It ought also to be known that the invaluable services of these gentlemen are rendered
to the institution gratuitously.

prince is fallen. A kingly form and
kindly voice is no longer familiar in these halls
of healing. Dr. W. W. Greene sleeps beneath
a shrine where no grateful hand can
place a
garland, save upon the “billows’ heaving
field.” His dust, like his work, roaches from
shore to shore.
But the great of ail timo move on in the “innumerable caravan,” and other great close up
the ranks. Skill, talent and greatness die not
with their possessors but live on in the arena
of humanity. So here, and the work goes on.
And from all parts of the State, with changeless change, they come, and stay, they go, and
live.
Not miracle nr magic is claimed, but consummate and concentrated skill is secured,
and the remarkably low death rate, amid so
many severe cases, can but surprise any one
who examines statistics.
A limited number of free beds are provided
by benevolent contributions. The Directors
in their annual appeal to the Christian Churches and Parishes in Maine state that “the demand for free beds at the present time exceeds
the financial ability of the
as never before
Hospital to supply them,” although during the
past year “oue hundred and forty-six patients
were received either wholly or in part on the
free list.”
An opportunity of doing great good with
small sacrifice lies within the reach of every
one whose sympathies respond to the suffering
need of his fellow mortals by helping supply
this demand, thus enabling many more to
avail themselves of the blessings of this offspring of Christianity.
May its benefactors enter heaven late and its
beneficiaries live to honor their lives

nette had been two years before, and that
there is small prospect that the crew have
escaped death. Nordenskiold, on the other

hand, imagines that Smith reached the
point for which he set out, wintered on the
coast of Franz Josef Laud, and will make
his way to Nova Zembla this Summer. A
relief expedition sailed from England in
search of him yesterday.
Thebe is evidently a growing sentiment
of the
among the Southern people in favor
It
was
tariff.
supportearnestly
protective
ed in the platform adopted at the recent
convention of North Carolina Republicans,
and in Virginia the feeling is running so
strongly in the same direction that the Readjusters propose to take the matter up and
give it a permanent place in their proof
gramme. These indications of the drift
public opinion are the more gratifying and
significant because the free-traders have althe South
ways been accustomed to regard
But since
as their impregnable stronghold.
the Southerners ceased to devote themselves
exclusively to agriculture and began to turn
their attention to the manufacturing industries; they have undergone a salutary and
heart.

So Castle Garden is not to be closed after

steamship compani es have changed
their minds, and are now ready to contribute of their own free will what they refused
to pay under the compulsion of an unconstitutional law. They will submit to be
taxed at the rate of fifty cents on each emigrant landed, and as the proceeds of this assessment will be amply sufficient to cover
the expenses of keeping the Castle Garden
all. The

establishment open, the scare for the present is over. This conclusion o£ the difficulty is a good thing for the immigrants, who
otherwise would have been completely at
the mercy of the sharpers who in all great
cities, but in New York above all, prey upon the ignorant and unprotected.
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cure

Sold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents box. Depot
106 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By mail, two
boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.60, to any address.

DR. J. W. BENSON’S

a

SKIN CURE
Is Warranted to Cure
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ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, H
s
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
o
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
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tan and freckles,
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and is tha BEST toilet

dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put up, two
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first claes druggists have it. Price 51. per package.
A
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the business of the bar-

injured.

C. N. Crittenton, Sole wholesale agent lor Dr. u
W. Benson’s remedies. 115 Fulton St., New York.
MW&Flm
junl'J
a

On the 27th of the present month the people of Iowa will vote on the adoption of a
prohibition amendment to their State Constitution. The State is at present very much
agitated on the subject, but most of the agitation seems to be in favor of the amend-

Introduced in 18G4. five years prior to the introduction of any oilier New England remedy
for the same diseases.

Williamstown, July

COMPANY,
FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,
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Inside Impressions of Maine General Hospital

STATE AGENTS

ALSO, AGENTS

BUCKEYE MOWER

One cannot enter Portland from any direction without being impressed with the unequalled site of this institution, upon the westcountry
ern bluff that overlooks the city and
far and near.
Every rail and carriage road is within its vision, and beneath its Bbadow the landscape
stretches far up to the everlasting hills,
crowned with Mt. Washington, whose snowy
crest glories in the morning sun while upon
the tops of its lesser sisters it is not yet sunrise.
But what are beautiful scenes to eyes that

pain?

What are mere

outward

sur-

frames that quiver under fleshly
ills with littlo hope of relief? For the benefit
of such we volunteer a few inside impressions
of this institution. After the first that it iB
beautiful for situation, one is impressed with
the amplitude of its apartments and the inimifor ventilation and temtable

of which are fitted to suit the most fastidious
o
taste, and overlooking the rich scenery
Portland suburb'. Those patients who would
be able to take a ride or walk but fir a formidable staircase have but to take a chair upon
in front
an elevator and ride down to the lawn
of the building.
Telephones are connected with the offices of
the surgical and medical staffs, so that attendof
ance can be had in a few minutes in case
need.

One element of success here is found in the
daily watchcar© given to the patients. The
the patients
physician in attendance visits
The sympdaily, or oftener when necessary.
are watched by house doctoms of each

patient

and care
tors in their 6emi-dinrnal rounds,
and experigiven day and night, by faithful
enced nurses, anxious for the recovery of the

patient.

received from the resident physician and superintendent, Dr. Hunt,
Two daily calls

are

patient feels he has found a
and
department knows they have
every
friend,
a penetrating supervisor.
a
Mrs. Warren, the matron, is gifted with
a
talent adapting her to her position. With
of cheer she
words
and
morning
kindly good
to dust
greets .the patients daily. An enemy
in whom

1st—It is THE OLDEST Company, with 38 years o£.experience.
of Assets.
2d-It is the LARGEST COMPANY in the world by many Millions
and no
3d—It is purely Mutual, with no Stockholders to eat up its profits,
bonuses allowed to Officers, Trustees or Employes.
and, the
4th-It confines its business to regular Life and Endowment Policies^
new oi experimental plans.
has
no
and
of
Annuities,
granting
and
gth—Its premium rates are lower than any other Life Insurance Company,
its Policy-holders receive large Dividends annually.
6th-No Policy-holder NEED forfeit his Policy, provided three annual premiums
when
have been paid, and application is seasonably made for a paid up Policy,

LA

Hvsteria, Convulsions, Sleepuess-

‘gist

n*jth—Us

—AND—

TEN MILLIONS of Dollars ($10,000,000.)
9th—It affords the cheapest, safest and-most reliable insurance of any Company

BULLARD’S HAY TEDDER.
Haying Tools of all kinds
Manufacturer's Trices.

on

hand at

of the kind in this conntrv
^No^instituthin
financial organization.
than this

or

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

An Interesting Story—A Hopeless Case
Cnred. A Good Reason.for.Happiness.f

Lawn

Dressing.
Belknap

Messrs. C. W.

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a ^awn
m the world;
Dressing which is second to none
is food for
every article of which it is composed

ivff—Try it and you will use no other.
Put np in hags of 10, 2f>, BO and 100 poun.is.
BES*-Directions iD eael1 bag,,
w.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & WhitNo. 7
nev’s. Market Square, W. C. Sawyer & Co. s,
46
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, ho.
and
corner
A.
A.
High
and
Mitchell’s,
Union

Street,
Commercial Street.

O. W.

ju!2

_dU

mli20

TELEPHONE

1882.

&

Agent,

Q47
fiSo

ing any permanent relief, and for a long time my
regarded as hopeless. All who knew the
Finally, my wife
circumstances said I must die.
induced me to ti y a bottle of Dr. Kennedy’s ‘Favorite Remedy’ which she had somewhere heard of or
Without the slightest faith in it
seen advertised.
bat solely to gratify her, I bought a bottle of a
druggist in our village. I used that and two of
three bottles more, and—to make a long story shott
—I am now as healthy a man as there is in the
case was

no neglect escapes her detection,
and
whence may be found the reason of the prover.
bial neatnes6of the Hospital.
In regard to the dietetic department, we
think, like the boy who said that pins had
not
saved a vast number of lives, by people
swallowing them, that many lives at© saved

Middle

“

“

<“_

jc3

TELEPHONE WO. 45.

Sebago

Lake and

CaNlomurs can commence taking Ice at
will be
any time they (ltsire ami delivery
continued until notice to atop ia received
at the olHce.
AT
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice
THE OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduo-

ti0\Ve particularly request
drivers

our customers to report
in leaving tbe Ice; comneglect of our
made
plaints for carelessness or any other cause, if
to promptly.
be
attended
will
at tbe office,
ds»

any

my30

.....

Total,

cept

commodated.

at the rooms and will
names of applicants.

receive and register the
junloaw

$5,813,223.83
399,130.88
484,879.10
1,394,208.87
982,019 32

....

and is absolutely Non-ForfeitaEveiv Policy issued by this Company contains the following conditions,
been paid, the full Four Per Cent.
ble- In case of Lapse, after two or more Full Years, Premiums have
the
the
of
at
the
be
option
Company,
Assured, in either of two ways:
applied by
Reserve Value will
for such period as the full value will pay
If 1 rhT- To the Extension of tlie full amount of the Insurance
of
tlie Original Policy within Three
surrender
SEl'OVD-On
Kntes:
or,
for at the Company’s Published
bo.
Months from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy. H.I.ESTKA rlOIV: Policy
Annhal
Life
on
the
for
20
Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
4.9H was issued Oct.
1871,
$5,0110
Ten Premiums were paid, which, less Dividends, amounted to $1,072.55. The Policy lapsed in
*1 *18 80
Insurance for
1881 and the Company applied the Reserve Value of $089.70 to the purchase of Term
of I
000 for the period of 10 years ami 7 days; so that the 10 Premiums paid for over 20 years
nsuranoe,
was optional
It
hut
thousand.
is
at
the
rate
of
which
$10.71
per
the average yearly cost being $53.57,
for a Paidwith the Assured to take the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy
of $1,390.
up Life Policy

STEM W

NDEI3S,

511

Washington St., Boston.
dlawdwW

works from

Congress Street

was

Street,
ON and South
open end DIART.
if returned to No. 92 Free Street.

at Wo. 5071

of

or

address

LARMIN1B,

P

Chicago.

oi

tlai

d,

Me

(JoDiioiNsiou Mtrchanls,

Seeds,

Grain,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures

Provisions,|
Me.

it“‘
122 La

S.iHc St

sold on Chicago 5b:«n-: to
nittr.'Mi:
ondence lavited.

bought and

Margins. Corre-

SLOOP FOR SALE.
keel boat, 23 feet, 3 Inches long
8 feet wide, formerly owned by the late Walter
Will be sold at a bargain.
H Lyde of Freeport.
or C.
L. MeApply to W. G. Merrill, Freeport,
myJdtl
Mail Office, Low ll, Mass'

efiery,

(laoios

Gentlemen:

H. ALLEN,
Standish, Maine.

desire

permission

O

ca

3

the

til. E. FAIRW&&THER..
£il«M ST

petition, together

above

theron, be given by
in

Portland,

Brinted
hearing.

|5
fcd

with this our order
In two dally paper,

publication
for

seven

(7) days preceding

10

*

J*fcOB

1 Harbor CotnmisMcLELLAN,
TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,! sioners Port) land Harbor.
CHARLES MERItILL,
<llw
je20

CITY OF PORTLAND.
for supplying the Pauper Depariment with Coal for the year ending June JO,
1883, will he reoeived at the office of Overseers of
tho Poor until TUESDAY, Jane 27th, at 12 o’eloek
M. To be of the best quality, 2000 pounds per ton,
broken and stove sizes, delivered at the Alms
House, and in eighth and quarter ton lots at the
residence of persons receiving aid from the city.
For further particulars call at the office of Overjal'Odlw
seers of Poor, City Building.

PROPOSALS

Z
O
CO

I*
s?
o
■

l

CITY OFF A Is.

ui p
B

o

is hereby given that JOHN L. BEST has
been duly licensed to collect tho City Offal and
has given bond for tho satisfactory pcrtormanco .of
the work. All persons collecting offal without a
liscenso in violation of the City Ordinance will bo
according to law.
prosecuted
v
C. K. BRIDGES,

NOTICE

Slate Shelves, Iron Ice Racks, Pure
Dry Air, Economical in Ice, Convenient
and Easy of Access, with a reputation of
35 years standing.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

FOE SALE IN PORTLANDS BY

O. W.

Notice to Coal Dealers

FULLAM,

Committee on Public Buildings will receive
sealed proposals until Wednesday, at noon,
June 28,1882 for eight hundred and fifty tons of
best quality Lehigh Coal (broken) and two hundred
and tnirty-’five tons of best quality Lehigh Coal (egg
size) 2,240 pounds to the ton, to be delivered and
put in and trimmed in the pens at snch oftho Public
Buildings and school houses of the city, and at such
time as mav be designated, the coal to be in all respects of the best quality, and in the best order and
well screened on the wharf before delivery, and
designate.
weighed by such weigher as the city may
Tne Committee reserves the right to reject any
and all bids that may not be deemed for the interest of the city. Address proposals to
CHARLES. F. LIBBY, Chairman.

THE

41 Exchange Street.

eod2mos

mayo

ELEGANT

TABLE MIPS
Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuiua, Kioto, &c.

June

f

jel4t je28

13,1882.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
and Aldermen, i
June fi, 1882'.
(
Clerk
give notice to all
City

In Board ok Mayor
that tlio

Fined complete with the

ORDERED,
parties interested,

by publication, according

to law, in two daily papers of this ciiy, u three
weeks successively, that this Board, on MONDAY,
the third day of July next, at Va o cloclP I J., at
the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, will hear
all parties interested in tho matter of au intercepttreet
ine sewer tcebe constructed on Commercial
between Maple anti Hampshire streets, with an outlet at the end of Long Wharf, as per report ami plan
Civil Engmesr on file in the City Clerk’s
of the

Duplex,

Oxford
ami Harvard Burners.

English

City Marshal.

junlOdtf

Centres.

war-

a

on

W

r

Salo Wholesale and Ile:.ail.

City

s. E. JOSE & 60,
oelOdtf

°*A<i?d that

thereafter this Board will determine

and adjudge whether public convenience requires
the construction ol sail sewer and if so will proceed
to construct tho same.

CARDS!

Crewels.

tamping on any material
rated permanent.

June 19th, 1882.
it is ordered that

on

With Beantful Pottery

Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Germantown
wools, with patterns for working
them.
Also, South Kensington

a

hart
MONDAY, June 2tlth.
Oft hearing he the
nremises, and that notice of
at 3.00 P. M.,

03
i

build

CHASE & DEAN.

Portland,
the foregoing petition,

EDDY BEF8IGERAT8R.
9

to

undersigned
on-ho west sido of ‘-Pumpkin Knob,”
THEwharf
from the shore about CO feet and IB ft.

extending
width.
Very Respectfully.

188 M. E. FAIRWEATHER,

8

ADVERTISEMENTS

To the Harbor Commissioners of
Portland Harbor.
Portland, June 19,1882.

or

C.

Special Agent,

mayC

W. to lO P. M.

25 cts. Season Tickets $1.00.
Admission.
jelB

Ocean st., Woodford’s,

jun«d3w*

street.

Congress

Hours 10 A.

CITY

Lease.
a nice, large, two story
House and stable, with from one to eight acres
land. For particulars inquire at the next house,

Artists

IGlh,
will open
Friday,
and remain open till Augiist 16lh,

LET.

TO

oi the

tS'.o*.

.Static

on

Re-

an

,.

eminent

most

blown

jul9d.it

a

I_I SLOOP-RIGGED
-jc7

on

Exhibition of

The firs,. Annua

of a flower, of no value extf the tinder will return It to
he will receive the grateful thanks

codtau

15? BlUTi-

in Gold and Silver Cases, both plain and
ornamented, for ladies, Gentlemen and
Boys.

PORT' HI) SOCIETY «F ART

Painting

_

A. W. JORDAN,

dtd

jel3

a
owner,

Losses paid immediately on completion and approval of proof wtliont waiting the usual sixty or ninety

S. II

prices.

WKNSH1P & COLLINS,

Lost.
Saturday morning, between Franklin Wharf

S
2
£
£

Maine Central R. R.

on

15© Exchango Street, Portland.

No.

....

days.

Trains

(Signed.)

Total.$5,57^399.53

apr3

these celeat very low

Excursion
Special
connections.

ana

jul'Jd3t»

Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Vaine,.$35,718,811.58
$32,808,102.5.
Liabilities, (eserve at 4 per cent.)
$2,910,649.00
Surplus as regards Policy-holders,
$127,411,677.o<*
Number of Policies in force, 40,052, Insuring,

S. H. LARMNIE & CO.,

THE

Studio

the Press Office
of the loser.

Q

Bake,

and sufficient food for 20,000 people,

ward given

2,317,101.36

...

Clam

a

d^m

FROM
away
to the

IN 1881.
1

E. Jenks will provide

Mammoth

OF

ap24

OFFICE 28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

A fall and complete stock of
brated Watches, in all grades,

Mr. J.

Mass._JunlSdlw*

IN

a

BBS*

AUG. H. FORD,

WALTHAM WATCHES

light

paid.
MANUFACTURERS”

MEM
USINESS
BUSINESS
WANT

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

country.
Since then I have recommended ‘Favorite jRemedy’ to others whom I knew to bavo suffered from
Kidney and Liver complaints; andl assure the public that the ‘Favorite Remedy’ has done its work
with a similar completeness in everv single instance
and X trust some other sick and discouraged morta
as I
may hear of it and try tbo ‘Favorite Remedy’
m
4eod&wlm
gig,

Portland Fraternity at ils last meeting deto be
cided to open a school of carpentry,
is
under the supervision of Luther I’ingree, who
will be In
school
The
instruct.
to
well qualified
Free
on
the third story of the Fraternity buildiag,
at half-past
street and will bo opened July 6th
till the
seven in the morning, continuing daily
The
autumn.
In
the
schools
of
the
public
opening
and
school will be Dee to boys in the public soboois, well
will do
of
use
the
tools,
learn
to
those wishing
and
enstreet
to call at once at the rooms on Free
can be acroll their names, as but a limited number
Mr. Woodhlll is dally in attendance

5234, Boston,

Day

IN MAMMOTH PAVILION.

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

...

2.00
2. 0

work at their
LADIES
Address, with stamp,'‘F■ M.

all

Dancing

to take nice,
Good salary

HH

Surrendered Policies,
Dividends to Policy-holders,.
All other Expenditures,.

$1.50

1200 MUSICIANS.

dtf

-.
Claims by Death,
■
Endowments aud tnullities,

10 lbs. Daily per month,
“
«
15 “
“
“
20 “

in town

or country
own heme.

__

EXPENDITURES

NO. V! MARKET STREET.

Grand Consolidated Concert

For answer state
pay royalty.
buy
Inventors please
kind of article patented.
Address CAPITAL, Press office.
dlw*

Wanted.

Commissioner of Maine.

t

Cornet Solo.

or

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance

Lung Creek

D. W. Clarkes Co.,

For the Bent

JUDGES.—Prof. J. B. Ulnae, Prof. W.
Prof. X. H. KollinS. Biplev. of Boston;
son, of Williiunnlic, Conn.

Water Color Sketch Lost.

2,50

We call particular attention to our Androscoggin
Ice for families and offices.
at
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice
the office will be entitled to a proper reduction.

PRIZE CORNET VALUED AT $175

LOST AND FOUND.

AMZI DODD, [President.

$600

Cash Prizes amounting to $125.

BARRETT,

jun20

ON

I!l PRIZES

$600

WANTS.

Street,

to all Bands in Maine.

Gpen

Can do better In the West than in any
other Section oi the Country*
Rare Opportunities!—Few as Cood, None Better l
75 rapidly growing Towns (most productive rethe
gions of Minnesota, Dakota, and Iowa) along
recently constructed lines of the Chicago & North
Western Railway, offer unequaled inducements
to pushing business men of limited capital. For
particulars address CHAS. E* !$I3I3IC>Nifc»*
Land Commissioner C. & N. W.R*y Co.,Chicago.

YARD,

jul5Utd

Lake Maranacook,
TUESDMY.JUNE 27,

U. 8. Called Bonds cashed.

We shall

at Stock-

calc

Band Torn lament.

•

BY-

on

Store.

MONSTER

bs
Bs
6s
Ys
?8

--

NOW

81 •<»<>•

CARY !

3XT- «F.

$1.50

*

bridge’s Music

mch7

Box

TBEMDTDAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
20

TICKETS

--

MEBBAY, Aeeomranlst

BAHVEI

MB.

------

To Let

Prices foi Families and Offices.

e°dtf

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

WILL

BUTLER,

B.

MISS KI TH C. LONG, Contralto,
>
THE CECILIA CLUB,
THE WEBER CLEB,

Wanted, A Patent.

We shall offer great [inducements to those in want of

A.

unteered:

BONDS.

SWAN &

OEMM TS.

CENTS PER

32

AT

68

Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.

SALE

benefit of the

for the

mayG

--

HALL,

MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL,
at which the following artists have generously rol

STOCK EXCHANGE.)

--

—

MISS ANNIE EOCIHE

Exchange

--

AT

Friday Evening, June 23,

~

Surah Silk Sash Ribbons

No. 56 Cross Street.

CARY !
CITY

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin. Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
953
XT
/) 34^ Broadway.
N. Y. City
i$roa<iWay.
Branches,
j Grand Central Hotel.
©odtf

-FOR

YARD.

These have been retailed all the season nt 37 cents per yard.
also offer 12 Pieces

SOULE,

5»

dtd

—

TO THE

11 A. .VI.

jun7

Chicago..48

Ginghams

AT "SL7

373.

NO.

MUNICIPAL

Clews & Co.,
Henr*y
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR

ion.

AT

GRAND CONCERT

Maine Central R. R. Consol,
7s
6s
Portland & Ogdenaburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
68
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

REAL SCOTCH GINGHAMS

,

4s

BANKING HOUSE

This lot contains a GREAT VARIETY of STYLES and is an immense
reduction from she regnlar price. We also offer a few YERY FINE

POBTLAJV3, .ME.

MUNICIPAL

MUNICIPAL

reply.

PER

4s

(BOARD OF EDUCATION) 6s
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA,

Cincinnati.
Cook County
Evansville Ind.,

We shall offer 5300 yards of VERY FINE, HANDSOME

AT 9 CENTS

MUNICIPAL

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

iTUKTE 21st dts 22d,

Dress

—|

ME.,

ME.,

A.«.

and IJoncert.

RA^inQ
□unuo.
BATH,

-tof Bo.

:

i'1

Trains leave Portland at 0.15 and 9.15 &. m.,
Bath 8.00 a. in., Brunswick 8 85 a. in. For time of
trains from ott er places see posters.
Fare** from Portland, Bath and Biud»*
wick.^l for Ihe Hound Trip, including
Ad win* ion to the Ground^ the Bchrrsal

__feblfieodly

DECKING,

! C.

KEHLj-

L. A. TORBLVM, Conductor.

$1,000.

$1© to

celebri.

Grand Concert at 2.30 1’. M.

BANKERS AND STOCK
INo. II Wall Street, New York,
Who will send free full information showing bow
large profits may bo realized on investments ot

Thursday,

and

the

PUBLIC

CO.,
BROKERS.

_____d3w_

Wednesday

BELKNAT & SON

148 & 144 Comejaerciat Street,

Statement of Mr. Washington Monroe of Catskill
Green County, New York.
had suffered from ajfcomplaint
“For many years
which the physicians called Gravel. I had employed tome of the most noted doctors without obtain-

OF BOSTON, and
MB. WAbTi 'J F.MF,R»OY

JOHN A. DODGE &

—

distinguished Soprano.

I¥?RS. H, F. KNOWLES

STOGKSPboULATION

STREET.

EXCHANGE

31

It also eOectually drives earth worms from
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
and many
manures to lawn®, also Superphosphates
time
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a long
on them
to
be
allowed
can
play
before -he children
Not eu with the
on account of tho offensive odor.
for there
composition which wo offer to the public,
ehil
is nothing of which it is coraposod to prevent
and all
at
as
a
any
lawn
the
ground
play
dren using

satisfac-

TO

W. D. LITTLE,

grass.

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

I

Street.
__

Cincinnati,

APPLY

AND

Maine.

more

BEFORE YOU INSURE,

INQUIRE

BE CAREFUL TO

Portland,

tlio world has been

great

tory

TO GRATIFf HIS WIFE,

overy

disorder,

..

Assets have more than doubled during the past ten years, notwithstanding the six years of financial panic.
8th—Us Receipts for interest and rents alone have exceeded its Death Claims

to

arrangements
an even temperperature. Warmed by steam,
ature is maintained, adapted to the most delithe seccate patient. Two spacious ward3 in
ond and third stories, and private rooms, some

special

ache,Vertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,

nessand Nervous Prostration. An
invaluable and certain cure. A
perless nourishment for the
brain. Send for proofs of wonIderful cures. Buy of your drugif possible; if not, we will
mail it on receipt of price. 50
cents per box; 6 boxes, $2.50.
Address H. F. TH&YER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
mySMW&F&wlynrm
Boston, Mass.

194 Middle

deo31__

_

ally per month,
and Cereal Brain
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
the aged, suflerers fr«un Head-

OCt.8

Cor. Middle &

FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS, Viz:

FOB THE

iff as won a

CEPHALINE.

OF BOSTON.
The

Woodbury Moulton
Sts.,

$95,000,000.

ASSETS

YANKEE HORSE RAKE.

VEGETABLE TOXIC CORDIAL

Old Patient.

Germania Orchestra & Brass Band

FOB HALE BY

ESTABLISHED IN 1843.

THE

Or the same Formula as a Liquid.
MME. aiGUSTA HFAI.VN

Vegetable

roundings

FOB

worth 50 cents.

home reputation during the
past sixteen years that places it at the head of
of
therapeutic agents for the cure of the diseases of
women.
Composed of the active portions only
influit
exerts
a
and
healing
harmless seeds
plants,
ence over the female system, and produces satisfactory cures in every form of Chronic Weakness to
Send for valuable pamphlet.
which it is applied
Letters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
Buy of druggists, if possible; if not, we will mail
pills on receipt of price. $1.00 per box; G boxes,
$5 00. Cordial. $1.00 per bottle: 6 bottles, $5.00.
Address H. F. THAYER & CO., 13 Temple Place,

j

OF KTBW YORK.

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTED.

dJoston, Mass.

close in

PRICES.

SUN UMBRELLAS AND SPANISH LACES THIS WEEK.

Tee colored journalists, who conduct 125
newspapers in various parts of the country,
are to hold a convention at Washington the
last of this month.

an

MANUFACTURER’S

Be Particular to insure With

mutual lif "Insurance co

4.

Tee Republicans and Independent DemCarolina have united on a
platform of “an honest count, a tree ballot,
and a continuance of the tariff.” Sound
doctrine to stand on anywhere.

THE

bought or carried on ^largin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

GAKDINEU, ME.,

dtf

»

____

Knives and Sections

I

ocrats of North

By

Portland.

Street,

470 Congress

CURTIS

Ex-Pbesident Mark Hopkins of Williams
College will deliver a memorial address on
the life and character of the late President
Garfield, in the Congregational Church at

1000 Voices.
STO O K.S Grand Chorus
CELEBRATED

810 to 822

...

&

ALLEN

_

__

Repeated.

Parties wishing to make money in Stocks shauld
communicate with the old established flrai of

1882.

ment.

The Immense Success of Last Year to be

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, 85.50 to 87.50

case.

any

Musical Festival!
Bonds
to
$8 825 Railway

SA1V1UEL HANSON,

braces nervous weakness, irritation, despondency
melancholy, and a restless, dissatisfied, miserable
state of mind and body, indescribable.

ted and will

MARAWAi’OOK

MUNICIPAL

Light Weight Oversacks,

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Suits,

They have been tested time and time again, and
always with satisfactory results. This preparation
just metts the necessities of the case. Let me state
just what my Pills are made to cure, and what they
have cured and will cure: Neuralgia, Nervousness
Sick Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic Head
ache, Sleeplessness, Paralysis and Dyspepsia. These
diseases are all nervous diseases. Nervousness em-

turned to Austria—Q. E. D.

did not like to

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool

NERVOUS SYSTEM AND DIGESTIVE
ORGANS.

These are some of” the symptoms of nervousness;
now, to be fully restored to health and happiness is
a priceless boon, and yet, ior 60 cents, you can satisfy yourself that there is a cure for you, and for $5
at the very furthest that cure can be fully secured.
These Pills are all they are represented to be, and
are guaranteed to give satisfaction, if used as direc-

87 Exchnnge Street, Portland, Me.
eodly
mar30

-AND

AT

INVARIABLY PRODUCED BY DR
C. W. BENSON’S CELERY AND
CHAMOMILE PILLS.

21, 18S2.

June

Boats will leave cast side of Custom House Wharf
©very hour from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m. For list of amusements and prizes see posters.
Chandler’s Quadrille Hand is engaged for
the occasion.
Parties wishing to tender for right of-^furnishing
refreshments can address to L. B. Howard, No. 7
Washington street.
Ticketa 50rent* rack. C'hildrru under 14
45 ceni*. To be had from Financial Secretary and
members of committee.
L. B. HOWARD, President.
M. p’BKI .N. Recording Secretary.
JslMll

Rental of Safes in Vault, S10 to §75 per year.
at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WII.I.tAM SWEAT, Sec’y and Treas.,

To be found in the State.

OF EXTRACT OF CELERY AND
CHAMOMILE UPON THE

AS

Wednesday,

*

ISLAND,

LITTLE HOG

Special deposits

CLOTHING

UP

MADE

The first annual picnic of tba Portland Longshore*
men's Benevolent Society will take place at

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William U. Davis, H.J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, PbUip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowbegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

and

Fine, liediuni

of

P.L. S. R. S. PICAIC.

Deposit Co.,

Chartered in 1875 by the I.e|(i»tHture of
Maine for the NAPE KEEPING of
VALUABLEN, and the RENTAL
of 8A PEN in it. FIRE nnd
*
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

how Priced

Blade.]

SURPRISING EFFECTS

the emigration agent. In America assume
the garb and appearance of a Chinaman,
and you will be dispatched to China. There
give yourself out as a Russian, and you will
be returned to that country, from which
and reyou may again be expelled as a Jew

enworth, Kansas, Of a demand on a barber
to discharge a workman because he had
signed the total abstinence pledge. The
boycotters were the proprietors and employes
of the hotel in which the shop was, and they

the Toledo

varied Assortment

most

prolonged.

The Paris Figaro gives the following recipe for making a free tour of the world:
Adopt the Jewish religion and go to Russia. Thence you will be ejected and forwarded by way of Lemberg to America by

Boycotting took the queer form at Leav-

a

Largest and

Portland Safe

I L D!l N C.

OPEN !

NOW
The

_

__

ifu

LANCASTER

ENTERTAINMENTS

FINANCIAL.

__MISCELLANEOUS.

ly grateful.

But

Aectic explorers differ about the proba
ble fate of the missing Leigh Smith and his
party. Smith sailed for Franz Josef Land
in the “Eira” a year ago this month, and it
seems to be the impression that it was his
purpose to return southward before the
closing of navigation last Autumn. The
latest news from his ship is that it was in
the vicinity of the west coast of Franz Josef
Land July 10. Von Payer believes that it
was caught in the ice, precisely as the Jean-

perfectly intelligible chang

here hy not swallowing indigestible food, since
the article is not in the diet. A variety of nutritions food is uniformly provided.
Special attention from all quarters is given
as needed, after surgical operations, or in seOne relieving feature in the
vere sickness
discipline of absence from home, is in the spirit
of mutual sympathy and kindness that usually
prevails among the patients themselves. The
tenderness and affection, from all sources,
shown toward children patients, are touohing-

KAtteM? I>aSS®?'
AAttest?1"'

Just received a job lot of Fancy Cards, which we
are selling at 5 and lO cent* per Dozen.
Also Birthday, School, odd cards, and New Sets &c

u.
H.

t. ROBINSON, Clock.

X. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

City Clerk’s Office, June 5, 1882.
To all whom it may concern:
h^rt,bv
Noticei.'
;>iveu as requited by toe above
nonce.
Older, uliicli U v. ie a part of tin?
ti. i. UOBlNsnN, Cxty U«rk.
Attest:
d law 3 w W
j un7
..

IRAC.STOC^^mOE
ISIS EXC

uwtyl3

AIVGF »T., Ne

-r

CitrJHnll.
dtf

|

•

TT-TF! PBES8.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello. Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson.
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.

Digbyi
Sainval-Coipel
Captain Spurr, which arrived at this
the morning of
port yesterday, reports that on
the 12th inst., in latitude 37.40, longitude 68.40
she experienced a heavy gale from the northof
east, during which John Rosenary, seaman
and the stewlost
overboard,
was
Martin'que,
ard was badly scalded by being threwn against

the hot stove which was washed out of the forward house by the heavy sea which boarded
Both boats were
the vessel at that time.
smashed, bulwarks stove in and the foresail

Jellersou’s Bookstore.

Bridgton,

and mainsail

Lewis,

.......

ge, F. A. Mlllett.
Mechanic Falls, A. W.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Beale.
G.
A.
Richmond,
Rockland, O. C. Andrews,
Scbattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarrappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodson and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiecasset, Gibbs & Rundlett.
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E.

rived from Eastport yesterday morning.
Mr. James R. Ring, the well-known actor,
for many years at the Boston Museum, died at

Manchester, Mass.,

Coombs.__

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY,
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Wednesday—Oweu, Moore & Co.
State of Maine.
Notice is hereby given—3.
Notice—William H. Booth by.
Town of Anson Bondholders.
Special Notice—Grand Trunk Railway.

James McGlinchy, Esq., at Cape Elizabeth,
Me., consisting in part of kiln, steam pumps,
*■*>***&
mill and elevator, con****
orator, shafting, pulleys and hangings, two
Blake steam pumps, about 400 ale barrels and
half barrels, wheel and hoisting tackle, large
See
two horse sled, scales, baskets, &c., &c.

column._

WOULDN’T TAKE $500 FOR IT.
of Hay Fever.

That incorrigible plague, Hay Fever, seems
We
have met a master in Pino-Palmine.
invite tho special attention of those suffering
from this annoying d sease to the following:
Hew Haven, Oct. 23, 1881.
Gentlemen :—Have be n afflicted for eight
seasons with Hay Fever, of the worst type.
Have spent hundreds c f dollars with only temporary relief. This season ordered one of your
In a month was
Pino-Palmine Mattresses.
greatly relieved. In two months * was pc sitively cured. Wouid not take $500 for mj matto

tress, if I could not get another.
Moses H. Hawkins,
No. 119 Hill Street, New Haven.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle St.,
:iu2dtl
Portland.
_____

an Old Nurse.
MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYBUP is
the prescription of one of tho best female pby
sicians and nursesTn the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
millions of mothers for their chilsuccess

Years’ Experience or

by

from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.
It relieves the child

dren.

a

dee3S,M&W&wly49

bottle.

How ft ten persons have been annoyed by
burrs clinging to their dress or clothing, and
how seldom have they, when cleaning them,
given it a thought that Burdock Boot is the
purifier
most valuable blood cleanser and

known, and is sold by every druggist under
the name of Burdock Blood Bitters. Price

jul9dlw

$1.00, trial size 10 cents.

Death to the Parasites,
Which hide between the gums and teeth, and
SOZOeat into them to their destruction.
DONT is master of the situation. Whoever
uses it regularly after evory meal, and cleanses
his teeth and mouth, will soon be rid of the

julOMW&F&w

parasites.
r

Useless Fright.
To worry about any Liver, Kiduoy or UrinaDisease or Diary Trouble, especially Bright’s
as«Hop Bitters never fails of a cure

betes,

where

a

cure

is

possible.

juel5

We know this.
eodtc

Like its Parent Flower
Atkinson’s Extract of violet, the most deliits excate and refined of perfames, conceals
cellence behind its more widely known sister—

jul7-S&W

tho Extract of White P^se.

He was “Penny wise and pound {oolisli—the
it and was
man who got a cough, neglected
have been
he
when
might
for
months,
laid np
Adamsons
ily cured by using a bottle bf

peed

Betanic

Cougb

Balsam.

jul9MW&S&w

Physicians say it combines all the desiderata
of e*>ery ferruginous tonic prescribed by every
school of medicine. Brown’s Iron Bitters,
MW&F&w

j -qPj

10, 1883.

OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Carriers and General Delivery,
for
Sundays, open
from 9 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
o at 12.10
Boston and intermediate offices—Arr;
9.00 p. m.
a. m., 12.00 m. a>
p. m. Close at 8.16
>.10.
Boeton and tho West-Arrive at 13.H 1^.008.10,
a. m.
8.15
m.,
at
Close
m.
11.10
and

p.

Malta, via Boat
J‘lntemiMiiatePoratWay
1.15 and 8.10 p.

n

& Maine

m.
Close at
8.15 a. m. and 12.00 m.
no
in Kin
12.10
at
6.10,
Great Southern & Westcrn-Axrive
a. m., iz.uu
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at. 8.16
m.. 6.00 and 9.60 p. m.
at 1.00 p.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive
IX.
Close at 12.00 m.
at 9.00 a.
routes—Arrive
•
Augusta and connecting
Close at 12.00 m. and 4.46
m.
■a. and 1.00

Railway—Arrive

p.

aJM<MnhiPNorthwestern,

by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 7.00 a. m. and 9-03 a.
Lewis! on and Aubum-Arrive at 2.06
Close at 8.30 a. m., 1—00 m.,
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Mt.
Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor,
East MaDesert, Jonesport, Machias, Maclnasport,
steamer
via
each
Bar
lfarbor,
chias, Aliil bridge and
—Arrive at 6 a. in. Close at 9 p. m.
„tRon„„
6.00 a. m
at
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive

4Ca8ttne,8’DeerMe,
maifs,

via New York, day previous to sailForeign
ing oi steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m. East Arrive at
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the
2.06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. in.
nonn—
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the
m.
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00
m.
9.00
at
p.
Skowhegan also closes
1. lv.—at
Canada and intermediate offices, via G.

rive at 12.26 p. in. Close at 1.00 p. m.
at
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close
i 2 00 m. and 9.00 p.m.
via P. & u.
Swauton, Vt., and intermediate offices, a. m.
7.45
K. R.—Arrive at 6.15 p. m. Close at
via P. St
Bartlett, N. R., and intermediate offices,
at 2.00 p. m.
Close
a.
m.
O.R. U —Arrive at 11.15
via
offices,
intermediate
anil
Worcester, Mass.,
at 12.26
ft K. R. R.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close
N. H., and intermediate
P'lSchester,
R. R.—Close at 7.00

there.
Miss Annie Louise Cary was unable to sing
in the opera “Zenobia” in Chicago Friday
night. Her part was sung by Miss Dorr Henniuges of Cincinnati. Miss Cary was in the
Miss Henninges
audience and applauded
The Advertiser Bays: “Mr. Homer A. Norris
Free street church has composed the music of a fine anthem, “Come unto
me and rest,” which was sung by the Free
It consists
street choir last Sunday morning.
of a contralto solo, sung by Miss Long, a trio
mixed voices and unison passages for the
chorus. Through the trio moves an obligato
alto part which gives a very striking effect
At autts College, Class Day .Monday, George
M. Lovejoy of Calais, delivered the oration,
and Walter Eveleth of Auburn, was the poet.
An adjournment having been made from the
of

chapel to the lawn, the claBS tree was planted.
Then Arthur W. Pierce of Arlington, Mass.,
read the history, George R. Howe of Norway,
made the prophecy, Henry Wood of North
Eaton, Mass., proffered the gifts to the undergraduates, Thomas W. Lothrop of Belfast, was
the poet, and William Farrell of Stoughton,
Mass., addressed the class.
Sudden Death.
Mr. Charles H. Starbfltt of Augusta, formerly of Portland, died suddenly of heart disHe was
ease in this city yesterday morning.
a brother-in law of Engineer Porter and on his
invitation slept with him Monday night at
Machigonne engine house. Mr*Starbird slept
well until about four o'clock yesterday morning, when Mr. Porter was roused by his unus'
ual breathing and found him unconscious. Dr
Burr was summoned, but Mr. Starbird had exbefore his arrival. The doctor proMr. Starnounced it a case of heart disease.
bird had been complaining several days of pain
in the region of the heart. He was nearly sixty-one years of age. He leaves a widow but

pired just

no

children.

twelve children before the war,
There
nine boys and three girls. There are now living one son, Edwin R. Starbird in the post
were

office in Portland, and the three daughters,
Miss Annie B. Starbird the well known prima
donna, Mrs. Eliza Jarvis of Baker City, OreOf
gon, and Mrs. Caroline Miller of Bangor.
the other sons three were killed in the army;
Sam and William, printers of Portland, who

died in this city at the time of

the war; and
John who was wounded in the army and died
after his return from the war in Hartford.
Mrs. Starbird is still living at the Old Ladies'
Home, is over 80 years of age, and in good
health.
__

Arrest of a Burglar.
Marshal Bridges yesterday received a letter
from the chief of police at Moncton, N. B., enclosing a lady’s photograph. This photograph
thief who was
arrested near Windsor, N. B., a short time ago.
It was taken by Hearn, and was sent here to
be identified in the hopes of obtaining further
proof against the man in whose possession it
was found. The man gave the name of Wmthat he had been
Armstrong but confessedat different
times.
known by several aliases
Upon inquiry Marshal Bridges finds that the
was

found in the

offices, via P.

a. m.
ft R.
,T
”
Carriers’ deliveries are made dally (Sundays
of the city at 7.00
business
in
tho
portion
cepted,)
sections
In
other
and 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m.
Collections
at 8 00 a m., and 2.00 and 5.00 p. m.
and 11.00 a. m.
are made <m week days at 7.00
6.00 p. m.
at
On
in.
Sundays
8.00
and
p.
and 4.00

a

It is probable
that he made a minute of this address intending to rob Mr. Thomas’ house. He also had
the address of several gentlemen in Boston.

Thomas, 163 Danforth street.”

A Portland Schooner Struck by Lightning
Yesterday the schooner Gertie May, owned
by Carney & Prince, fish packers on Custom
House wharf, arrived at this port and reported
that she was struck by lightning when about
75 miles off Matinicus, Sunday last. The
lightning bolt struck the foretopmast, breaking
off about three feet of it, and thence descended
by a stay to the bowsprit, breaking off a small
of the stem, thence passing through the
bow of the vessel and through the forecastle
where some ten or a dozen of the men were
sitting or standing. Every one of them was

knocked senseless to the floor, but recovered
The lightning continued
in a short time.
straight through the vessel and came*out
through the stern, knocking off two planks

above the water line. Strange to say no
The vessel is now lyone was seriously hurt.
ing at Custom House wharf repairing damages, which will not exceed $50. The Gertie

just

May is

a

new vessel, built last

spring.

Peake Island.
The island people are energetically pushing
forward their arrangements for celebrating the
glorious Fourth, and it is safe to say that the
elabprogramme of arrangements will be more
orate and attractive than the general public
have any idea of, embracing a long list of
aquatic and athletic sports to occupy every
hour of the day. From one to two hundred
dollars will be spent in fire works, besides
those which will be furnished by private parThe Portland yacht club, the bioycle
ties.
club and the High School Cadets will parti*
The Peaks Island
cipate in the programme.
band, with Mortimer’s band, will furnish
music. Mayor Libby will preside at the literand Clarence
ary exercises in the afternoon,
Hale, Esq., will give the principal address.
I. O. O. F.
Officers were elected last evening as follows:
UNION DEGREE LODGE.

Degree Master—Freeman T. Merrill.
Deputy Degree Master—Howard Winslow.
1st Assistant Deputy Degree Master—Geo.
F. Stetson.
2d Assistant Deputy Degree Master—Chas.
H. Ball.
3d Assistant Deputy Degree Master—H. K.
Colesworthy.

4th Assistant Deputy Degree Master—Ben].
I. Small.
Secretary—Edw. A. Chase.
Treasurer—Samuel Freeman.
FALMOUTH ENCAMPMENT.

June.

Bright day yesterday, but cool for
G3 at sunMercury G0° at eunriee, G7° at nopu,
and
strong.
wind
northwest
set;
an
The pupils of Miss Sargent’s school made
had a
excursion to Crawford’s last week and

lovely time.
The police yesterday made seizures at Cornelius Conley’s on Commercial street, Old Printer’s Exchange and from a yard on Centre street
Monday night in a squall the yacht Twilight
drifted from her moorings and wont ashore
Hog 1 sland ledge.
Charles V. Call of Lagrange lost S35 in Boston Monday by loaning it to a “nice young
man” whose acquaintance he made soon after

on

reaching that city.
The yacht Sylvia, Capt. Whitten of

BosShe is a

ihe harbor yesterday.
The
yacht Violet, Capt.
Pierce, was also in the harbor.
The new line of Tally-ho coaches between
the Falmouth Hotel and ocean houses began
and took a large party of
in

splendid craft.

running yesterday
newspaper men who enjoyed themselves

C6edingly.
The first annual picnic of

of

picture js that of Mrs. Joseph Gilliott, residing
The house of Mr. Gilliott was
on Elm street.
broken open last spring and several articles including an album stolen. The thief was never
caught but undoubtedly this is the man. Armstrong had on him the address “W. W.

Brief Jottings.

ton, was

possession

piece

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
June

of ,Mr. Blaine’s sons will go to Paris to bring
back Miss Blaine, who has been at school

organist at the

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell today at 2 p. m.
bn the premises, all the fittings of tbo wellknown Forest City Brewery and Malt House of

Forty

Sunday.

Mr. Blaine’s house at Washington approaches completion. It is an immense brick structure, and will accommodate many people. One

heartily.

AUCTION SALES.
Household Furniture, &c.

Pino in Case

on

the

ex.

Longshore-

well
he
men’s Benevolent Society should
Chandler’s Band will proto-day.
patronized
leave Custom
vide the music, and boats will
$ a. m. to 2 p.
House wharf every hour from
There will be plenty of amusements.
m.

Corrected.
To the Editor of the Press:
the
In the will of the late Jonah Dyer,

per-

niece, are grandsons named as nephews and
children ami legal heir
n F, Hutchinson.
E

C. P.—Joseph Mackin.
S. W.—Joseph S. Dunham.
J. W.—Henry Soule.
Rec. Scribe—P. W. Stonehair.

Treasurer—Sewall Lang.
Temperance CampMeeting.
The Temperance Camp-meeting which occurs July 29th aud 30th, bids fair to exceed
Lake

ciety give an oratorio in City Hall accompanWell, the opied by a competent orchestra?”

Maranocook

Haydns

Temples.
A New Industry.
Mr. RosCoe G. Leighton, of Skowhegan, who
has a large establishment-in that town for the
manufacture of surcingles, harnesses, etc., is
we are informed about to move to Portland and

lage harness factory, employing many men and womeD, on Union^ street,
thus bringing fresh capital and push to add
to that already possessed here.
a

Loss of a Yarmouth Vessel.
The ship 8. C. Blanchard built at Yarmouth
in 1871, aud owned by S. C. Blanchard of that
place, was abandoned at sea on (he passage
from San Francisco to Antwerp, but the crew
were saved and landed at Port Elizabeth. The
1903 ionB, aud loaded with grain.
was yalued at about 340,00

8ho

On Thursday last Miss Nellie F. Bigelow of
Augusta, daughter of William H. Biglow, Esq,
went to Bangor to assist a friend in Newport in
thi8
selecting a piano, and after accomplishing
erraad started for Newport on Conductor Cleleave8
ment’s accommodation train, which

of perty. As it was there was an audience
haps 1200 present, and they gave expression to
their pleasure in no uncertain way. We canof the Haydns performance in higher
not

L. Fowler
passengers in the car were Willis
and wife of Waterboro Centre, Me., parties
who had been canvassing towns along the

speak

terms than we used a fortnight ago. Tho preattack of the ninety voices was perfect
and the phrasing superb. The chorus near the
“Despairing, cursing rage,” with its

opening,

difficult chromatic passages,

boautifully

was

given, as were “Achieved is the glorious
work,” “Awake the harp,” “Praise the Lord.”
The grand chorus, “The heavens are telling,”
was given with great dramatic effect, and tho

contrast between the choras itself and the
beautiful trio which breaks into it was most
artistically brought out.
The perfect control in which Mr. Kotzsch-

quite
Bangor tt 1.30 P. M. The afternoon
and Miss Bigelow laid her cape, a valuable garment, on the car seat. The only other
was

looking at in the
where by the way, there is
tion of American etchings

water-color room,
excellent collec-

an

by Platt, Fairer,

Parrish, Peter Moran, Coleman, Bicknell and
others.”
Our readers will remember that the exhibition opens at 10 a. m. and closes at 10 p. m.

daily.

__

Fish Notes.
Mackerel are in lair condition and are scattered all along shore from Cape Cod to Bay
Chaleur.
The Elizabeth W. Smith brought in 200 barrels, and the Qnivet 272 barrels mackerel for
A. M. Smith & Co.
The George W. Brown brought in 153 barrels
and the Idella Small 172 barrels to C. A. Dyer
& Co.
The Maggie W. Willard landed 180 barrels
and the Gertie Lewis 200 barrels for Lewis &
Whitten.
The John Nye landed 240 barrels for Cushing
& Joyce.
The John Somes landed 188 barrels for E. H.
Chase & Co., and the Gertie May 180 barrels
for Carney & Prince.
Seventeen arrivals were reported at Gloucester yesterday; four from Georges, five from
Western Bank, and eight from mackerel trips.

Receipts, 1555 barrels mackerel, 415,000 pounds
codfish and 8100 pounds halibut.
There were 1,500 to 2,000 pounds halibut arrived in this market yesterday by steamer from
the eastward.
The Blues’ Excursion.
Tho excursion of the Mochanic Blues to
Great Chebeague Island next Friday, with the
Biddeford flight Infantry as guests, will be a
grand time. The company will assemble at
and proceed through
Congress, High, Spring, Park and Commercial
streets and receive tho B. L. I. Returning via

the armory at 7

a.

in.,

Commercial, Park, York, State, CoDgress to
Preble House, where the honorary and invited
gnests will be received, the procession will proceed down Middle and Pearl streets to tho boat.

Immediately‘after arriving at the

deford

Light

Infantry and invited guests.

Gorham Normal School.
The annual catalogue of Gorham Normal
From it wo learn
School has been received.
257 pupils have been admitted since the school
was established, and the number of graduates
is 146. In the number of graduates the follow-

ing counties are represented as follows: Cumberland, 80; York, 33; Oxford, 9; Somerset, 7:
Kennebec, 6; Aroostook, 5; Androscoggin,
Washington, Lincoln, Penobscot 1 each; Pis2.
The present corps of teachers is as follows:
Hon. W. J. Corthell^Principal; Helen M.
Kimball, Charles W. Fenn, Harriet E. Deering; teachers of model schools,j Grace JJ.

Haynes,

Bessie

A.

Bead;

Mr.

Humphrey

National Greenbackers.
At a meeting of the National Greenback
committee of Cumberland County last evening, it was called to order by Samuel Jewett.
H. W. Fletcher was chosen chairman and C.
B. Cotton of Gorham, Secretary.
It was voted that the county convention be
called July 27tb, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m. The
meeting then adjourned to July 3d, at 2 o’clock
at No. 12
p, m., when the committee will moet
Market Square, room 8, second flight.
Accident.

Perley Shaw, a young man employed by 11.
W. Clark & Co., while shackling cars on the
Portland and Ogdensburg, Monday, at Sebago,

fingers taken from one hand.
Thompson attended him.
had two

Hri

The Calais Times says Benj. Mattatall, the
young man who fell into a ieach of boiling
liquor at Shaw’s tannery at Jackson Brook,has
since died of his injuries.

WEDNESDAY, JUNii 21st,

Bigelow continued
telegraph, and soon
that, although they had purchased a

learned
ticket for Waterville, evidently fearing arrest,
they had left the train at Benton and crossed
over the bridge to Fairfield. The next morning the plucky girl took the early train from
Bangor to Fairfield, whero she was met at the
station by a friend whom she had notified, Dr.
C. Perkins of that town. After diligent in-

[Bath Times.]

It is remembered that as quick- as Mr. Eobie’s
nomination was announced Irom the chair,
Mr. Thomas’s next friend and spokesman, Mr.
Strout moved to make tho nomination unanmous, remarking as he did so that no one
would work more earnestly for the success cf
the ticket, than would Mr. Thomas. We doubt
not Mr. Strout spoke in perfect good faith, but
we trust the labor Mr. Thomas gives for the
Republican cause will be of a character slightly different from that of his Portland organ.

STATE

NEWS.

MEN’S COLORED SHIRTS
AT 50 CENTS EACH.

ju21

By Dr. Frazier’s Magic Ointment.

Cures, as
Grubs
by magic,
face, leaving ths
Blotches aud
skiu clear, healthy and beautiful. Also cures Itch,
Salt Itheum, Sore Nipples, Sore Lips, old, obstinate
Ulcers snd Sores, &c.

Pimples, Blaok
Eruptions on the

if

Heads

or

SKIN DISEASES.
jgpTha first and only positive cure for skin

STATE OF MAINE.

on

his head,

lie

For Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Ulcerate 1 Files,
William’s Indian Pile Ointment is a sure
Price $1.00 by mail.
cure.

JnuxO___

THE

HUSH

d-ywl

FOR

continues, ami

we

Notice

prices

for one week

more.

CLOUGH,
5SI Congress Street.

MRS. S. J.
Bargains
jelo

on our 5 and 10

cent counters*
dtf

Cor. of

Patents promptly and

jul2tf

High and

Pleasant

the foregoing, the Court order, That tho
cause the above named Hannah J. Neal to
be notified of the pendency of this suit, by publishing three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press a newspaper printed in Portland, in tho
County of Cumberland, an abstract of the Writ and
Declaration and this Order of Court thereon, the
last publication to be thirty days at least before the
term of said Court, to be holden at Portland aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1882,
that she may then and there, In said Court, appear
and show cause, if any she have, why judgment
should not be rendered against her and execution

“8“sx?S'yWrit and
of

DENNETT, Clerk.
Declaration and order

A. A.

the

Abstract

of Court thereon.

A. A.

attest,

is

j

DENNE IT, Clerk.

of Cumberland, deceased,
iu the
given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS S. NASON, Administrator.
w3w25*
Raymond, June 20,1882.

County

NOTICE.
WHEREAS

HOLDERS

MARK DOWN

Wc have just made

overstocked

and have taken all our
25 and a part of our
30 and 37 cent goods
and shall offer the entire lot at the low
price of

12 1-2 Cents.

Pique Suits, Ages from

Corners,

Cotton Underwear.
this de-

Our stock in

partment has just been
and

replenished

we

guarantee the largest

as-

men!, the best made

so

the

goods and

be found in

to

prices

lowest

this market.

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft.

k 494 CONGRESS SI.
dtf

jnelO

Heat!

Power!

RARE CHANCE
MONEY.

MAKE

Fuel Co.,

Liquid

of all shades.
We have a large
stock of Ladies’,Gents’
and Children’s

UNDERWEAR
that we are offering to
close the lots at prices
lower than you can
buy elsewliere.
Don’t buy until you
have examined our
goods and learned uur

H.jul»I. NELSON & CO.

valuable.

can

manage

9

Fuel

jnnlSdlm

CITY TIME

STUDLEY,

From

Cambridge Observatory ev

morning.

The only store in the City, making a specialty of
Clock business and employing a practical

Street.
dtf

CLOCK MAKER.
on hand tho largest stock of Clocks
to be found in the State of Maine.
kinds of Watch, Clock and fine Mechanical repairing done in the best possible manner at
lowest prices for fine work.

I have

All

--——I

always

Mes, Clocks and jewelry,
sold

on

installments.

Congress St.

547

dim

PORTLAND, ME.

Art Needle Work.
dtf

Every lady interested in Art
Needle Work, should examine the

designs

showing in
GRANT & IE FAVOR’S

...

which

our

we

are now

“Up Stairs”

Stamping executed
best maimer.

in

OgdenBburg Hoads.
TELEPHONE NO. 560.

Portland and
Order

House.

box

Merrill & Vo,, under

Preble

jolbdtf

F. O. BABLEV & €©.,

room.

the very

O^CAR WILDE

were

as

accessories in the interiand

ors,

exterior

when

compositions

were

used,

then the artist was equally
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
iEsthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer’ of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
Dow’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.
fel>20_ftudtf

1882

NOTICE.
and after June lSltli that portion of Forest
Avenue known as Shell Road, in tho Town of
Deoriug, will ho closed for

julOdtf

repairs.

0. w. Afm

oct3dK

Consignments solicited.

YOU SHOULD

WHY

!NSURE

-IN THE-

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estabished over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.

POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
established character for liberality by many

IT IS A
an

policy-holders.

years of fair dealing with its
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest insurance authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.

PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
stockholders to take tlio lion’s share of the proMutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIRS in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be se-iously affected by
epidemics.
IT IS A

no

fits.

IT

HOME

A

IS

COffPANV.

All nolicie
POLICIES!
issued after Nov. 16, 1881, are incontestiblo after
three years from the dp.ieof the policies for any
cause except fraud or in Statement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MATNE LAW EXTENSION is the most lust
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow-

INCONTESTIBLE

•

ment.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pav our death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting tho customary ninety
days—and without rebate of intereet!
President.
JOM * E. J» E WITT,
DANIEL SHARI’ Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

FERRIS,

J. F.

Manager For Maine and New Hampshire
JAMES A. ANDERSON, Special Agt.,
R. EMMEBTON JONES, Agent for
Portland.
dec3

eo

dtf

July 4th 1882

ALL COLORED

FIRE

W0RKS.JRE WORKS.

Mutual

the sale of the

COLORED FIRE
country, consisting of Rockets,
Candles, Colored Fire, Bengal Lights, Pin
Wheels, Scroll Wheels, Triangles.'Vertieal Wheels,
China Flyers, Flower pots, Batteries, Bomb Shells,
Floral Fountains, Star Mines,Fancy Pieces, assorted
case Fire Works, Paper Balloons, Paper Balloons
with Fire Work Attachments, Animat Balloons,
Chinese Lanterns, Flags, Torpedoes. Paper Caps,
CrackToy Pistols. Cannons, Fire Crackers, Cannon Masks.
ers, Punk, Mammoth Paper Caps, do Pistols,
at
fumisnod
and
Towns
Celebrations for Cities
short notice. Price lists sent on application.
Roman

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

DAY, JE. & CO.,
187 Middle Street.

LIFE IlDRASCE COSPANY,
niLWAtKEE, WI9.

AnnuaTstatement,

Twenty-Third

January

1st 1882.
INCOME.
For Premiums.. ..$2,179,362.33

1,194,570.97
Total..$ 3,374,133.33
DIN B CBSEME NTS.
Death Losses.$816,435.50
EndowMatured

SAVE MONEY

Colored
By buying Black
Dress Goods,
Silks, Bhadamas,
Morie, Mervilieux, Surahs, Table
Linen, Parasols and Hosiery of us.
We have the best assortment, all
and

the Novelties, many styles not
shown elsewhere, and sell t e best
goods as cheap asj poor goods are
sold.

J. M.DYFR&CO.
511
may 15

and
Surrendered
Lapped Policies... 110,908.25
Dividends to Policy
Holders. 768,610.86

Total.$2,271,015.02
Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,
expressage and all
other expenses.... 620,270.88

Total..3.591,383.90
ASSETS.
Loans on bonds
& mortgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.45
Real estate.
1,720,219.30
U, S. and other

bonds, (market

2,480,491.66
valve)...
Cash on hand and

1,364,422.97

Per order of the Selectmen.

INABILITIES.
All other liabili-

eodtf

GALL and SEE

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE C4RY.
Also a choice stock of flrst-clMs

PIMMS UNO 0MIMS.

SAMUEL TM,
3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
«ep29

295,954.01
288,408.53
Total..48,839,438.93

and rent.
All other assets

actuaReserve
ries, 4 perct...$15,563,068.09

Congress St.

Decker Bros'

575,080.41

ments.

2awM&Th&jy3&4

jn5

dtt

BOOTS A1 sums.
The finest, the best and largest
stock of Summer Boots, Shoes and
State,
Slippers ever offered in this desiraincluding all the nobby and
ble styles of the season. Also, custom Boots made to measure and
waaranted to fit and satisfy.

M. G. Palmer.
__d-tw
je3

dt

ON

18 Exchange HI#

UAIIsKV,

OF PORTLAND, MAINIi !

BAGGAGE TRANSFER Owen, Moore & Co. TELEPHONE NOTICE.
complete telephone

calls for baggage or parcelB in any part of the city
and checks it to any depot or steamer. Agents on
the Eastern, Boston & Maine, Maine Central and

CO., Auctioneer*.

jeio_d4t_

.•

MUNCY, THE JEWELER,
jeO

*

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
.•

EXCHANGE STREET.

McKENNEY’S

prices.

H.Jull'L NELSON & Cd.

JKAri.ISV

O.

in bank-

Company,

Portland, Juno 7,1882.

re-

UNION MUTUAL

Correspondence solicited and promptly answered.

Liquid

money

HAND.

ZEiTTZEpTTsS
P.

Accrued interest

TBIAJL.

IYomv oil exhibition at IVo. 9 Exchange St*
All are cordially invited to call.
County, city and town right! for sale for
place* iu iflaexie not already sold.

Maine

or

For Interest.

One of the most useful and valuable inven*
tions of the age.
Endorsed by leading scientific and business
men.
Manufactures heat and illuminating gas by an
ingenious yet simple process and at nominal cost
from Petroleum and Kerosene oils.
No Ashes. No dust. No Inconvenience.
Stoves run without care at a saving of 25 per
cent.
At slight additional expense over cost of
heating and cooking arrangements, apparatus can
be attached to make first class illuminating
gas.
Ladies are delighted with it and regard it as a
‘‘Household Favorite.”
m
Stove dealers can add it to their regular business and MAKE MONEY.
For seaside and mountain resorts, camping-out
purposes, country and city residences and for
making steam for mechanical purposes it is very

LIVE IT A

represented,

<ltf

FOR SALE. C.

Easy to operate and even a child
it with entire safety.
To see it is to be convinced.

as

INSURANCE

finest line of ALL
MANUFACTURER’S
WORKS* in tbe

COUNTY, CITY, & TOWN RluHTS

In Colors and Blacks.

.June 23d, at 10 o’clock a. n>„
Franklin Street, Portland,
Me., 1 shall sell 10 heavy Team Horses, 1200 to
1400; 10 general Work and Business Horses, 1000
to 1150; 10 tine Driving and Family Horses. The
aboye are
young, sound ami kind, and all

Regular sale of Furniture and Genoral Morchan
disc every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.

Agents for

Liglit!

FINE HORSES.

ON atTHURSDAY,
my Stable, 81

m.

PORTLAND, ME.

Tabular Braids

25 cents each.

lilies

IjADIEIS’

The Name

ju!5

THIRD AUCTION SALE.

Halexroosi

patterns of sunflowers and
on the walls, and used

ular prices.

TO

also

Uliddle

d2t

_

IT. O.

emblematic, were some,
with the dim and shadowy

be sold much under reg-

a

PLAIDS!

353

WE

street, the household furniture and effects of a party about to leavo the city, consisting of Parlor
Sqits in Gr*en Terry and ]iair cloth, Black Walnut
and Ash Chamber Sets, Marble Tqp Tables, Hat
Tree, Mirrorq Dining Room Furniture, Crockery
and Glass. Fine Hair Mattresses, Tapestry and
Wool Carpets. Ice Chest, Magee Cooking Range,
Bedding, Feathers, &c., &c.
F.O. BAILEY fk CO., Auctioneer*.

Choice Tints, with Wrought

compositions which

2

to 10 years, which are to

Among this lot of
he found
large variety of

White and Fancy

and

our-

can

a

dren’s Gingham. Linen

to the cold

DRESSGOODS

goods

BY AUCTION.
shall sell on Thursday, June 22d, at 10
o'clock a. m,. at salesroom 18 Exchange

Auctioneers anti Commission Merchants

A prominent New York
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the Esthetic apostle,
in many positions which
are very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
doctrines of this new disciple. Among many of the

large purchase of Chil-

Bargains
selves
with

MULL FICHUS.

my

„„„

season

Household Furniture,Carpets, etc.,

30 EXTRA
in.

_Jdm

-'V

wife, JOSIE F. BOOTHBY, baa
left ray bed and board without just cause,
of Anson town bonds are requested to
meet tho town’s representatives at the Preble I I hereby notify and. warn all persons not to trust
at 2
her on my account a* I shall pay no debts of her
House, in Portland, Wednesday, Sune 28th
o’clock P. M., for consultation in relation to the
contracting after this date.
WILLIAM H. BOOTHBY,
settlement of the same.
I
ANSON.
OF
Windham, Me., June 20,1882.
SELECTMEN
Jun20d3t*
Jun20d3t&wlt

find

ii p.

dtd

>_

Notice

mson
of
town
BOND HOLDERS.

we

ju!2

generally

Is upon the estate of said deceased, are re
to exhidit the same; and all persons indebted
to said estate are called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL SKILLIN, Administrator.
w3w25#
North Yarmouth, June 20, 1882.

and

to

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*#
No. 18 Exchange Hired, fi*orl2nu«l, iTIniuo#
E. ©.

Horses -warranted

quired

w3w25_____

Owing

lo

application

on

Sts.,

Greeno.

in.

WILL

funded. They will be sold without reserve, and
will be the last sale this season. Also, at same time,
5 new phaetoi s; 1 three-quarter seat Wagon: 1
Trotting Sulky; 5 good Harnesses. Anyone wlt-aing to fit out a team can probably do so at this* sale,
at a bargain, and will tiud everything as represented.

man

is hereby
oiveiv, that
the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estato of
SAMUEL L. NASON, late of Raymond,

from On.

AUCTION.

be sold at auction on tbe promise*, *o
D.
Wednesday, tbe 21st tlay of June,
1882, at two (2) o’clock p. m., all tbe fitting* of the
ef
douse
Malt
well known Forest City Brewery and
James McGlinohy, Esq., at Cape Elizabeth, Maine,
elevator,
mill
and
including kiln, steam pumps,
copper boiling tub, refrigerator and all other ususi
fittings.
Sale will bo in parcels to suit purchasers, and
will be positive. Terms cash.
The property will be taken on* and delivered sy
the sellers at the brewory.
Full information obtained and premises inspected

je21

leased the House and Office

aylO

SETH S. LUFKIN, late of North Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as tho laws directs. All persons having de-

laUpon

will sell our

TRIMMINGS
at i educed

dlfc

me reb v oiveiv, that th»
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
of Administrator of the eshimself
the
tru9t
upon
tate of

new

still

Has

Standfsli,

plaintiff

W. V. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Agent., Portland, Me.
apl__• dS,W<Siw ly

Good health is impossible without pure blood, and
this is best assured by the use of AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, the most powerful blood purifier ever
produced. It is a highly concentrated combination*
of the most effective blood purifiers, alteratives,
diuretics and tonics In the vegetable kingdom, combined with potassium and iron, and has no equal.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYEB’S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price, §1; six bottles for %5.

to

DR. L. J. CROOKER

in tho County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust, as the law directs,
and I have appointed Tobias Lord, Jr., of said Standish, my Agent or Attorney in the State of Maine.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
JOHN D. LORD, of Baltimore, Md., Executor, or to
TOBIAS LORD, Jit., Agent or Attorney.
Juuo 20,1882.
ju21dlaw3wW*

ALBERT

employed many physicians

Dr.

gggrMll business relating
faithfully executed.

Notice

Court, April Term,
A. ». 1883.
PLIMPTON of Foxborongh, and
George R. Fisk, Joseph B. Spiiler, John McCandlish, Benjamin F. Jones, William Hof Squires,
Massaall of Boston, all in the Commonwealth
and
chusetts, partners in trade under the firm name
versus
&
Fisk
Plaintiffs,
of
Co.,
Plimpton,
style
and
Hannah J. Neal doing business under the name
style of Mrs. M. H. Neal of Boston in the Commonwealth of MassMhusetts, owning real estate in the
County ofCumtSRand and State of Marne, Defend
ant. Action of assumpsit on account annexed to
recover the sum of Twelve hundred twenty three
n.,ii.irBpm)Hi»tv nine nants.-ftl21fld.fiVO alleavtl. to
be due from the defendant to tho Plaintltts, according to the declaration in the writ. The writ is dated October 15th A. D., 1881 and made returnable
at the January Term, A. D. 1882, of said Supreme
Judicial Court. Ad damnum, Two Thousand Doi-

dis

This i3 but a sample of
fected a complete cure.
the many testimonials which we havo of the marvelous cures which have been wrought by Dr.
Frazier’s Magic Ointment.

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

is hereby given, thatth©
subscriber has been duly appointed Executor
of the Will of
TOBIAS LORD, late of Standish,

Cumberland ss.
Supreme Judicial

discovered.
John Cromer, Esq., Tionesta, Forest Co., Pa.,
12 years from a skiu disease, which ap
for
suffered

poured

OF

—

Formerly occupied by Dr.

eases ever

and used numerous remedies, but they all failed to
effect a cure. Dr. Frazier's Magic Ointment was
recommended to him. He tried it and one box ef-

Briggs,

American & Foreign Patents,

Office Hinra

YORK COUNTY.

SKIN DISEASES CURED

—

7

COUNTY.

The Quarterly meeting of the Methodist
EpiscoDal societies of Kittery and York was
held at the 1st Methodist church, Spruce
Creek, o.i tho 18th inst. Rev. Mr. Andrews of
the navy yard village preached in the morning,
and Presiding Elder Clark in the afternoon.
Many visitors were present from Eliot and
York. Tho ladies of tho society furnished a
dinner for the visiting brethren in the vestryThe next session of the York County Congregational Conference will bo hold in Eliot
in October.
Capt. Frank Emorsou of York is about to
erect an ice house 150 feet long, 36 foot wide
and 20 feet posts, in which to store the ice he
will cut from his mill-pond next winter.

Jlefers by permission to—Hon. James G. Blaine;
Hon. William l’. Frye, TJ. S. Senate; Hon. B. F.
Jonas. U. S. Senate: Hon. W. W. Crapo, M. 0. Mass.;
Hon. Wm. E Chandler, Sec’y of the Nary; Hon.
Eugene Hale. U. S. Senate; Hon.T. B. Reed, M. C.,
Maine; Shellaharger & Wilson, Washington, I). C.;
m> 2'Jdtt
Moses Taylor & Co., New York City.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICTOR

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

ADDRESS:
C,j and Eoi'tland, Me,

HhingtoU'

Herbert G.

comprises twenty dozen odd
patterns and sizes, which we have
been selling at $1.00, $1.25, $1.50.
Sale commences Wednesday morning. Limit, three to each purchaser.
This lot

The corner stone of the new Dominican
building on the corner of Lincoln aud Chestnut street, Lewiston, was laid at 5 o’clook Sunday evening, with imposing ceremonies, by the
Rev. Father Mothon, Prieur of the Dominican Monastery. The other monks assisted iu
the usual ritual, and tho Montcalm Band played. A monster crowd was present.
Samuel W. Corson of Lewiston, aged 66, sat
down to the dinner table, Sunday, and expired
had been out of
Ha
from heart disease.
health for some time.
Mr. M. V. Bryant of Machias caught a seal
iu a woir a few days since, the seal being but
two or three days old.
The Sentinel correspondent at Lubec says
that bears are quite numerous and are making
havoc among the sheep in the western part of
the town, and in tha adjoining town of Tro3cott.

BEFOBE THE

Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims.

SALES.

Brewery Fittings
AT

Solicitors and Practitioners

We shall sell the lot of

Fowler and his wife, Miss
to follow up the couple by

island break-

fast will be served, followed by shooting, bass
ball from nines from each company, foot ball,
potato race, three legged race, for which prizes
have been secured for each. Clam bake will
be served at 3 p. m., followed by dress parade.
There will be three prizes for honoraries, Bid-

ARE ASSOCIATED AS

had vanisned from the depot. She immediately telegraphed to Conductor Clement at Pittsfield to have her cloak sent back to her by ex*
press from that point, and received a reply that
the garment was not in the car. Thoroughly
the cloak had been stolen by
convinced that

tjje

worth

El letcalf and Clarence Hole

Maine Central for an engraving entitled ‘*Garfield from the Cradle to the Grave.” Arriving
at her destination Miss Bigelow left the car,
and did not think of the cloak until the train

mar held the chorus
finely exemplified by
tho manner in which he brought them down
in the trio and chorus “The Lord is Great,”
when the trio came in with ravishing effect.
As for the soloists it is but proper to repeat
here what we said before: “Miss Nettie Milliken’s clear, beautiful soprano rendered “With
D,
verdure clad” most smoothly, while “On mighMr.
quiry she ascertained where the canvasser and
ty pens” received happy treatment.
Stockbridge’s voice found the cantabile music his wife had stopped the night before, and also
of Uriel exactly suited to it, especially iu “In
learned that they had sent by the American
native worth” and “In Bplendor bright.” Mr.
Express that morning a bundle containing dry
in
that
billows”
foaming
Coyle gave “Rolling
goods of some description, diroctea to mrs.
broad, grand style for which he is noted, and,
down
in “Softly purling” his low, D brought
Mary M. Carr, Waterboro Centre, Me. By us'
the bouse. One of the gems of the evening
ing the telegraph freely, Miss Bigelow reached
each Living Soul
was the trio, “On Thee
Col. H. S. Osgood in Portland, general agent
awaits,” by Miss Milliken, Messrs. Stockbridge
of the American Express Co. for Maine and
and Coyle.”
New Hampshire, who mildly (although con‘r<*
Of course the Germania added immensely to
,i,| iiinnnrrrroT the cffmpanyy took the
the occasion. Th« excellence of their accogyr.- ri-*responsibility of detaining the bundle in transit
-wlurtoy OTTfreir
brwixV
pauluiHDt;
music; tHe grace and airiness that marked cer- and brought it to Augusta. Meanwhile the
amateur detectiyes had traced the thieves to
tain passages of their playing; and the granWatorville, where they learned that they had
deur of the effect they produced added to the
had their baggage rechecked to Vassalboro.
majesty of some of the choruses as rendered by
the Haydns made up a performance long to be
Hiring a team at Waterville, Miss Bigelow and
Dr. Perkins drove to Vassalboro, arriving just
remembered.Mr. Kotzschmar conducted as one
as
Conductor Jewett’s train, going south,
who was inspired, and his music stand was
steamed into the depot. Fowler and his wife
beautifully decorated with flowers.
were on the platform. When they saw their
THE CARY CONCERT.
pursuers they were thunderstruck and immediThe great topic of conversation at present is
ately hastened for the cars. A constable was
at
the Cary concert, which will come off at City
depot, notified by telegraph, and he and
Miss Bigelow prevented the escape of the fugiHall, Friday evening, provided Miss Cary’s
tives, although Fowler poured a torrent of provoice is in condition for use, and it probably
fanity and abuse upon the head of the young
weather.
clear
have
will be if we only
dry,
lady for his detention. The officer watched
the couple at the station, until tho pursuers
There will bo a great deal of interest evidenccould
drive to North Vassalboro and procure a
ed to hear Miss Ruth C. Long, the contralto,
warrant for the arrest of the thieves, made rein concert.
The Weber and Cecilian Clubs
turnable to Jndgo H. W. Steward of Waterhave been rehearsing for this occasion to good
ville, at two o’clock Saturday afternoon. Both
and wife stoutly protested their innoFowler
entertainment
purpose. Altogether a splendid
cence, and secured S. S. Brown of Weterville
Miss Cary will be accommay be expected.
as their counsel, who made elaborate preparapanied by Mr. Harvey Murry, ^ favorite with tions for the defence, Fowler even claiming
her.
A few tickets still remain at Stock- l^hat he had sent a messago to Portland for the
return of the bundle (which he said contained
bridge’s.
underclothing) that he might thereby be comMARANOCOOK MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
pletely exonorated. E. F. Webb was engaged
The trains for the festival will leave Portland
for the prosecution. The hour for trial arrived
at 8.15 and 9.15 a. m. today and will be well
and there was quite a dramatic scene in the
patronized. In the beautiful June weatho what court room when Col. H. S. Osgood stepped
into
tho apartment with the express package.
can be more desirable than toflisten to the magConfronted with indubitable evidence of his
nificent music of the choruses of 1000 voices acguilt, Fowler broke completely down, and concompanied by the Germanias and led by Tor- fessed his crime. He plead guilty to the indictment, paid fine and costs, paid all expenses
rens, with Mrs. Knowles as soprano soloist, and
which had been incurred in bringing him to
The public reMr. Emerson on the cornet.
justice, and left the court room a poorer and
hearsal will take place at 11 a. m., and the
let us hope an honester man. His little escapgrand concert at 2.30 p. m. Ample accommo- ade must have cost him at least $125.
dation will bo afforded on the railroad.
Miss Bigelow’s parents knew nothing of the
affair until the thieves had been apprehended,
Society of Art Exhibition.
when they were notified. Throughout the exAmong other paintings which call for special citing chase the yonng lady displayed au acuteness, courage and determination which few of
mention in the exhibition of the Society of Art
her sex possess, and she deserves the highest
in Motley Block, isj G. II. Story’s “Winning
encomiums for her prompt and decided efforts
to bring the guilty parties to justice. Great
Hand,” which is a clever painting of a group
credit is also due Col. H. S. Osgood for the effiof four men in a country tavern or store playcient
aid which he so
rendered, as
ing a game of enchre. One of tho players holds without his assistance promptly
the thieves could not
led
a
has
and
two
two aces and
just
bowers,
have been convicted.—Kennebec Journal.
third ace. He winks with a complacent expression of mingled triumph and slyness as he
The Kearsarge and Her Crew.
turns his hand so as to show it to a young felA correspondent o£ the Portsmouth Chronilow who is looking on and at the same time
cle from Kittery writes as follows regarding
The other player, whose
smoking a pipe.
that noted vessel:
Yankee face is quite typical in its shrewd,
In the mention in the Chronicle of Jnne 19,
hard lines, is knitting his brows in perplexity,
of the Kearsarge crew of eighteen yeai-3 ago,
some names of men from this city and viciuity
and hesitates in indecision as to what move to
who took part iu the Alabama fight are given,
make. A fourth figure is another looker-on in
bat the list is not fall. Mr. John Lambert of
Vienna who enjoys the situation keenly.
Kittery, mentioned as being in tho fight, was
not there, having- been invalided home previMr. F. C. Houston's “Lesbia” is an ideal
There were there from this city, befigure, occupying a place of honor, a seated fe- ously.
sides Wm. Y. Evans, Martin Hoyt, J. Wesley
and
elabflowers
with
male figure surrounaad
Young, True W. Priest aud Lyman Hartford,
named in your item, Thomas Salmon* John
orately painted. A writer in Monday’s Boston
Odiorue, Patrick O'Connor, George Smart and
Advertiser says: “Mr. Hovenden’s‘The Old
Mark Ham, the last named *two being now
Version,’ which was justly praised by the New now dead. Lyman P. Spinney, of Eliot, Me.,
and
Bartlett
York critics when it was exhibited there, is in
Ezra
Harper Yeaton, of
Strathiim, were also of the Kearsarge’e crew
this exhibition, and a small canvas, a ‘Briton the day of the fight.
Others, either from
tany Image Seller,’ by tho same capable artist.
this city or its immediate vicinity, were Wm.
A girl’s head, with tho title of ‘Reflection,’ by
P.
Brackett, Timothy
Waiuwright, Sylvanus
J. Alden Weir, and a charming ideal head,
Lynch, Austin Quimby, John Batchelder,
and Charles
Smith
William
Smith,
Stephen
are
in‘The Puritan,’ by Miss Francis Osborn,
Hill.
cluded in the list of specially interesting paintThe Advertiser Advertised.
ings, though there are undoubtedly not a few
was

Cousins is Janitor.

was

the

Augusta Young Lady Overtook
Thieving Couple and Brought
Them to Justice.

AUCTION

BUSINESS CARDS.

ADVERTISEMENTS_

an
a

warm,

last year. Hon. Wm. P. Frye has accepted an
Children’s Day will be a
invitation to speak.
gala day for the little ones. Over'200 Sabbath
School children have been invited, and all the

ship

itself and

portunity presented

cataquis

gathering of

was

will establish

NEW

seized it. The public responded fairly, but
City Hall
not as they should have den8.
should have been packed to its utmost capaci-

the kind in Maine. Last year
the first time the meeting was held here
and the friends of temrerance were enthusiastic over the unexpected success of the meeting
in interest and numbers. The leading features
of the meeting will be on a grander scale than

any

How

THE CREATION.

As enjoyable a performance of ofatorio as it
has been the good fortune of any city to listen
to, was that M the “Creation” given at City
There has
Hall by th" Haydns last evening.
been for a long time aery “why do not the so-

ciaionlof

Personal.
Marshal Bridges has gone to the Penobscot
for a week.
Mr. J. H. Melton, lately ordered to the signal office in this city as assistant observer, ar-

&

auction

split.

I

Hallowed, C. L. Spauldidg.

NEW

Badly

of

The British brig

CHASIFG A CLOAK.

DRAMA.

_

N. S.,

Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

Estes.
Lewiston, Chandler
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.

MUSIC AND THE

GALE.

A Seaman Drowned and Another
Scalded.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 21.

Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland Mdls, F. A. Verrill.
Damatiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C. Harmon and Shirley &
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.

SEVERE

A

list will
A new and
be published July 1st. Names received
previous to June 2(>fh will he luserted.
1. H. FAUNHAM,
Superintendent Portland Division.
d3t
je20

283,779.35

ties.

Total
15,536,847.33
.Surplus Over 4 per cent.
3,033*611*61
BeMtrve...

Financial Record from Organi-

January 1st, 1882.

zation to

Received for premiums...
Paid for death

.$39,6 il ,783.47

losses.$9,528,649.55

Paid for matured

3,318,815,64

endowments...

Paid for surrendered and

lapsed

policies. ..<*.* 5,811,479.76
Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28

Total.$27,278,894.24

pres, assets.. 18,859,458.96

Add

$46,138,353.20
Amount

paid policy

holders and

invested for them
46,138,333,30
Received for premiums
39,631,783.17
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to policy
holders and invested assets,give
interest gain over all expenses
of.

6,506,367.73

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more
than for 1880.
1'here was a increase of over $500,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,536,657 insurance. The
new insurance amounted to $15,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 In excess of premiums.
In 1878

payments were 01,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
excepted, have steadily increased.
ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.
The $3,318,815 matured endowments paid living
members have given insurance anil paid an average
of 4Va per cent, compound interest on the money
invested. Fo* insurance«pply to
year

T. T. Merry
STATE ACT., AUBURN.

LEWIS

IVlcLELLAN,
GORHAM.

D. W.

FESSENDEN,
PORTLAND

E.OUA1.

OFFICE:
Iebl7

AGENTS,

49 1-2 EX CHANtiE STREET.
'■'Odtt

The Blue Jay-

A noted dandy is the jay,
With mitred crown and plumage gay.
Consider him and all his kin!
They reap; but neither toil nor spin;
Yet Solomon, in all his glory,—
Of whom we read in aucrent story,—
Was not arrayed like one of these
Now pirating among the trees.

owing

His insect food is

vanes. A marvel of purity.
powder
More economical
• rength and wholesom* ness.
t'nn the ordinary ki? i!.% and cannot bo sold in cornpet 'ion with the multitude of low teBt, short weight,
al m or phosphate powders.
cold only in cans. Royal Baking Powder Co.
JH w York.
This

never

rare

and

4

He nicely traps while keeping sentry;
He knows them all as well as gentry.

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool...June
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow... Jone

Germanic.New York. .Liveri ool...Jun*

On other grounds wo may defend him;
His social habits recommend him.
A lively, joyous bird is he,
The woodman seeksdiis company.
His noisy friend he loves to greet,
And shares with him his bread and meat;
Then shuts his cunb' ard door with care,
Lest he should take another shars.

the

best THING KNOWN

St

Summer

Complaints

At tliis season, various diseases of the
bowels are prevalent, and many lives are
lost through lack of knowledge of a safe
and sure remedy. Perry Davis’ Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Bead the following:
BAnamiPQE, N. Y., March 22,1881.
Perry Davih’ Pain Killer never fails to ajlord
instant relief for cramp and pain in the stomach.

Joseph Bubditt.
Nicuolvtlle, N. Y., Feb. 2,1881.
The very best medicine t know of for dysentery,
clio'era morbus, and crumps in tho stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Dke.
Motngona, Iowa. March 12,1881.
I have used your Pain Killer in severe eases of
cramp, colic and cholera morbus.and it gave almost
L. E. Caldwell.
instant relief.
Carnesville, Ga., Feb. 28, 188L
For twenty yeurs I have used your Pain Killer
in my family. Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, and it always cures. Wouldnot feel safe
J. B. Ivie.
without a botile in tho house.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22,1881.
Dave used Perry Davis’ Pain Killer for twelve
years. It is safe, sure, and reliable. No mother
should allow it to be out of the family.
H. I. Kates.
Oneida, N. Y., Feb. id, 1881.
We began using It over thirty years ago, and it
alv ays gives immediate relief.
ould hardly daro
to go to bod without a bottlo in tho house
W. J. riPEKRY.
Conwayboro, 3. C., Feb. 22,1881.
Nearly every family in this section keens a bottlo
Dr. E. Morton.
in the house.
U. 3. Consulate,
Crefelp, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8,188L
>wn
have
km
Perry
Pain
Killer almost
I
Davis’
from the day it was introduced, and after years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household as ail indispensable necessity,
I. 8. Potter, u. S. Consul.
Burton-on-Trent. Eng.
I had been several days suffering severely from
diarrhoea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your Pain Killer, and found almost instant
relief.
H. J. Noone.
21 Montague St., London, F.ng.
During a residence of twenty-three years in India,
it
in
cases
of
I have given
diarrhoea, dysenmany
tery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
It. Clahidge.
relief.

A Philadelphian advised his son to aim high
in life, and the lad went out and shot a cow.
Boef was about the highest thing he coaid fina
to aim at.—Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald.

universally recommended

than any
proprietary medicine made. A sure and reliable tonic, Brown’s Iron Bitters.
More

“Charley is a bright fellow,” remarked
Brown; “his wit is always brilliant, and he always says the right thing at the right time. A
“Yes,” replied
wittv fellow is
Charley.”
Fogg, “Charley has a fine memory.”
“That’s what beats me,” remarked a boy
he passed a pile of shingles.—Boston Star.
and

I go to 12 Elm St. at once
the “Domeslic.”

as

buy

mother

gentleman need suffer long with
any pimply
eczema, tetter, ring-worm, or
rough dry scaly skin disease for Dr. C. W.
Benson’s Skin Cure is a perfect and reliable
remedy for all skin diseases. Sold by all druggists at 551 per package.
family: At t country house where
I was visiting a few years since, a stately major-domo, bearing the name of McMahon,
Pride of

Physicians

reigned over the cellar. “Are you a relation
of the Marshal’s?” jokingly said a friend who
was with me.
“No, sir,” was the grave reply;
"the French President is of ouryounger house;

we are the McMahons of Clare!”
London World.

the

Tableau.—

_

Aftert Eight Long Years.
C. Jacobs, 78 Folsom street, Buffalo,
writes that for eight long years he had tried
every known remedy to cure him of piles, also
had been treated by physicians without success, when he was ultimately cured by Thomas’
C.

Document:
Messrs. Gcabury & Johnson, Manufacturing Chemists, 21 Platt St., New York:
GentlemenFor the past few years we
have sold various brands of Porous Plas-

Eclecteio Oil.

Physicians and the Public prefer
to all

A northern man writes us to know if there is
really a Greenback party in Texas. Why, certainly there is. We are reminded of the gentleman who asked a German neighbor if a certain man was in. “Yes, he ish in, put he ish
ted.”—Texas Siftings.

Benson^Jagcine^jorout^Plgster

others. We consider them one of the very
few reliable household remedies worthy
They are superior to all

of confidence.

Liniments for

external use.

Hereford's Acid

Phosphate in Seasickness.

genuine
Parmaceutical product, of the highest
order of merit, and so recognized by
physicians and druggists.
a

PARKER, Wellington, 0., Bays:
While crossing Lake Erie, I gave it to some
fellow-passengers who were seasick, and it
gave immediate relief.”
S.

When other remedies fail get a Benson’s Capcine Plaster.

S.

An egotist’s story extends
reach.—Boston Transcript.

You will be disappointed if you use
cheap Plasters, Liniments, Pads or Electrical Magnetic toys.

as

far as the I can

There is no bitters in the market wfiich will
do so many people good without the risk of
doing anybody harm as Wheat Bitters.

LAST. Price *5cts.
MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
&w2w
tae3lly

SURE KE.ilEDY AT

Ella Wheeler wants to know if we

are

going

“where theSummershadowsdance.” No, love,
not. We are going to sit in the skylight
of the Commercial building and howl for pase>
and ciaw the exchange fiend, and pray for the
man who stole the scissors, and swear that the
deaf editor wrote that obnoxious paragraph.
That’s our vocation. Perhaps some other people will change their shirts and go, bat if the
“Summer shadows” have any business with us
—with us personally—they want to come right
around to the office, Ella, and sit beside us for
awhile when the foreman announces that the
column is short.—New York Commercial Advertiser.

_

we are

Ladies are comforted by corresponding with
the lady proprietor of Healy’s Tonic Pills and
Cordial. See advertisement on this page.

Cephaline, taken cold, is
Tonic for

an

unequalled

Spring.

We are told that “all flesh is grass,” but
still, though this be a bibie statement, it i3n’t
safe to assume that every widow is a grass
widow.
The face of humanity displays fewer pimples
Reason—Glenn’s Sulphur
than formerly.

Soap.
“Hill’s Hair and Whisker

Dye,”

50 cts.

An Ohio lawyer has been debarred for stealing sheep. Clients must have been frightfully
scarce.

No cheap mixture to impose on credulous
humanity is Wheat Bitters, it is a most potent
tonic and recuperant. Try it and be convinced

ap3mM

W&-I? '.wnrinxy

No Kansas town that hasn’t had ja lynching
this spring is thought to have any enterprise.

AMO PILES.
FISTULA
1842,)
READ,

Diabetes

Bkioht’s Disease of the Kidneys,
and other diseases of the Kidneys and Liver,

and
WILLIAM
(M. I>., Harm!
ROBERT M. UEAl), (M. IX., Ilarvatd ld7G.) 41
Sive special attention
Somerset scrritt,
to tlie treatment of EISTCTI.-A. I* 11.XN. AND
ALL IIP I SEAS If IS OF THE RKCTl’JI,
without detention from butiness.
Abundant references given, Pamphlets sent
on

application.

Office hours-12 to 6 o’clock t M.
days.)

which you are being so frightened about,
Hop Bitters is the only thing that will snrely
and permanently prevent and cure. All other
cures only relieve for a time and

protended

(except Sun

then make you many times worse.

_niayltiei.dSm

For Sate.
MAHOGANY bay liorrc, seven years old
1000
welL’lis
Ihs, black joints, kind* and sound
ss HORSE
Splendid driver; sold for no lault. Addr
juulodlw
Press office.

A

♦

Boston & Maine Railroad,

SUMMER RESORTS.

-V-

On a»d after Monday, June 19, 1882,
PASSENGER TRAINS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
6.15, 8 46 a. m„ 12.55, (i.OU p. m.,
A:; ■’ilarriviug a Boston at 10.45 a. in..
p. m. BOSTON
IJ*2^-“-1.15,4.55,10.00
FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.30
at
at
Portland
7.00 i). m„ arriving
1.00, 5.00, 8.00.
OLD ORCHARD REACH
ll. 00 p. m.

Now

jfc

AAgs

HOUSE,

open for tho season of 1882.

im&i
OTIS KfttER.)o20

FOR BOSTON

ProprifltAi'.
dl«*

■

HOTELGHAMPION,
Jlaquum Bay, Stvimlon, Vertuout.

ld\i»'T ^u,V
rMM» vV >

sia, Wasting of tho Kidneys, Bright
Biocaso, Dropsy,Emaciation, and Mental,
Physical and Nervous Debility.
Moraa Ijj lh» be»i PijrslstaM.
a

Sch Irene, (Br) Swinn, Clark’s Harbor, NS—lobster to Portland Packing Co.
Sch Elizabeth W Smith, Seavey, Cape Cod, 175
bbla mackerel.
Sch Quivet, Ellis, south shore—275 bbls mackerel
Sch Abdon Keene, Keene, Western Banks via

A.

A

<12

SCABBOBOUGEI BEACH,

tWill

This house
visitors on the

aw&weefw3m

If ii’s Liver T
sia, m Si~
lion, Palvita1 .■

:

■

•...

I

Sabbath.
d2w

jul5

men.
skimmy
,ki
Dyspep-

fish.

season

GUNNISON, Proprietor.

S. II.

■ate**■—v,_

Sch Julia S, (Br) McIntyre, Stdohn, NB—lumber
to Mark P Emery.
Sch Tannia Scott, Redman, Bluehill—paving to
Collins Granite Co.
Sch John Nye, Joyce, Cash’s Bank—246 bbls
mackerel.
Sch Iuella Small, Robbins, Seal Island—172 bbls
mackerel.
Sch John Somes, Clark, Matinlcus,—186 bbls
iwackerel.
Sch Gertie May, Jewett.ldatinicus. with 180 bbls
mackerel. Vessel damaged by lightning. See ether

of 3 882,
June
15.
is elosod to transient

open for the

THUB8DAV,

on

inli20

mos

THE ATLANTIC HOUSE,

^

vS,

new

jue8

Deep-boated Coughs, EroncWtla, Dyspep-s

York—coal to Randall

resort is

K. PARKER, Prop.

OVERCOMES

WHICH

sum-

and situated on
Lake Champlain, 8 miles north of
For
full description
st. Albans.
mer

send for circular.

h EOURSSHJNG FOOD

Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, St John, NB,
Eastport for Boston.
Brig Sainval Coipel. (Br) Spar, St Pierre, with
sugar to Geo S Hunt & Go. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey. See other columns for report.
Sch Sullivan Sawin, Rich, Baltimore—coal to Me

Open June 1 to October. This

i iou,
•, Coesamp-

FIFTH AVENUE & FIFTIETH

euro
nerve

WETHEBBEE& FULLED, Proprietors.

W
G

Willard.
Sch Glenara, (Br) Gilchrist, St John, NB—Gallagher & Co.
Seh Agnes. Turner, Bangor—Kvnseli & Taqor.
Sch Abby Weld. Gardner. Eastport—N Blake.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—N

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE. |

jkj&lSZ

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 26th, brig Carrie Bertha, Hall, Matanzas.
Sid fm Havre 17th Inst, ships Abner 1 Benyon,
Watts. New York; Thos Lord. Hall, do,
Sid fm Liverpool 18th, ship Thos M Heed, Work,
San Francisco.
Cld at London 10th brig. Ned White, Pendleton,
Boston.

UTOIR

CHANGE OF TIME.
ISSIj
On ntad &Ct«r Mfsailay; Deceiubcr

1

Until further notice paeie^ger train«
will run as follows:

15c. boxes dears out Rats, Mice,'
—,.
SFlies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Red-Bugs,
g3kunlc, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, Ohipmunks.|
a.

"Father, you are an awful brave man,” said
Detroit youth, as ho smoothed down the old
man’s gray locks the other evening. ‘‘How do

a
,

m.—For

ES«ir»

ABBIVING AT POKTLJJTD:
11 .GO n. m.—From Fsbyau’s aud Bartlett.
6.00 y. in.—From Burlington and Swan ton.
S. IA AHiTON. Sap’t.
dee&ytp
Portland. Dec. 3, 188

FOSTER, MllBURN A C0„ Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. 1. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale As s.
M.VTftFly

Eastern Railroad.
i

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
i

Frederick, Ames,

iiimcnciag Sunday, Jr*no 18,1882,

Chapin’s BucHtJ-PAinA.—A cmiek, complete
for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
female, Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Ctononhcea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
fenarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
cure

RICHMOND—Sid 17th, sch Mary W Hupper, Gilchrist, Salem.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17tb. barqne Frank, Wallace, Maceio 39 days; schs P H Crowell, Chase, and
Mary Sanford, Brown, Gardiner; Quaker City, McNeilly, and Parker M Hooper, Lane, do.
Cld 17th, sobs Wyoming, Bellatty, Bristol, RI;
Alice Montgomery. Lavender, Boston.
Ar 18th, schs Mabel Phillips, Berry, Bath; Helen,
Mitchell, Coleraine. Ga.
Bid fm Delaware Breakwater 18th, ship RP Buck,
(from Philadelphia) for San Francisco.
Passed up 19th. barque Alexander Campbell,
Bunker, from Cieufuegos.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, schs San Juan, Dodge.
Frontera; J Nickerson. Farr.Baraooa 11 days; E M
Cook, McGuire, Brunswick; Stephen Bennett, Donglass Port Royal; Sea Breeze, Kent. Bangor; Sea
Bird. McMullen. Blueliill: Nellie E Gray, Gray,
Rockland; May DaJ, Flander, do.
Ar 20th. brig Lizzie Wyman, Gaul. Danen; Nellie Ware, Paterson, Point-a-Pitre; sch Belle Brown,
Hunt, Baracoa.
Cld 19th, barques J W Dresser, Orcutt.V era Cruz;
Mary C Hale, Higgins, Havana; brig Sarah & Emfor
ma, Munroe, Ponce; sob May Munroe, HaU,

Sir.’-,ure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
EBeck and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
Sincere, Tumors, &e. £1, at druggists, by esc-T

ppress, prepaid, 31.25.

Coj’ns’s Isriroxio-s Siam

:j

is

to

At

be useej.

Mvrar&wiy

eodfiwly

ari

PLANT FOOD.

Sid 19ih, barque Bonny Doon, for Cornnna; brig
Fanny B Tucker, for Gonaives.
Passed the ate 19th, schs Revolution, fm Weehawken for Machias; Carohbe Knight, do for Kennebunk; Cayenne, New York for Eastport.
STON1NGTON— Ar 16tb, sch Fanny F Hall, Tapley, Bengor.
Ar 18ib, sch Redondo, Betts. Ellsworth.
GREENPORT, LI—Sid 16th, sch Jos Wm Fish,
Watss. Pamunky River.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 19th, sch Otranto,Hammond,
Ellsworth; Ariel. Candage. Bangor.
Sid 19th. schs Mary Means, Dodge, New York;
July Fourth, Wood. do.
BRISTOL—Ar 19th, sch Edward Stanley, Sherman Lincolnville via New Bedford.
FALL RIVER—Ar 18th, schs A Hammond, Goldthwaite. Gardfcer; Mary E Pearson, New Bedford.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 19th. sets Chas
Upton, and Hiram Tucker, from Providence for
North Weymouth.
HYANN1S—Ar 19th, schs Cota, Nickerson, Kennebec for Richmond, Va; Eagle, Robbins, do for

Tills compound baa been thoroughly analyzed by
procompetenl Professor of Chemistry, who need
It good for all we claim for it. No one
n
U*e
tender
it
to
tbo
most
plant.
fear to apply

a
nounces

■

flcSkxmp & Son,
Street,

These goods may also be found at W. €5. SAWVEK & CO.’S, y Treble Street. GKORkH
40
BROTHER’S.
BLANCIIABU A
Union Street, and A. A. MIT Cl ME I .I* A:
Streets.
and
Commercial
CO.’S, corner Iligh

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

CHANttEOF TIME.
i85>S

I7tb,

BJ'PABTECEN:
For Auburn un«l tewitlen, 7.10 a. m.,
1.16 and 6.15 p.m.
For Boiit.tm, 7.30 a. m„ 1. SO and 6.16 p. m.
For iNrlmui, 4.00 p. m.,

m.iiTfccr-ttnrner

(mixed.)

«'«-»».

_

AKBIVAtS.
From Atwid.n nud Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30, 3,15 and 0.00 p. m.
From Barham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
_

B'ror,* Chicnsd) Montreal
12.30 p.m.

and

Quebec,

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Train service from Portland on and after Monday next, as follows: Express for Montreal 0 a. m.
m.
ExExpress for Quebec and Montreal 1.30 p.
press for Lewiston, 7.10 a. m. 1.15,5.10 p. in.
J.
HICKSON.
3.30
m.
for
p.
Mixed
Gornam,

PASSENGER OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE
-AND-

Ticfests Sold at Reduced Rates

t'usda, Detroit, €bitasc,IHiH»aekre
Loufc,OmahB, Nagmi'inniiBiRti,
,,v/, Nt. Paui, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Sen Francisco,

To

and all points in the

NoniiweSi, West ai»«l Southwestt
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. 8PI0EU Snj* rintondert,
ootl7i'tf

stoa,
John, with connections for Calai
Andrews, Pembroke. Houlton, Woods. *j3. <rau
Menan, Campobelle, T)igby, Anu&pol
Windsor, Halifax, .Moncton, Aewca.”: •. Ambers'
<ha.
Pietou, Shediac, Batburit, Daifomso-

colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, V eetern Go
tics, and JPrinco Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received tip to 4 p. m. and any mEVFreight
fcrmation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Kailro&u vt oarf.
'f'tew,
For Circulaie. with Kxcunlon F
State Rooms and farther informal! .-; apply *t
St.
Company’s Office, 40 Exchan?e
’larxgrr
T. C. HER9EY, President, h:
an-

my25__'jlf

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Line f

Sew So?&.

Will until further notice leave Prnr.hi ;■ Wharf,
Pi-Uand, every MONDAY and THL'RSDAYjw »
Hew York,
J.M., and leave Pier 37, East BiTW,
4 P. /■:

every MONDA Y ,it4 TH URSDAY, at
These steamers are fitted up with turn acco seditions for passengers, making this » very
and comfortable route for travelers botrwen .Now
York and Maine. During the rwamer mo; •••»
:r pfc
eteamer* w'11 touch at Vino .ard Haven on i
r
sage to and from New York. Passaic,
*.
Goods
meals
ert;
8-f.te Room, |6;
at
Portland or New York forwarded to destin
For farther Information apply U
once.
HENP-Y FOX, General Agent, Por.lar. 1
.7. F. ANTES, Ag’t, Pier 38, £. V- N sw 'i o;i
Tickets and State Room# can be obtain-. .', at
Ficaange Street. From Dec. X to May 1, r.o ;-i.
sengers will be taken by this
...

■

lino._do

(SLYPE'S
—

—

£VEST SATURDAY.
Ocean
Voyage-Only
Shortest
FIVE DAYS from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from GLASGOIV, LiverGalpool. Queenstown, Londonderry, and
wny to BOSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed.
C BIN, §70 and gSO.

ciedinto

<

PHILADELPHIA

MLLAIl LB ft £ STEAMSHIPS,
fi QUEBEC to LIVERPOOL

Into,

»OAY,l!IAY!l9ib, Nieani;
ol
rni- l^tnv will
Leuve Ruilroatf Wkarf,
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
r' and iv.
Friday, at 6 p. w., for East; tni
St.

HEW EHOI AHD

ROYAL MUL

S

AN»

ON

xMTT^

Irl:en

foot
and

frTEAMs .BB.
| B H&5

WU.fc,
A rv*.lt

Steamers* Eleaaora asid Frareoii’-*

STREET

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

n

‘5 j;.

THREE
a

>

«•

■■ »'»

». m.
r

n, nj.

;'
«E. &—

-'n

SIH.HEK

*

after MUNDAN. OCT.
trains will ran as follows:

N a»d

< o„

*'■

>•-.

£hailo!

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agon! 0. ii. K. of N. J.

at loir rates.
WALDItON, 40 Exchange St„ T.

$40, Steerage

Appiy to E. A.
McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or I.KVK *
ALDAN, General Agents, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 State St.; Pliiladolpliia. Pa, N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

P.

>Hy

may23

There is

no escasa

-I NS

STEAMSHP

TO^

BO

FROM

Ii NmeotlnL
TeOAD
OLD GOLOSH
CALL
dn
Freight received ara tor* v
« l
BIVEK, there connect!:
KDAY
and
a
SA1T.
WEDNESDA
cr», sailing every

I direct to

pm] adolpma.
tel
there with Clyde
• A.,
Charlealoe, S» C,, Wnsilic;,;;
all kk 1 ad Vfatei tfeiv
Through Rates and Rills Lading given from any
point In New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and information apply to
». ». C. HUNK, Agent.
No. 3 Old State Houso, Boston, Mae

Connecting

feb20d___

gan*, when the

GOLD ’UEDAL, PAEI3, 1878.

use

of

A Sure Cure for all FEMALE WEAK*
NESSES, Including Lcncorrhcea, Irregular and Painfnl Menstruation,
Inflammation and Ulceration of
the Womb, Flooding, PROLAPSUS UTERI, &C.
t3TPleasant to the taste, efficacious and immediate
jx its effect. It is a great help in pregnancy, and re•
lieves pain during labor and at regular periods.

_

BOSTON—Ar 19th. barqne Wandering Jew, Ulschs Jennie F Willey, Chadwick,
Bright, Barter, Port Royal, SC;
Pavilion, Gove, Amboy; Jef Barden. Paterson, Hoboken; Samos, O’Neil, do; T B Witherspoon. Guptill. do; Native American, Clendenniu, from Calais;
BanPeace, Sawyer, Machias; Geo Shattuck, Hart,
gor; Gen Hall, Simmons, and J P Merrlam, Tainter,
do; Advance, Dean, do; Hero, Wade, and Lilian,
Ryan. Belfast; Earl, Darby, do.
Cld 19ih, sch A H Hodgman, Frye, Windsor, NS;
Frank M Noyes, Berry, Baracoa.
Ar 20th, schs Flora Grlndle, Sawyer, Mt Desert;
Frances, Smith, Lamoine.
Cld 20th, brig Turifa, Brown. Havana; schs Lucy
A Davis, Coiline, Havana; J C Nash, Crowley, Shulee, NS: Skylark, Lovell. Kennebec.
SALEM-nr 19th, sch Sylvl, Batson, Port John
mer, Philadelphia;
Tusket NS; June

PHYSICIANS ITSE IT AND rEESCRICE IT FREELY.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

a

#

Ail. Weaknesses of the generative organs
of either sex, it is second to no remedy that has ever
been bofore the public; and for all diseases of the
Kidneys it is the Greatest Remedy in the World.

admirably adapted

?. BAKER &

Find Great Relief in Its Use*
LYDIA E. FINKITASrs BLttOD PURIFIER
will eradicate every ve3‘!go of Humors from tho
tone and Ftn rgth to
Blood, at the same time will give
the system. Ah marvellous in results as tho Compound.

Portland.

ryLYDIA E. PlNKUAK’s T TVER PlT.Tgf-’W
ct.
or u;
tion, Biliousness and Torpid;

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Lloilo Apl 27, ship Leading Wind, Hinckley,
for Boston, ldg sugar; barque Sontag, Haskell, for
New York, ldg sugar.
,,
At Manila May 2d, ship Jacob E Ridgeway, Call,
from Hiogo, ar Apl 23, for New York, with hemp

j^a’Sold by all Drnrff

1

as

for

CO,, Dormer, Mass,

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

LEAYE FOR PORHAND anti BOSTON,

GoXUtipar

Prom

COAL.

‘m, cents.

(• >

MW&F&wly

octl

,,

as

dFM&W&wOm

jguBoih tho Compound and Blood Purifier are prepared at 233 and 235 Wcrtem Avenue, Lynn, Kars.
Price of either, $1. Six bottles for $5. Tho Compound
is sent by mail in tho form of pills, or of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for di er. Urs. Pinkhnm
3
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Unclose cent
stamp. Send for pamphlet. Mention thU Paper,

^^PORTSMOUTH—Ar 19th, sch Josephine, Dawes,
BBANG0R—Ar 18th, sell Juliet, Richardson, from

for invalids

persons in health.
Sold by Orocers everywhere.

well

JST”KIDNEY COMPLAINTS of Either Sex

17th, sch Millford, Look, Philadel-

On and after Monday, June 19lh, Passenger
Traiun will ran as follows: Leave Portland
for Ml. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations onJK. & N. A. Railway,
l. 20, and 111.16J p m.; tit. Andrews,Nt. Sirf'oanly,
plica, Fredericton, Aroostook
Irioosebead Lake, and all stations on B. it
Piscataquis EL SC., 111.15 p. m., (or 1.20 p.*
m. noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Mkowhegau, l.lo p. m.» 1.20 p. m.,$11.15 p.m.
Buugor and Dexter, 5.15 p. m. (Saturdays
only). Wntervilie, 7.00 a. m. 1.16 p. m„ 1.20
p. m., 111.15 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augustn, Hnilowell, Ciariiiner, Kick*
mohd,and Brunswick 7.00 a.m.. 1.20 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., tll.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1.20 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.16 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Kockland, and Knox &
1-it0 !'■
7-00 a- mK.
Lincoln
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Auburn
m.;
and Lewiston. 8.16 ft.m., 1.15 p. lit.,
5.06 p. m. Lewisten via Brunswick 7.00
a, m., til.15 p. m.; Furuiiugton, Phillips,
Knugeley Luke, Monmouth. Wiuthron,
KraddclU, West Wntervilie and North
Ausou, 1.15 p. m.,
Fnriningtcn via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

Warranted cSoaolutGly pure
Cocoa, iron which the excess of
Oilbasbecn removed. It has three
times the otr. vfji7i of«’aeon mixed
v..
r Sugar,
with St ;v-h.
f
eonomiand is C.\.
cel.
I: i t -.Xi.u.», nourishing,
Btrcnglhfc'&iag, easily digested, and

I2TFor

t,

Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty,

at

322 Commercial

LowesS Market

Street,

Brown’s
PORTLAND, MAINE.
aplodti
Orders received by telepbono.

gins, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Cienfuegos 7th inst, barque Annie Reed,
Crowell, Pensacola.
1
Sid fra Cardenas 10th, barque Josie Mildred,
Ginn, Delaware Breakwater.
Cld at Havana 13th, brig Anita Owen, Brauscomb

The Great

■

Healing Remedy.

DR

F. SS. fOSJSIS©]!!
jiCiS
^

o

ii wi

an

ofrce in
nd

rortl:J; i andean bef«.'

>0. 276 2ad<Ho St

Sasldllfm Matanzas

11th, brig Gipsy Queen, ChandBreakwater; 14tb, Mary Fink, Dar-

QQNNK,

ler, Delaware
rab, Philadelphia.
In port 14th, barques Dida E Clark, Clark, for
Delaware Breakwater 2 days; Ocean Pearl, Henley,
do; Faunie H Loring, Soule, tog; hrig Ernestine,
of
Norton, do; sell Eva May, McDuffie, for North

ver

Edwards Walter's
from | f
store,
ioSGiSi.
A

dtf

Boarding House for Sale.

Walker, Dinsmore,
■WFftMeow Jfcw

I

at Cumberland Mills, on Main street.
about 11 re minutes walk from tho Mills. Will
For particulars enaccommodate SO boarders.
quire of J. II. MOOD!', the proprietor on the

SITUATED

premises.

juUkllw*

8.10

a.

m.; 6.00

Cars attached, rni s
Iwoon Boston a> 1 <

i Hardware
Juui’ 3rd

oc!7

Halifax,

p.

m.;

Nt.

John, 9.00 a.m., 8.00p.m.; Houlton, 10.16
Ml. Stephen, 10.45 a. m.; Bucksport,
а. m.;
0.00 a. m.. 6. p. m,; Bangor, 0.45, 7.45 a. m.
f8.C0p. m. Dexter, 8.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.06 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Mkowhegnu, 7.66 a. m.,
2.55 p. m.; Wntervilie, 9.20a.m. 210., tlO.08
p. m.; and 6.16 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
б. 00 a.m 9.57 a.m., 2.55p.m., tll.00 p.m.;
Kardincr, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m„ 3.16 p. m..
111.20 p. m Bath, 6.66 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
ni.
11.55 p.
(Saturdays
only)
m.,
p.
Brunswick. 7.26 a. m., 11.16 a. m.,
4.30p. m., (12.36 a. m., (night.) Kockland,
8.16 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.25 a. m., (Mondaysonly.
Lewiston. 7.20 a.m., 11.15 a m., 4.16 p.m.
Phillips, 0.55 a. m. Farmington. 8.20 a. m.j
Winthrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: Tho morning trains from Augusta and
Hath, 8.35 ft. m. Lowistou, 8.40 p. m. The day
(rains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
fit 12.35 and 12..46 •.
an.) connecting roads
Tho aftornoon trains from Watervlllo.
•nsta, Bath, Kockland and Lc .v don at 6.42
!n at 1.50
The Night Pullman JGxpraM

__

and sugar.
Ar at Anjicr 19th, Bhip Mary L Stone, Field, New
York for Yokohama.
Passed Anjier Apl 27, ship Golden State, Delano,
from Manila for New York.
Victoria, Vi-Chartered, barque E L Pettingill,
Pettingill, to load coal at Departure Bay for Honolulu, and thence with sugar to San Franoiseo.
Sid fm Mansauilla 2d inst, brig George Burnham,
Staples. New York.
Sid fm Trinidad 7th inst, brig Rocky Glen, Hig-

Will give mmediate relief, and
Inaohorttimo effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent ctw'C.

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Doziness,
Sick headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jatr:dfc©, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

of which these
speedily cure by removing the cause.
Keep Urn Stomachy Boicch, and Digestive Organs
in good uorldng order, and perfect health,
will bo tho result. LadiOS and others subject o Sick Headache Will find relief
and permanent cure by the uso of these Bitters
I'ein-* tonic and mildly purgative they

£&SC39 GtC-j

Bitters will

PURIFY THE BLOOD
uy expelling all Morbid Secretions.
Price 25 els. per bottle.

Fci* sale by all dealers in medicine.
Send
t duress for pamphlet, free, giving full directions.

HE!* SY, JOHIS0S & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.
MWAF&wly

no3

The Cireat taa*-

An' TOADS MARK
*or
Seminal Weakness.
and all
Impotency,
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age. and many,
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a AFTER TAKERS.
Premature Grave.
(ig^FtiU particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
seiiafrec by mail to everyone. flrfj^The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at $1 per package, or six packages for $3
or will be eeu5 free by wail on receipt of the money, by

TRADE MARK lishRemedv.
unfailing c

uddrcMtai:

1

i.,

ugh to Bnngorove
Sunday Morning, but

::

',

>day«

in

r

Me

and
ay.

S’

or
e. at,
St
not ruu to Dexter, Belfast ot
John Sundfty morning.
Limited Tickets Itrst an<! second class for
M'. Joint ftB.i Haiifnx on nnlr at reduced

PAY SON TUOKiSK, Sup’t.

Portland, Juno 19, 1882.

jel7tt

Jane 16.
Thu

ill

.-h.-aiuer

Deeridroat? •ViuuJf,
Till rtdii} »•
Priday eveaiaf• at 18.1.3 o'oloox, or on the
SCocKarrival of Express train from Boston,
laad. CaNtinr, Ocer I«ie, and -edgwlck.
arrival of
(Stage fronr Sedgwick to Blue Hill
each Steamer) *o. West and H r Uarbar*,
millbrUlKe* Jvae«t»ori and ^fiacLii**pert.
Keu;ru »ag, leaves Machiasport every .“Ion*
day and Thursday ’!oraiu«». at 4.30•o’clock.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Train
and early morning trains for Ko»ton._
The New Steamer Cii’Y OF RICHMOND. 1000
leave
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENMsON which will and
same wharf every MondaV) Wcduraday
or
aron
Saturday evening*, at 11.15 o’clock,
rival of Steamboat Express trains from Boston for
Bar
Harbors)
and
monat Deweri (SouthWest
tou hing at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about lo.OO A. .M. next day. Connects
with Steair.et lor Sullivan from Bar Harbor.
will leave Bar Harbor at 7.*K> A.M.
Returni
Hlondi>> We li- Atlny n«d Friday, touching
at South We t !, arbor and Roc:. 1;-.^arriving in
P.
Portland about 5.<
CONHEt v- IOr»3.
:» & B. S. S.
w
East. At MS.--dzl

Going

n'W.nRgs
Co, Steamers Wedm u
tor HelfaNt, Bangor,
with Steamers for Greek’s JLaudiug, Blue
Hill and ftcllnwortb. At Bur II nrher with
Steamers for JLauioine and MuUivnn. At Sedgwick with Stage for Bine Hilli
COMIHG WEST.
At Rockland Mondays and Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. for Bo ion, and from Bangor
und River Landings for Portland*
each
During Summer Arrangement will connect
and
trip at Rockland with Sanford Steamers to
from BoMtou, commencing June 24.
*
gent.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
™*
Portland, June 14,1882.

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.

3

FOR

Islands, New

Sandwich

July

10.

".tea and the fc.:ort «c:
For freight or passage
(nation, apply to the General Masters Agents,
C.t. BARTLEYT 4 « O.,
,;en.
ltd Slate Street, cat. li rend *t..
-• •">
vT. .o. Lil J r
or
'•
SI Bachange St.
>aS8dtf
■

80»

5

/Steamers!

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
cleanse*

passages of
virus, causing healthy secretion*,
the nasal
Catarrhal

inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,

completely

heals the
restores the
taste and
smell jboneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
cold* in the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap* ■
a*
ply by the little finger
f?r*wp»n
into the nostril*. On
a
50c n ill mail a package. For sale in Port
of
receipt
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
sores and
of
sense

FFVhR.

d&\vly4rt

A

Cure

n

Th® new an
splendid steam trs sail from Veir
York oa the 10th, 20th and 80th of each month
i'r*>- isci
carrying passengers and frelgh -V-

aug29(llyr

NERVOUS

ZfalaiiJ

Australia,

tySold in Portland, by Fred. A. Dimer, 221 Congress 8t-,

HA

CALIFORHjA,

jtriJIi CBISA,

an&Tbmy .V Stone, cor. Congress and, Green Sts.

allays

LEWI >'TON,

Capt. Charles

w 1127 tons,
ing. which leaves
t-v.^rlawsri

4..

<

THB GBAT MEDICINTB CO..
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Effectually

Cocimeiidug

Arrangement,

Summer

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

ju!7__dtf

BAKEIi’S

STEAiWBOAT CO.

fcr suffering from

sT3qmaa«Btt5:.j3,*sa. t^omi
and a thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
owe
state cf the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Or-

BEFORE TAXIHoJ

Parlor Cars.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, blast® Transportation.

niylOdti

LYDIA E. "PINK HAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Annie L McKeen, Seventy-Six, Cbas
Ropes, Thayer Kimball, and others.
Ar 19th, sobs Nellie Eaton, fm Elizabethport for
Saco; Wreath, So Amboy for Salem; Huntress, fm
Lubec for New York; Henry Whitney, Bangor for
do- Alligator, and Dolphin, Calais for do; B L Eaton do for do; J D Ingraham, fm St George for do;
Mabel Hall, Spruce Head ior do: Emma Crosby,
Moncton for Philadelphia; Mary E Long, Bangor
for Norfolk; Margie, do for New Haven; Grace,
Ellsworth for Providence; Julia, Dennysvillo for
sehs

at 11.00 p. m.
Tollman

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 0.00 a. m.»
12.30 and 7.00 p. in. and trains leaving Portland,
8.45 a. in., 12.56 aud 6.00 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston at
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Throtiali tickets to ail points West and
Naut£> may be had of J. M. French, TieketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for leak aud
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

PORTLM®, JME.

New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18th. schs Waterloo, Gray,
and Hampton. Fletcher, Bangor.
Sid 19m, sch Hiram, Boyd. Eastport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN —Ar 17th, sebs Annie L McKeen, from Brunswick for Belfast; Seventy-Six, fm
South Amboy for Beverly; Thayer Kimball, do for

Kittery, Portsmouth,

Sumlny, nt 4 p. m. for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 5 30 p. m. connecting with Sound aud
Kail Lines for New York.
Trains leave Boston.
At 7.30 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 11.55 a.
m. At!) a. in. and arrive in Portland at 12.65 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive m Portland at 6.00
p. r\ At 7.00 p. m. (daily), aud arrive in Portland

Manufactured by

142 & 144 Commercial

na.

York.

small quantity and Increase as the Plant
matures.
This composition g'ves the plants a luxurious
growth and a dark rich green color, which no other
food gives them; it also gives the flower of the
plants a brighter, richer and more beautiful color.
Ithas no equal for Plants in the house or garden,
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,
is its easv application, and it has positively no offensive odor. Try it and you will be well pleased
with it. Directions with e/ich Box.

C. W.

a.

Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Oar wUl bo
at 6.30 a. m.
rea-ly for ocoupancy In Portlann station, st P.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
this train for Boston.
At N.45 a. m. for Gape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Keunebunk, Weils, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Rockport,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Chelsea aud Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 14.55 p. m. lor Saco, Biddeford, Keunebunk,
Conway Suuction, Kittery, Portsmouth,Nowburyport, Salem, Lynu, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.65 p. m. connecting with Sound and Kail
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At 6 p. m. for Cxpe Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Keunebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10
p m. connecting w ith all Bail Lines for New

ma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and
every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.

rI_

A

Biddeford, Kennebuuk,

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asth-

I
ooia

Portland
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,

Trams leave

Barocoa.

Philadelphia.

ler. Pats.

tions.

PRICE,

for

Baltimore.
Sid 10th, brig M C Mariner, Jones, for Delaware
Breakwater; 12tb, seb Seth V/ Smith, Allen, fer

*

f*.

Joha,

Boston.

X

dtf
_

_

mm.vt'iosAii smasHiP

*,fS£

Wj£W ENOIANI) ACBNCV,

311

Mersey, Agt.,
Rail Road AYJiarC

jua*3a

*<9'"

WftsUinglsM strict,

>.

H. P. C.

T&*JkJEU5Z9
KswTrak and Philadelphia

favorite and superior aeagoing steamer N«iw llriinwviicU, will 1 ave Kail Road
Wharf, foot of Slate St., everv Fill DAY at^ 1.00
of tyUfjl
p. in. (or on arrival of morning trains
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand l nudc
Express Train from Montreal,) for YA k MOL 111,
aro
arriving them next morning, where connections
made with Western Counties Railway. Fishwick s
for
all
lines
Express Line of Steamers, ami stage
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
twelve
to
ol
sailing up
Frieght received cn days
o’clock, and positively none taken alter that time.
■■<??■!

SSSss&iLZ'

eowa,

broom,

botjatd

buriCi

^

UAr’fct Sagua 9th inst, sob Geo

e«
Be rare m b*» hcscuia* any
beat ofilco !n Now England) via

4.45 p. m.—For Fabvan’e and lntermodiate sta
the most
course of Burdock Blood Bitters .ill satisfy
on earth.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Puriltcr
fl.OO. TRIAL SIRE, 10 Cents.

A

SATILLA RIVER—Ar 11th, sch T R Pillsbury,
Pitchsr, Savannah.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 13th, sch Geo E Young, Mar-

8°LYNN—Ar

LEAVmd PORTLAND
all stations, through to

Uoi;Co», gncaidQ, Manircnl ami Uydern*-

DOfflJBKTIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 17th, ship Ocean King,
Freeman, Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Cld 14tb, sch Jennie S Hall, Hall,

Fall River.

Stoss Bate
Express Trains. Doable TrackndlioAd

On and after FRIDA Yr J une

2d, the

Portland, Bangor & Maciiias

Queen, Dyer,
Ar at Ifyannis 17th.
New York for Gloncester.
Ar at Gloncester 19th, sch AlbertWoodbury, with
200 bbls mackerel.
Spoken 16th, sebs Titmouse, with 130 bhls: Nellie Howe, with 70 bbls; Catalina, clean.
|jg|—See other columns.

^Sailed,
A

NINTH ANSA OBBEN NTI5EEI*,
AND TBISD AND ESBK3 8XS.

Parlor-car seats

Old Orchard Beach 2 hours and 30
going to Biddeford.

per Week,

Trip

a

__

sch Eastern

Cook, McGuire,

m.

TraiDS on Boston & Maine roail connect with ail
ste un rrf running between Portland and Bangor,
itocklaod, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastporc, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Booms at Portland,
»<
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lan reuce end I St on
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of IS. I,. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maino Depot, and at Ilniou
Ticket Office, -10 Exchange St.
JAS. T. RUBBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
<ltf
jelO

FISHERMEN.

Wm

in., and 12.30 p.

minutes before

MEMORANDA.

M

a.

P'*Bemains at

■WGH

C Blanchard, Oakes, from San Franciseo
March 10 for Antwerp, with giain, has keen abandoned at sea. Crew landed at Port Elizabeth, CGH.
No particulars. The vessel registered 1903 tons,
was built in 1871 at Yarmouth, where she was
mostly owned by the Blanchards. Supposed to be

sch Elizabeth
Bllsld
^DARIEN—Cld 17th, sch

1.23, 3.55,

a. m..

1.00 and 6.30 p.m. Boatou For Portland at
3.45, 8.30 a. in., and 6.00 p. m. Portland for
01,1 Orchard Reach, Saco and Biddeford
at 10.00 a. in., 1.00, 3.80*, 5.30 p. m. Biddeford for Poriiund at 6.40 a. in., 12.05, 2.30,
7.1,
y.36 p. m. Old Orehari! Bench for
Portland at 6.62 a. m., 12.19, 2.43, 7.28, 9.48

Nervous Debility and Weakness of the Generative Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops
losses and escapes in same. The great Reliable Tonic for General Debility or Special
] Weakness. A complete Rejuvenator for Exhaustion, Faintness. Excesses, Advancing
Age, Ague, Chills, Female Weakness. &c.
Si at druggists, or by express, prepaid, on
receipt of $L25. E, S. WELLS, Jersey City, N. J.

Sch May Snowman, Oliver, Bath—N Blake.
■.ch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Boothbay—D
Choate.
SAILED--Barque Ella; brigs MaryC Haskell,
Martba A Berry; eebs Andrew J York, C J Willard,
F N Tower, Warren J Crosby, Mariel, and others.

40,9.13

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portland For Boston and Way stations at

dSJtWSm

may27

Stations is Pliiladelitiiia
Philadelphia 5c Beading ft. It.

0^*“

Strangers will here find excellent accommodations
at reduced prices during the summer mouths.
This new and elegaut house is very centrally located for the reception of guests, either permanent
It is charmingly situated, being a
or transient.
central point amidst tho most fashionable residences,
Depot,
churches, &c.,&c.; near the Grand Central
withiu three minutes walk of the elevated roads
and Madison Avenue cars. The ventilation, heating and plumbing are arranged on the most approved principles. The hotel is conducted on the
European plan, patronized by the best families of
Europe and America, with a restaurant of unsurpassed excellence and at reasonable charges.

Cleared.

6

lhe 12.55 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamer* for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
Line* for New York
p. m., train with all Mail
and the South and West.

NEW-YOKK.

Barque Eilh, Matthews, Buenos Ayres—R Lewis

STATION IS SEW K0BK .SifiSiS &.

secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

ST.,

(Opposite Cathedral,)

columns.

at

OBFOR
OLD
BOSTON
6.29 p. m.
u /„■
ioAaW ■>«
;.-<i
3.30, 7.00 p. in. POBTLAN D s- -. si sc a n
KOBO REACH AND PINE POINT at
8.30
a.
10.25
p.
6.15, 8.4 j,
m., 12.35, 4.65, 6.00,
EOR OLD ORCHARD
m. (See note.)
12
at
65,
BEACH
6.15, 8.45,10.26 a.m., 12.35,
FOR SABO AND
4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p. m.
BIDDEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m.,
FOR
12.35, 12 55, 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p. m.
KENNEBENK at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.55j
6.00, 8.30 p.m. FOR WELLS at 6.16, 8.4o
a.
m.. 6.00 p. in
(See note) FOR NORTH
B1 BWIOH, SALMON FALLS, GRE AT
FALLS. DOVER, EXETER, HAVERHILL. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12 65, 6.00 p, m.
FOB NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45a.m.
FARMINGTON,
FOR ROCHESTER
N. II., AND ALTON BAY at 0.16, 8.46 a. m.,
12.55 p. m. FOR WOLFBORO AND CENTRE HARBOR (viaStr. “alt. Washington”)
at 8.45 a. m., 12.55 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. H., (via New
Market Jet.)at G.15 a. m., J2.55 p. m. (via Lawrence)at8-45 a, m 12.66 p. m. MORNING
TRAIN LEAVES KENNEBUNIi FOR
PORTLAND at 7.25.
vote—The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland Will
ftol Slop at Scnvnoro Bench or Pine Point
and will St<u» at YVell», Only to Take Pusseager* For Boston. Parlor Car* on trains
leaving Portland at 12.55 and 6.00 p. m., and Boston at 9.00

V.'ml * JisMCitUteawnt"
?. !::: t.rrh, vital,-brain or
you.
I-.. u i.txi Ri;xetvefv
v»
force, ii.
greatest remedy < :i v -1ii for Impotence,
Leani«cs®Slieljt*A#fi:* y. Abaolmo euro for
will

S. S.

,

-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

lk.i.~«mfu»ra3vJat

SCARBORO BEACK.

One

Bound Brook rSoute*

__

~

v

T

KIRKWOOD

VARMOl

dec3 dtf

Portland. Dec., 5th, 1881.

mhaeatf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Boston.

“Angelina”—Eating onions not only prevents the lips from chapping, but usually keeps
the chaps from lipping.’—Berwick Gazette.

AND

Benson's Cr.'ocino plaster is

stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, gupt.
dtf
jol7
(^""Advertiser copy.

* Does not
q.T.0

families. A line
and the country.

PROCTOR,
Centennial Block.

je!4eod3w

■

Druggists

other Porous Plasters

XT

*

partly insured.

No lady or

or

two-story Frame House No.
Promenade. J ot

JOHN C.

JtyjyVR

Philadelphia—E

ohangs street.

Ship S

Over 5000

ters.

i—

Philadelphia—D

new

Island*, Casco Bay

view of the
Apply
vv J to

Cuticuba Remedies arc the onlv real curatives
for diseases of the Skin, Scalp, and Blood.
Price: Ccticcka Resolvent, $1.00 per bottle;
Cdticuka, i.Oc. per box; larmxboxcs ,$1.00; Ccticcka Medicinal Toilet »r, 25e.; Cutkcra
Medicinal Siiavino Soap, 15c. Sold everywere.
Principal Depot, Weeks & Palter. Boston
w ofSIirt SEW"
jnoi-i

Blake.

•Thousands of ladies cherish grateful remembrances of the help derived from the use
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

the

buy

1.80

Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dizfield,
Peru, Livermore, Wee ITSumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKD. 8upt.

Oloso connections made at Weetferoek Jasicwith through trains of McGortral it. R., and
TRlTrunk Transfer. Fn ! < -t, with through
of Grand Trunk R. I
::th
West a-.
it-.ugh tickets to all j>.. ^
.is* No. £2 ’jBx•) ;p Notices and at Rolitns

complexionaudskin. TlieoulyMedicinalBabySoap.

via

Brig Marthn A Berry, Lee,
Clark & Co.
Sch C J Willard, Wallace,

Jonife and with
she Weal.

W. B. W

21 Walnut St., Eastern
WILL
40x90. House arranged for two

TUESDAY. June 20.

& Co.

W-.1

Waab&^^rtun, and the
Ac Albany 15.. 15* for

lilaitimov«.

phia

a»d ben
in ci-y

ir‘>
**•>

“Only $1200

virtues
balsam. Contains in a modided
of Ccticuea, the g-eat Skin Cure, and is indispenami
of
Skin
Scalp Diseases,
sable in the treatment
and for restoring, preserving, and beautifying the

Arrived.

qtls

1

<

Woodford’s

«

Bremen, where she landed 675

best

acres

Jel6eod2w»_i’.dl.'. ,st.

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Cent RR.
Sch Teaser, Wallace, New
& McAllister.

one mile
tillage land,
-.lifted fruit, two

Portlaud,

from

storied bouse, 13
house, all id goo t repair.
0T at

*9.39 p. m.
The 1.05 p. in. tiain from Portland connects at
4y«'< Jane, wttb Xloosac Tuanel lioutr for
11 c West, and at Union Dr»«i, Wcrcenter, for
New Vork via Norwich l.dnr, and nil rail,
LfSprinfsfleSd, also with N. V. A; N. K. SI.
«i ,{“3v9araer Maryland Route”) for Philadel-

for sale.

miles

Gorham, 7

NEWS.

MARINE

Chandler,

INfrom Saecarappa, 100
oivb
cuts 75 tors bay. i

-CUTICURA S04PAn Exquisite Toilet, Bath, and Nursery Sanative.
and healing
Fragrant with delicious flower odors
form all the

MINIATURE AX.MANAU.JUNE 21.
San riefr'B.4.1b MtgZi water, (P M).. is.ui
Sun Beta.7.47 Moon sets. 10.55

Wit and Wisdom.

MW&F&w3m

Signed or Endorsed
Following Remarkable

rrvj'_

1

11

A wise remark by Josh Billings; “A reputashun once broken may possibly be repaired,
but the world will alwus keep rheir eyes on
the spot where the krack was.”

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at 25c., 50c.
and $1.00 per bottle.
PEBBY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, B. L

Have

21
21
21
21
22
22
24
24
24
24
27
27
28
28
29
29

of the most
House pleas-

eoIOw*

Ifarui

A sweet, unchangeable Medicinal Jelly, clears off
all external evidence of Blood Humor, eats away
Dead Skin and Flesh, instantly allays ltchings and
Irritations, Softens, Soothes and Jleals. Worth its
weight in gold for all Itching Diseases.

Alvo.Now York..Port Prince..Jne 30
Mississippi.Quebec.Liverpool... July 41
Alaska.New York..Liverpool...July
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool... .July 6

Strange may seem to those accustomed
to sweet corn, there are parts of the country
where it is yet unknown. In many places in
the west and south, people s.ill content themselves with the “roasting ears” of the comThe history of sweet corn
mon field corn.
is obscure, but there are facts which point to
its origin with the Narragansett Indians in
Khode Island. There is the same difference
between sweet and field corn that there is beThe
tween wrinkled ai d common peas.
conversion of the contents of the grain into
starch is arrested, and the seed in both remains much wrinkled. The writer can recollect when a Massachusetts man living in
Khode Island, sent annually by stage, as an
acceptable present to his friends in Boston,
It is within pompara basket of sweet corn.
itively recent times that sweet corn has beThe American Agriculturcome common.
ist no doubt reaches many who are not faof corn known as
varieties
with
the
miliar
“sweet,” and we do a good service to these
when we call attention to its superiority to
any common kind oi corn. The mail now
allows every one to procure seed from dealers anywhere at a mere trifle for postage,
and the seed is within reach of all. Among
the earliest varieties “Early Minnesota” is
one of the best; for the main crop, we have
used “Triumph,” and “Excelsior,” and consider whichever «one of these happens to be
Beon the table at the time, as the best.
sides these, there are a dozen or more varirieties, all good, and vastly better than any
field corn.—American Agriculturist for May.

IN HARD GR SOFT, HOT GR COLD WATER.

..June

Germain.New York. Havre.Jnne

Bepublio.New York..Liverpool...June
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg.-..June

as

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family* rich or poor should l>o without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
al ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK,
eodAreowl v?B
jel n

York..Havana—Juno

Scylbia.New York..Liverpool

About Sweet Corn.

tor

WASHING^BLEACHING-

jrtS

Niagara.New

Andes.New York..Kingston....June
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.. .June

With ready zeal he joins the cat,
Wheu from the barn she drives tho rat;
Then screams aloud, goes into fits,
And scaies the cat out of her wits;
Drives frightened puss outside the door,
And takes possession of the lloor.
Wherever he assumes his station,
He's master of the siutation.

■

Servla.New York. .Liverpool... June
Elba.New York..Bremen.June
Muriel.Now York. .St Kitts.July
City of Para.New York..Aspinwall. June
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.June
Cityof Brussels. ..New fork..Liverpool.. June

one

Fryeburg Centre, Maine.

may 13

-—ERUPTIONS-

FOB

boarders, til

summer

Charles

-CUTICURAFROM

few

ant,

Of the SUiu and Scatp-suou as Salt Kheum
Psoriasis Teller, Ringworm, Barber's Itch, Scald
Head Itching Piles, and other Disfiguring and
Torturing Humors, from a pimple to a serofulitic
nicer, when assisted by CCIIOUBA and CimcoKA
Soap, the great Skin Cures.

SillLINC DA YN OF STEAilUIIllfg.

Anisopterix pometaria,
Pangi ,'zorene catenaria,
Aehetm, full-grown noctuidto,
Halesidot®, tortricidse,

rLAKLINL

a

FOE
pleasant towns in New England.
scenery beautiful. Apply early,

-IHJMORSThe cause of most human ills, and curing when
all other methods and
physicians, hospitals, and
remedies fail, Scrofula or Kina’s evil, Glandular
Milk Leg, Mercurial
O
d
Ulcers,
Sores,
Swellings.
Affections, Erysipelas, Tumors, Abscesses, CarbunBlood
Bright’s
Disease, Wasting
Poisons,
cle* Boils,
of tie Kidneys and Liver, Rheumatism, Constipaand Scaly,
all
and
Itching
tion Piles, Dyspepsia,

In this city, June 19, Jane Morrill, widow of the
late Charles'iiolfe. aged 78 years.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at her late residence, 389 uauforth street.
In this city, June 20, suddenly, of heart disease,
Charles H. Starbird, aged «0 years 8 months.
[Funeral this Wednesday afteroon at 3 o’clock,
at the residence of E. W. Porter. No. 16 Green St.
Burial at convenience of the family.
In Scarborough, June 20, Anna Maria, daughter
of James and Margaret Jordan, aged 13 years 10
months 18 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.j

tiiaiea, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
!Vai*iliua, fjowell, Wiadham, nad £y
at 7.30 a. ns. and 1.95 p. es.
Fob1 *lancbe»ser, CJc-ncord end points .North. I’
1.05 p. Oft.
For Itoeneiiter, WgpvinRTft.tr, Alfred, W&c*
■erberc sad «as« Silver.3.30 a. m., 1.05
». m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rocheator at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.16
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. ru.
For Morhawn, Wnecurappa* Cniabwlaofl
iad
Wttdford’s.
Weatbrsak
Mill'.
at 7.39 n. no.,
1.05, 0.20 and (mixed)

A RARE CHANCE

Caliber

>—---

and

For

Street_maySOdtf

Neutralizing. Absorbing, anti Exprlling
Slcrof Elions, Clnneerous, and

Leave Canton for Portland
Lewiston, 4.U0 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. in.

m.

A

perates with Energy ifyim the Kitlnney
Stiver, ilenrls, ami Peres of the Slii

DEATHS.

Procres, harpalus, carhouarius,

_feM8d&wly

COTTACK5 House with small barn and lot 80
by 90 feet, very pleasantly located on Montreal street, will he sold very low. Inquire ofC. IV.
SMITH, 7 Willis

RESOLVENT

_

various,

__

FOR SAFE.

In Gardiner, June 10, Albert M. Bates of Gatdiand Miss Lizzie Alison of Et John, N. B,
In Koekland, June 0. Albert W. Butler and Miss
Jennie W., daughter of Francis Cobb, Esq.
In Ellsworth. Juno 6, Melvin J. Lyman and Miss
Flora A. Stewart.

But let us he»r his merit*, too,
And give tho devil and him their due.
His wit i* pure intelligence
His cunning equals human sense;
He knows the power of dynamite;
He knows tho gunner, teo, at sight,
And marks the distance he should flee,
As if by trigonometry.

HUMMER AISBANUEMEIVT.
On and after Stan day, June 19,
Trains will leavo
Pl<ir**5,»S?SSH ISWS*, Passenger
Portland at 7.39 a. m., and
1.05 jp. m,, arriving at Worcester
fit 2.16 p.m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
v.;nion Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m.-and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p.

CO.,

INSURANCE

for

tt -•^.O A T>.

Tt

on

17 Exchange Street.
JcneBd4w

ner

Takes all he warns, then off he flies.
And mocks the farmer with his cries.

ud,

Rumford Falls & Emitfield

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER E. R.

1, Lin-

LOTS

OCEAN

HABKIAGES.

Unmusical and prone to broils,
Fit for but “strategems and spoils.”
The thrilty farmer Knows his ways,
And bans him with no timid phrase.
He knows the farmer, too, and drops
Oh careful wings among the crops;

Pure.

of any desired size, situated on Per
coln and Kennebec streets in Po-t
very easy terms to purchaser.

its purity and excellence.

S

Our crested jay, with all his beauty,
Has neither sense of right nor duty.
A wary and a cunniDg thiei—
His wickedness exceeds belief.
He looks where cosy nests are swung,
He steals their eggs, destroys their young,
And gobbles them like worms and millers,
As if they were but caterpillars!

Absolutely

to

Cheap. Portland and Worcester Line.

Land for Sale

A Portland family directory would have to
be published to give a full list of families using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is

RAILROADS.__ _STEAMERS._

RAILROADS.

ESTATE.

_REAL

SPOKEN
Jnnc 13, lat 42 08. Ion 4G 20, ship I, J Morse,
Voazie, from New York for San Francisco.
No dnto, lat 14 N. Ion 33 \V, ship Clarissa B Carver, Nichole, from New York for Aujier.

_

WILSON FLAGG.

i

Cld at Fredericktoo, NB, lGtb, sob Maud & Bessie, Harper, Portland.

you know that, Willie?” "Oh, I heard some
men down at the store say that you killed
thousands of soldiers during the war.” "Me?”
“Why, I was beef contractor for the army!”
“Yes, that’s what they said!” explained young
innocence, as he slid for the kitchen.—Detroit
Free Press.

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed,

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizainess, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box,*>r six boxe for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxe*
to, euro any case. W'ith each order received for
9ix boxes, accomvanied with five dollars, tho proprietors will send the puichaser their written guar;
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H. H.
HAY & CO., Druggists, onlu agents n Portland,
Vie., at Junction Middle and Free St*.
uovlb
d*wly4G
ment: a

FARE $1.00,
The A&vonto 8te&mers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest Ami avoid the expense
s
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late a:
HT” Tickets nsd 'l:a : rooms for sa.lc at 1>. i*.
\reet.
YOUNG’S, 272
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. t'OYLE, Jr., Gcaeral A-rat.
(itf

(Serai Ocean ~Steadier

PASSAGE Tl El OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest anil best lines ami steamers, crossing on tbe lane routes free from ice and Icebergs,

viz: the White

Star, Anchor, Cunp.nl, State,

Na-

tional, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Hieriine; and 4'onuneulal exchange in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris Jin ropes an l
American Express for packages And freigh. to all
of
the
Also agent i :r the celebrated
globe.
parts
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply c<»
J. L.FARiHEB, Agon!,
No. 22 Exchauce Street
inch 16

dif

Boston
I*M1 JL AJ&

jkLPH 1A

Direct StcuiusMp Line.

Laaves escii I'ort Every Wednesday and
Saturday

Wha a f age.

A©
in hereby cjivein that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
the trust cf Administrator of the
himself
upon
estate of
CHARLES F. MOXCEY, late of Boston, ’Mass.,
All
decejised. and given bonds as the law d-v
?d depersons having demands upon t!
ceased, are required tu-exhibit tho same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
CHARLES HUMPHREY, Administrator.

Notice

Yarmouth, June Gth 1882.

jue7dlaw3wW#
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